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INTRODUCTION 
 
This monograph brings to the experts’ notice the mathematical modeling of 

draft gears and shock absorbers. The mathematic description of these units 
functioning that can be used when studying the vehicles dynamics is connected 
with the specific features of their structure.  

Wedged friction draft gears with steel friction elements tend to lock if friction 
is not stabilized. Therefore, when modeling dynamic process in a train, it was 
typical to assume the gears compression forces subject to the identification of their 
qualitative and quantitative train dynamic process parameters, but not the forces 
that resulted directly from the specific features of their structure. In some 
publications [3,101,102], these parameters are called integral. The same 
publications showed that, actually, they were just some static characteristic of the 
gears. The experience of transitional train motion modes (standing start, braking, 
motion in vertical track alignment breaks, coupled cars collisions) dynamic 
processes simulation evidences the appropriateness of such characteristics 
utilization when determining the forces acting on the train vehicles.  

The design of Mark plate type spring friction draft gears described in Freight 
Car Draft Arrangements Manual, 2003 Wabtec Corporation, and (PMK) draft 
gears [103] include elements (special lubrication and metal-ceramic parts) that 
significantly increase the energy capacity and stabilizing functioning of these draft 
gears. The correlation of these elements geometry with the gears force 
characteristics in general is detailed in publication [103].  

The ideas of a friction draft gear mathematical simulation presented in Chapter 
2 are used in Chapter 3 when building the flat and spatial car bogie friction shock 
absorber model. The fundamental correlation of vertical and transverse horizontal 
oscillation produced by friction forces is shown. 

When modeling hydraulic and pneumatic (Chapters 4-9) draft gears, shock 
absorbers and dampers, stationary and non-stationary thermodynamic processes in 
the respective environment are considered. The processes occurring in the real gas 
and in the systems with variable working body weight are analyzed. The difference 
in draft gears and shock absorbers modeling results arising due to real gas 
environment versus ideal gas environment is demonstrated. New, formally derived, 
approximating equation and calculation algorithm of real gas state are suggested 
that can be used for theoretical studies and the units of interest modeling. It is 
noted that the optimal parameters of such units in quasi-stationary and shock 
loading conditions are different. Hydraulic and pneumatic shock absorbers 
mathematic models are applicable to vehicles motion simulation under conditions 
of stationary and, simultaneously, shock vibration excitation. 

Closing Chapter 10 deals with experimental test methods for vehicles and the 
test results analysis. 

The authors hope the book will be interesting and useful to scientists, 
engineers, experts and students who study the shock energy absorption and 
oscillation damping when modeling the dynamics of both individual vehicles and 



 

 

railway vehicles in a train, and would be happy to receive any suggestions and 
remarks at their address: 

2 Academician Lazaryan St., DIIT (DNURT) office 222, Dnepropetrovsk 
49010, Ukraine. E-mail: sergeymyamlin@gmail.com 

 
This book brings to the experts’ notice the mathematical modeling of units (the 

dampers or shock absorbers) used for reducing the dynamic forces produced by 
impact and vibration effects in cars. From the wide variety of units applied here 
only those that carry out direct absorption of energy are described, i.e. the authors 
exclude from consideration the dynamic oscillation dampers [1], which action is 
based on the application of additional mechanical oscillatory systems. 

Oscillation dampers transform kinetic energy of vehicle individual parts or 
whole vehicle motion both to potential energy of working medium such as fluid in 
absorber chamber and housing parts deformation and to thermal energy due to fric-
tion and fluid overflow through local hydraulic resistances. The main part of thus 
transformed kinetic energy is dissipated in form of heat and energy losses con-
nected with the materials wear. 

The oscillation absorber extension and compression may be passive, forced due 
to the motion of the vehicle it is attached to, and active due to accumulated poten-
tial energy. In the latter case, these units are independently returned into their ini-
tial state. Structurally, the oscillation absorbers may be integrated into elastic sus-
pension units or into the units providing for technological and structural joining of 
the vehicle parts or connected in parallel with them. In addition, they may have the 
form of separate vehicle parts with their own units returning them to the initial po-
sition. 

In this book, modeling of oscillation dampers is generally analyzed together 
with working return mechanisms. Such integration is convenient for synthesis of 
the vehicle mathematic model in whole and for writing a program for numeric in-
tegration of differential equations of the vehicle motion. 

The dampers are widely used in various carriers, in railway vehicles in particu-
lar. The variety of the units is derived from their purpose. So, the vehicles suspen-
sions should effectively absorb the oscillations due to their interaction with the 
base (road, water, air). Altogether, it should be born in mind that suspension de-
formation is produced not only by variable but also constant gravity force. A set of 
units should provide for the energy absorption and the vehicle protection from sin-
gle emergency shocks. The set includes bumpers and sacrificing vehicle parts used 
for crushing and protection of the vehicle structure in whole. In some cases im-
pacts are the part of the vehicle operation process (collisions during railway cars 
shunting, impact processes in railway trains, landing gears, impacts in elements of 
lifting and mining machines and many other examples). To protect the vehicles 
structure and people at such impacts special multiple action impact dampers are 
used. 

The railway cars and locomotives are equipped with center coupler draft gears 
(hereinafter – draft gear) [2] to damp longitudinal impacts effect. They are used for 



 

 

absorbing the impacts occurring during car shunting movements and train motion 
transient mode. At the same time, the draft gear itself is the unit delivering tractive 
and braking efforts from one part of the train to the other. Therefore, the draft gear 
is not only the impact damper but also the unit, which should balance quite big 
static and quasi-static forces in a train. Such units participating in cars interaction 
should, at the same time, effectively absorb the oscillation occurring at transient 
train motion modes and prevent from shock waves generation in it [3]. 

In contrast to draft gears, dampers of flexible center sill and movable freight 
cars frames (hereinafter shock absorbers) almost do not transfer significant longi-
tudinal forces. They are used only for reducing the longitudinal dynamic loads act-
ing on the cargos at cars collisions during shunting movements and in the train. 

Wide variety of shock absorbers and oscillation dampers used in railway trans-
port, similar approach to their modeling in other mechanical engineering fields 
help the authors to concentrate exclusively on the shock absorbers and oscillation 
dampers in railway vehicles. 

When operated, the shock absorbers, oscillation dampers, draft gears (hereinaf-
ter we will call them collectively the dampers) always couple two solid bodies. 
This means, the dampers deformations are determined by these bodies motion, 
more accurately by their movements, speed and acceleration. Mathematical formu-
lation of deformations depends on the character of energy absorption and structure 
of the absorbing units [2; 3]. 

Let us consider the mathematical model of two bodies coupling consisting of 
deformed elements of different physical nature. 

Figure I.1 illustrates the general scheme of coupling consisting of in-series 
simple and complex deformed elements. The properties of the elements may vary; 
there may be a gap in bodies coupling. 

To make it simpler, here the damper with one-dimensional deformation is de-
picted as the most typical case providing for in-depth analysis of mathematical 
modeling approaches. Mathematical models of dampers, which operation is de-
fined by two- or three-dimensional movements of dampers fixtures with the con-
nected bodies, will be considered individually for specific case studies. 

 
 

 
 

Figure I.1. General calculation model of bodies b1 and b2 coupling:  
1, 2 … − numbers of in-series coupling elements 

 



 

 

Suppose x1 and x2 are the movements of damper coupling points with bodies 1 
and 2 coupled by this damper; v1, v2 are these bodies speeds; S is the force extend-
ing or compressing the damper along x axis; q = (x1 – x2) is the damper extension, 
q&  = (v1 – v2) is the rate of extension. Hereinafter we assume the damper consists of 
na in-series elements with absolute extension values equal to qi. 

In addition to na damper elements, let us introduce auxiliary element k with ex-
tension qk to simulate the damped bodies structures and the damper fixtures defor-
mation, i. e. 
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In addition, let us consider that the damper fixture may have gap δ, which 
shows itself (to be specific) at the bodies coupling extension.  
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in case the elements deformation takes place without residual deformations and de-
formations lagging. In expression (I.2) ai is the number of identical elements in-
dexed i. 

If the coupling contains elements returning to their initial state some time after 
unloading (deformation ‘lagging’) or some residual deformations occur, it may 
turn out that signqk ≠ signq and this has no physical sense. Residual deformations 
of any element and deformation lagging lead to the increase of gap at extension 
and the gap formation at compression. The more general expression is  
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where qk* is defined by expression (I.2). 
Value q is defined by solving the differential equation of specific mechanical 

system motion, which includes interacting bodies 1 and 2, and qi values are defined 
by solving the differential equations of i damper element state. After defining qk, 
force S deforming the coupling is calculated using the following expressions 

βk k k k kS k q q q= + &      (I.4) 

or 
βk k k kS k q q= + & ,     (I.5) 



 

 

where kk is k element stiffness and βk is the ratio of viscous resistance to its defor-
mation. Usually βk is a small value and in a number of cases the viscous compo-
nent of force in expressions (I.4) and (I.5) may be neglected. 

In some cases (such as for friction dampers, which are discussed in the follow-
ing sections), it is possible to combine a number of elements into a block or an 
element, for which the functional connection of deforming force value Sf with the 
values of its deformation qf and deformation speed fq&  may be formulated. Value qf 
is calculated using expressions (I.2) and (I.3). 

So, when solving the differential equations of motion of bodies coupled with 
the damper or additional differential equations of state, we define, for each such 
coupling, one q value and na of qi values, qk value or qf value, and then using ex-
pressions (I.4), (I.5) or function ( )f f,S S q q= & , we calculate force S deforming the 
coupling as a whole. 

In some cases, the motion modes of the bodies coupled with a damper, at which 
plastic deformations of bodies or damper fixtures occur at *

skq > Δ , are considered. 
When simulating such cases, q values are replaced with (q – δs) in expressions (I.4) 
and (I.5); δs is the residual deformations value calculated at the moment when ab-
solute values of force S pass through maximum while condition *

skq > Δ  or *
sS S>  

( *
sΔ  and *

sS  are the coordinates of a point in diagram qk – |S|, above which plastic 
deformations occur) is still met. Having designated the extension and force values 
corresponding to elastic limit when residual deformations δs = 0 as ∆s and Ss, using 
Prandtl model and Bauschinger strengthening effect [4], we can calculate 

( ) 11 / sign sign( );δ δs s ss ss ks k ks s= + S;   = + SS Sk k k
− ∗∗ ∗−Δ Δ Δ   (I.6) 

( )( )max
-1 -1

s s ks k= |S - - sign q,| S k kδ     (I.7) 

where kks is k element stiffness coefficient in plastoelastic deformation zone. In 
cases when instead of formulae (I.4) or (I.5) function ( )f f,S S q q= &  is used, its 
formulae shall be supplemented with the following expression 

( ) ( )f fsign ,δss ks sS = + | |  q qS k∗ ∗⎡ ⎤− −Δ⎣ ⎦     (I.8) 

if ( ) ( )( )*
f f 0δss q|S |> S   >q− &I . 

The following sections of this book offer the physical representation of shock 
absorbers (draft gears) and oscillation dampers in railway vehicle bogies. The au-
thors deliberately limited the range of objects under consideration by the most typ-
ical cases discussing the issues inevitably arising in connection with their calcula-
tion, design, and simulation. 

The material is presented in the order of ascending complexity of mathematical 
models. 

 



 

 

1. STRUCTURES OF DAMPING SYSTEMS 
IN RAILWAY VEHICLES 

 
This book considers the design diagrams and complete mathematical models help-
ing to analyze the operation of shock absorbers and other oscillation damping sys-
tems in railway vehicles. 

In addition to theoretical studies in dynamic parameters of railway vehicles im-
provement, the designers’ and inventors’ efforts are aimed at creation of new struc-
tures of oscillation damping systems, couplings between railway vehicles and be-
tween the elements of running gears of freight and passenger cars, and locomotives 
[5-34]. Great attention is paid to the elements ensuring the absorption of shocks 
and damping the oscillation that are always present at a train motion. The struc-
tures discussed in this book are selected mostly as examples of typical systems. 
The mathematical models of these systems elements can easily be transformed into 
the mathematical models of other units. 

The damping units in trains may be generally categorized as follows [34]:  
- car body bogie bearing systems; 
- central suspension; 
- axle-box suspension; 
- oscillation dampers; 
- shock absorbers; 
- active suspension systems. 
Below the most interesting to the authors’ point of view structures of damping 

units are described and power characteristics of some of them are given. 
 

1.1. Car Body Bogie Bearing Systems 
 

The support of a car body on the bogies is realized basically through the central 
bearings located in central longitudinal vertical symmetry plane of the body. Such 
bearings are used in most car and locomotive types. In some cases, vertical load on 
bogies at the body side may be transferred only by side bearings as it is arranged in 
type ТЭ3 (TE3), ТЭ7 (TE7) diesel locomotives, and K series electric locomotives 
[35]. Bearing may be single- and two-stage if side frames or side bogie bolsters are 
damped relative to a wheelset. Most freight cars have single-stage spring suspen-
sion. In passenger car, refrigerator car and locomotive structures bogies with two-
stage spring suspension are usually used. 

In addition to bearing systems, the railway vehicle bogies have elements limit-
ing and absorbing the oscillation at longitudinal, side and angle movements of the 
car body relative to unsprung bogie parts. 

To the authors’ point of view, the bearing proposed in claim [36] significantly 
improves the train dynamics by damping the oscillations both in vertical and hori-
zontal planes and ensuring the car body return to its initial position at swaying and 
bouncing. The bearing transfers the load from the body to the bogie frame through 
a swinging column with bottom spherical end that is embedded into an elastic pis-



 

 

ton along the full working surface. This piston moves inside the cylinder, which 
workspace functions as a pneumatic spring. The bottom part of the cylinder may 
roll over the balls along the cylindrical or spherical bearing surface, which is the 
part of a hinge, firmly fixed at the bogie frame. Vertical oscillations are damped by 
an air cushion and due to the piston elasticity and elastic packing on the car body. 
These oscillations are damped by the piston friction occurring at its movement in-
side the cylinder and by heat dissipation at the air cushion compression. Horizontal 
oscillations are damped by the column shifts and due to the bearing rolling over 
along the surface. 

The unit proposed for transferring the longitudinal forces from the bogie frame 
to the locomotive body frame [37] comprises a link made in form of two divergent 
ties and hingedly coupled with a medium bogie frame bolster and resilient inclined 
rod, which connects the link with the engine body. Hinge joint between the link 
and inclined rod is also connected with the front bogie frame bolster using resilient 
rod. Such structure provides for reduction of dynamic load on bogie frame and 
body frame elements of inclined rod and leads to improvement of longitudinal dy-
namics. 

The unit proposed for transferring the transversal forces from the body to the 
bogie [38] is made in form of a solid flexible coupling located in grooves of four 
adjustment pulleys orthogonally fixed on the body frame. Center points of trans-
verse sections of the flexible coupling are fixed on medium bogie frame bolsters 
and the longitudinal sections are tied together transversally using guide pulleys and 
linked pre-tension hinged spring mechanism. A steel wire rope, for instance, may 
be used as a flexible coupling. With the vehicle standing on a straight track, this 
structure provides for coaxial positioning of body and both bogies as the flexible 
coupling is balanced by the mechanism and blocks. On a curved track, to achieve 
the specified body fixing on bogies, the required bogies movement is ensured by 
longitudinal shifting of a flexible coupling accompanied with turning of adjustment 
and guide pulleys. At a dynamic transversal body movement in respect to the bo-
gies, additional loading of one of the longitudinal sections occurs and is accompa-
nied with its straightening and increased mechanism torque. Thus by the end of the 
resilient stroke, the transversal link resistance increases, that is nonlinear rising 
characteristic is achieved. 

The authors of claim [39] propose the method of fixing the mechanism that ab-
sorbs the bending vibrations of the car body. For that, a damping loads or equip-
ment, which total weight comprises 3 to 15 per cent of the car weight, are mounted 
under the floor of the body either sides from the car axis for 1/4 of its length. The 
container with the load or equipment is fixed under the car on supporting structural 
elements using the oscillation dampers, which serve for shock absorbing and pro-
tecting the container from damages. The mathematical model of the car body and 
damping system is presented. 
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tion, big stresses occur at radial shift in these springs. However, thanks to their 
technical simplicity Flexicoil springs application will increase. 

There is a bogie with combined first and second suspension stages. The springs 
are supported immediately by thrust bearings (Figure 1.2) [41]. As a result, the bo-
gie frame is not exposed to significant vertical forces and may be made of lighter 
materials. In addition, such structure is better because the number of degree of 
freedom of oscillation system is less. The calculations show the bogie has im-
proved characteristics in vertical and transversal planes, ensures stable vehicle mo-
tion increasing its critical speed. However, apparently, because of higher cost, the 
field of application of a bogie with combined suspension system will be limited by 
high speeds of motion only. 

 
 
 

Figure 1.2. Suspension system of  
high-speed bogie resting  

immediately on the  
wheelset axis  

 
 

Structural and riding characteristics of bogies for non-articulated cars operated 
at speeds of 200 km/h in Western Europe [41] are also of certain interest. 

In claim [42] the description is given for a secondary stage of spring suspension 
of motor bogie, which is proposed to be located transversal to the car body in pairs. 
Pneumatic or hydraulic spring suspension may also be used. The springs are lo-
cated angularly to vertical plane. When the body turns, centrifugal force com-
presses one spring and opposite moment occurs relative to longitudinal body pro-
ceeding to turn it around its longitudinal axis. Because the springs are stopped in 
the direction of the central vertical plane of the body, four-bar linkage is created 
that decreases the angle body turning around its longitudinal axis. The rubber buf-
fer (a cross stop) located between the body protrusion and the bogie frame exten-
sion takes in the transversal forces, which occur under the action of centrifugal ac-
celeration in a curved track. So, in the beginning, the body has certain free trans-
versal movement until the cross stop is activated damping the transversal move-
ments of the body in relation to the bogie. 

Claim [43] proposes transversal car body springing to increase the motion safe-
ty and smoothness. Two hydraulic servo cylinders, which work in antiphase, are 
located between the body and the bogie. The oil feeds these cylinders from one 
shared master cylinder. The pipelines to the master cylinder connect the servo cy-
linders of hydromechanics or hydro-pneumatics actuators, which are destined for 
lifting the car body over the bogie. Thus, the body oscillation amplitude is reduced 
and the danger of the body contact with the edge of passenger boarding platforms 
is removed. Respectively, the master cylinder can be adjusted so as to change the 
car oscillation character and to increase the comfort level during the journey. 
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1.3. Axle-Box Suspension 
 

Patent [46] describes an elastic vertical side bogie bearing with metal friction 
surfaces ensuring greater values of resistance to angle bogie movements. As a re-
sult, side stability of a freight car at higher speed is increased, i. e. the higher thre-
shold of angle movements of bogies with bevel wheels becomes possible. In addi-
tion, the operating conditions for side bearings and their couplings and fixtures are 
improved. Upper parts of metal friction structures with elongated oblique geometry 
are coupled with elastic columns and are attached to the foot or casing end of side 
bearing. 

There are three main areas of application of the elastomers in rolling stock [47]. 
First, these are the resilient members for suspension systems where rubber or met-
al-rubber blocks may replace such conventional resilient members as springs. As a 
result, significant rolling stock dynamics improvement may be achieved, especially 
in transversal and vertical planes. The second area is the replacement of friction 
units in hinges, slippers and other members that have relatively small linear or an-
gular movements. As an example, Figure 1.4 illustrates an improvement option for 
typical passenger car box with roller bearings 1 and 2. Rubber ring 5 that limits the 
transversal axis movements is mounted on cone extension 3 under box housing 4. 
 

 
Figure 1.4. Side swaying resilient damper 

 
The mentioned area includes various applications of rubber in links, suspen-

sions, and hinged connection rods. The third area covers sealing and noise-
attenuating pads in various rolling stock units – compressors, braking cylinders, 
flange couplings of pneumatic and hydraulic drives. In addition, such rubber mem-
bers as rubber pads, mats, and plates are now widely used in German railways for 
damping freight platforms thus providing for the body floor integrity. 

Article [48] describes radically new structure of damping blocks and rubber 
dampers, which helps to realize non-linear stiffening characteristic. With usual op-
erating load, it is located in optimal for car dynamics zone. When the link load in-
creases, its stiffness rapidly grows preventing from over-limit movements of bogie 
bolster. Another advantage is attributed to the ability to dampen the resonance 
loads, which becomes possible due to the non-linearity of stiffening characteristic. 



 

 

The mechanism of this phenomenon is actuated in resonance mode when the link 
load starts to grow rapidly leading to alteration of stiffening characteristic of the 
link. Undamped frequency of the oscillation system comprising the link is also in-
creased and becomes different from the frequency of external actuating force, thus 
preventing from oscillation amplitude growth. This is effective only if the un-
damped frequency of small oscillations of the system with the link is higher than 
the frequency range of external actuating forces. 

Railway transport operation experience shows the necessity of creation of uni-
versal standardized elastic suspensions with adjustable stiffness when assembled 
and at operation. The structures discussed in article [49] have approximately equal 
characteristics. The choice of particular scheme is determined mainly by existing 
set options. 

The authors of patent [50] propose to improve the box unit equipped with rub-
ber-metal members (RMM) providing for radial self-adjustment of wheelsets axes 
in curves. In such bogies, RMM bearing mounted on the upper cylindrical surface 
of the box has minimum clearance (0.76 mm) in longitudinal direction with upper 
stops of pedestal guides. Clearance size is chosen basing on the conditions of radial 
mount of a wheelset in 230 m radius curve. When choosing the conditions of radial 
mount of a wheelset, actual size of pedestal gap and box casing are considered. 
The presence of clearances in longitudinal direction between the box and the pe-
destal in horizontal plane passing through the axis center is also important. These 
clearances are monitored when installing the wheelsets on tangent track using a 
gauge inserted between special pedestal bushes and the box casing. Rectangular 
bushes are welded to internal surfaces of the pedestal and may be composed of 
several flat steel pads. The clearance size should be not less than 0.89 mm. 

Patent [51] gives the description of a typical hinged box (Figure 1.5) enhanced 
by way of its deformation stability increase in transversal direction, in particular 
when the train is moving in the curved track. For this, in addition to main hinge 7а 
with resilient bush 8' fixed on a bogie frame 12, box 3 together with bearings 1 and 
2 is fixed at the other end of longitudinal bogie frame bolster 12 using additional 
hinge 10 and connection rod 11. The suspension resilience is ensured by spring 6, 
which is mounted between frame 12 and hinge arm 3' thus allowing for vertical 
shifts of frame 12 in relation to wheelset 13. Several options of utilization of resi-
lient members in working units of axle-box suspension are considered to achieve 
the required dynamic characteristics of elasticity and oscillation absorption. 

 

 
Figure 1.5. Improved hinged box 



 

 

In primary suspension by claim [52], leaf spring, which central support is hin-
gedly coupled with the brake flange mounted on the wheelset axis, is used. One 
end of such leaf spring is joined with the bogie frame and the other end – with the 
vertical load regulator shaft. Lever box has an arm, to which hydraulic damper 
shaft is attached and which housing is connected with the vertical load regulator 
shaft. With such arrangement, the bidirectional hydraulic damper performs addi-
tional function of preliminary loader of the leaf spring and the spring serves as a 
reaction bar accepting longitudinal compression or extension force at braking de-
pending on the direction of motion. Vertical load regulator is located at an acute 
angle to the leaf spring, thus providing for reduction of compression in spring 
leaves under longitudinal force action at braking. 

Patent [53] proposes side bearing for a four-wheel freight bogie with separate 
side frames. Side supports are mounted in openings at the ends of the bogie bolster. 
Spherical surface of the housing having a radius of 380 mm is coated with Teflon 
and is joined with cylindrical guide of the bogie bolster opening. Vertical load 
from the body is transferred to two flat steel slippers. The latter are made in form 
of cylinders with 100 mm base diameter and come into blind guiding openings of 
the bearing, at the bottom of which disk springs are mounted. The gaps between 
the support housing and the bogie bolster opening walls in transversal direction 
make 10 mm each. The support friction pairs are chosen so that to provide for fric-
tion factor of 0.05 to 0.07 in support and bogie bolster junction and for friction fac-
tor of 0.35 in body and slipper junction when bogie frame moves along the body. 
Proposed support ensures the effective absorption of oscillations at empty car bo-
gie nosing motion. 

Work [54] proposes resilient side bearing for four-wheel freight bogie with 
separate side frames (Figure 1.6). Support comprises housing 28, two elastomeric 
blocks 32, push slipper 50 and stop 30. The housing is the steel molding in a form 
of hollow parallelepiped, which base 34 is fixed to bogie bolster with rivets 45. 
Elastomeric blocks are mounted inside the housing and accept vertical load from 
the car body through inclined surfaces 44 of the push slipper. The elstomeric 
blocks structure is chosen subject to provision of optimal stiffening characteristics 
in vertical, lateral and longitudinal directions and fast heat removal from the slip-
per. The block is formed by elastomer with constant modulus of elasticity of 50 to 
140 MPa or with varied modulus along the bolster height. The stop mounted on the 
cylindrical base of the housing between the elastomeric blocks limits their defor-
mation under maximum vertical load. For operation, various structural options of 
side bearing members are available. 

Basing on invariance principle it is possible both to modernize box stage spring 
suspension of some engine types and to develop new mechanism for vehicles with 
third class frame bearing drive (in compliance with the classification by Professor 
Biryukov I. V. [55]) characterized by high dynamic qualities of spring suspension 
[56]. 

 
 



 

 

 
Figure 1.6. Resilient side bearing for four-wheel freight bogie 

 
 

 
Figure 1.7. Axle-box suspension with Clouth rubber bell-shape springs 

 



 

 

Axle-box suspension with Clouth rubber bell-shape springs (Figure 1.7) devel-
oped by British Railways (BR) [57] was used in Series 60 freight diesel locomo-
tive. When compared with conventional pedestal guides, this structure ensured sig-
nificant economic effect at maintenance, as it did not require periodic friction unit 
lubrication. By calculation, the suspension stiffening characteristics in vertical and 
horizontal directions should have been equal. However, during operation, it was 
found that at certain vertical deflection of rubber springs 4 their stiffness in hori-
zontal direction was 50 per cent less than required. In addition, rubber springs 
shrank gradually so no stable vertical geometry of a spring set was achieved. 

After several consultations with Brush company BR has developed wound 
spring axle-box suspension (Figure 1.8). Here vertical deflection was provided for 
by way of springs 4 deformation, and rubber ring 3 installed between cylindrical 
guides 2 of bogie frame 1 and box tail 5 accepted the efforts acting in horizontal 
plane. This type of suspension was used in BP20 bogies of Series 317 and 455 
electric locomotives and in CP1 and CP3 bogies of Series 56 and 58 diesel loco-
motives. However, there also were some remarks as for this structure when operat-
ed. To provide for small radius curved track passage at coal storage approaches the 
box stage stroke in Series 60 diesel locomotive was quite big. This resulted in addi-
tional stresses in rubber ring under skew-symmetrical loading and fast ring wear. 

 

 
Figure 1.8. Wound spring axle-box suspension 

 
Then, suspension structure was developed where rubber ring 4 was installed be-

tween the box guide and special bushing (Figure 1.9). With vertical deflection of 
springs, tail 3 moves in a guide bushing 6 and this movement results in no addi-
tional load to the rubber ring. To improve the wear resistance, the internal surface 
of the bushing is coated with phosphoric bronze and during operation is constantly 
lubricated with oil from the bushing bath. 
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1.4. Oscillation Dampers 
 
Analysis of structural characteristics of oscillation dampers in freight cars and 

their classification by various parameters are given in work [60]. Here we will just 
note that, in general, the developers of hydraulic oscillation dampers concentrate 
first of all, on their capability to change characteristics depending on the amplitude 
and frequency of car oscillations. Applications of new technical solutions contri-
bute to the oscillation dampers characteristics improvement. 

Report [61] describes hydraulic damper with plate valves, which have in-
creased durability and controllability. 

Patent [62] offers friction oscillation damper. The wedge member of the dam-
per together with independent spring is located in a bogie bolster seat. Friction 
forces, which are proportional to the movements, occur at relative motion of the 
wedge member friction surface along the friction bar fixed on a side bogie frame 
column. Bogie bolster bears against the inclined surface of the wedge member 
through resilient elastomer cushion. The latter has variable thickness that gradually 
increases from the upper edge to the lower edge. The cushion is installed in a de-
pression, which bottom diverges from the inclined wedge member surface to an 
angle of 1° to 4°. Proposed improvement ensures uniform pressure of the wedge 
member to the friction bar thus decreasing its wear during operation. There are 
several options for elastomer cushion fixing on the inclined surface of the wedge 
member. 

Improvement of operational qualities of the friction unit is reached in invention 
[63] by speed of actuation and various smoothness of frictional interaction depend-
ing on a rotation direction. The unit includes a housing, a shaft mounted so that it 
can be rotated relative to the housing, pressure plates spring-loaded one against the 
other and relationally rotating and moving along the axis. Friction members are in-
stalled so that they are coupled at least with one of the pressure plates, with the 
shaft and the housing. Linear drive connected with the housing is completed with 
mounted (capable of the linear movement against the housing) pressure member. 
The mechanism of linear movement transformation to rotation movement is con-
nected with the pressure member of the linear drive and with one of the pressure 
plates; the second pressure plate is prevented from turning relative to the shaft. 
Transformation mechanism is coupled with the shaft and is made in form of self-
releasing screw pair elements, one of which is fixed relative to the shaft turn and 
the other – relative to the first pressure plate. 

Patent [64] proposes oscillation damper applicable, mainly, for a rotary crane 
on rails and a flat car for heavy cargo; the damper is made in two options –with ei-
ther extending or compressing connection rod. In such damper, the damping force 
depends on the running gear oscillation amplitude. 

With tension connection rod, compression spring 4 with top support washers 23 
and 5 is located between equalizer 3 and car frame 1 (Figure 1.10). On top of the 
support washer 5, there is cam flange 6 located at a distance of +a from the center 
of lever 7 with one or several holes. Tension rod 10 is connected with lever 7 by 
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Damper proposed in invention [65] comprises the following parts: the housing 

made of two parallel to its axis and interconnected sections formed by two pairs of 
L-shaped levers with slots, the spring installed in the housing, one end of which 
rests in the housing section, the disk to bear the other spring end, and the base. To 
increase the energy absorption efficiency and to achieve the longer service life the 
damper is completed with the ring located between the L-shaped levers pairs and 
interconnected with them. The ring has the guides passing through the levers slots; 
the guides are diametrically located with equal inclination angles and parallel axes. 

The aim of invention [66] is to increase the stiffness and durability by way of 
making resilient members in form of two packages of plate metal springs. With 
such packages, it is possible to increase the damper stiffness and durability and to 
provide for its two-way action. 

Patent [67] offers friction oscillation damper with leaf springs and single or 
double suspension arm. Damping is not dependent on the carload. There is a possi-
bility of additional adjustment of damping leaf stiffness to achieve optimal oscilla-
tion damping value. 

Frame 6 (Figure 1.12) of a car with axle guards 2 and spring brackets 5 bears 
against box 11 through double suspension arms 4 and through leaf spring 3. Hori-
zontal oscillation damper consists of resilient leaf 7 (see Figure 1.12, a, b), which 
passes through opening 9 with bushing 10 located in the middle section 8 of spring 
bracket 5 in longitudinal direction. Holder 13 fixes the end of damping leaf 7, 
which is tightened with screws 14 during the oscillation damper installation. Inside 
bushing 10 on holder 13, there is repositionable flange 15, which has seat 16 for 
leaf 7 at holder 13 side end. Distance a for seat 16 from holder 13 is adjusted using 
flange 15 in compliance with the required damping leaf 7 stiffness. At free end 17 
of leaf 7, there is curved friction surface 18, which under pressure contacts with 
central bridge 20 of intermediate element 21 of the leaf spring suspension arm and 
is located at 90° angle towards action line 19 of double suspension arm 4. With 
single suspension arms, each intermediate bridge of the arm has a central rib that 
supports damping leaf 7. Altering distance a between holder 13 and seat 16 addi-
tional adjustment of damping leaf 7 stiffness is possible in order to achieve optimal 
oscillation damping value. 

 

                       
Figure 1.12. Friction oscillation damper by patent [67] 

а b 



 

 

Authors of patent [68] offer friction oscillation damper for flatcar with vertical 
friction surfaces. Friction bars wear does not affect the damping ability of the os-
cillation damper and is defined visually or with a probe by way of support plate 
position inspection. 

Oscillation damper with vertical friction surfaces consists of internal pusher 1 
(Figure 1.13, a) attached by roller 11 on unsprung part of railway vehicle and hous-
ing 2 fixed on sprung part with the roller similar to roller 11. Rollers 11 are located 
in elastic bushings 12. Internal member 1 has two support plates 5 with through 
opening 9 in one of the plates for resilient members 16, and two support plates 7 
with threaded opening 10 in one of the plates. Friction bar 3 is attached to plate 5. 
Precompression of resilient members 6 is achieved by adjusting screw 8 passing 
through slot 13 in housing 2. Friction bars 3 and 4 wear does not affect the damp-
ing ability of the oscillation damper and is defined visually or with a probe by way 
of inspection support plate 5 positions on support plate 7. Rotation of support plate 
5 is prevented from by stop 15 on internal member 1. Member 1 is guided in trans-
verse direction using slipper 16 in housing 2. 

Oscillation damper with inclined friction surfaces comprises internal pusher 1 
and housing 2 (see Figure 1.13, b) attached to unsprung and sprung parts through 
rollers 11 and bushings 12, respectively. There is elongated opening 17 for roller 
18 on internal member 1. On housing 2 there are surfaces inclined towards one 
another, which friction bar 4 and support plate 5 with friction bar 3 and support 
plate 7 are attached to; between the plates there are resilient members 6, which 
precompression is changed with clipping screw 8. In housing 2 there are slot 19 for 
assessment of friction bars 3 and 4 wear and inspection opening 20 for watching an 
internal edges of support plates 5 and 7. Friction surface wear is determined using 
graduated bar 21. The value of friction force  of the oscillation damper is changed 
depending on  the vehicle body weight. Friction bars and resilient members of the 
oscillation damper are chosen depending on the required vehicle oscillation damp-
ing, which maximum limit is achieved at steel friction bars. The size and the num-
ber of friction surfaces are chosen in view of minimizing the friction surfaces wear. 
The oscillation damper proposed in invention [69] includes wedge member con-
sisting of two parts. First part is made in form of trihedral prisms, at least two, 
firmly fixed with the same angles so that their bases produce inclined surface con-
tacting with bogie bolster. The other two facets at each prism vertex surfaces con-
tact (through resilient cushion) with the second part of the wedge member surface, 
which relief has the form of the matrix of first part of the wedge member. Vertical 
surface of the second part of the wedge member contacts with the surface of fric-
tion slat and horizontal surface is borne against the suspension springs. The slat is 
coupled with the side frame. When the vehicle is moving sprung bogie part (bogie 
bolster) is oscillating relative to unsprung part (side frame). When the force pro-
voking oscillation grows above the static friction force at friction surfaces of the 
wedge member and friction slat and when oscillation amplitude exceeds the resi-
lient cushion deformation, the friction between the wedge member vertical surface 
and friction slat surface starts to work resulting in the oscillation damping. 
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Friction oscillation damper proposed in [73] contributes to improvement of dy-
namic behavior of a freight car. Vertical movements are transferred to the axle 
brass through spherical wedge member flange, spherical indentation, and carriers. 
Thanks to such structure, contact efforts between replaceable axle brass and a 
patch piece are evenly distributed providing for uniform wear of the whole work-
ing surface thus contributing to faultless operation of the absorber. 

Patent [74] proposes several dampers options applicable mainly for damping 
vertical oscillations and mounted in an automatic coupler. As a resilient member, 
components of modern elastomers including rubber and plastics with desired elas-
tic behavior of stress-strain, shear, or bending are used. As an example, Figure 1.14 
illustrates the damper comprising steel rod 138 with support foot 128. Thin wall 
steel cylinders 150 and 154 are put on this rod; cylinder 154 has support end 158, 
and bent ends 152 and 156 couple both cylinders. Resilient members 146 of circu-
lar form are vulcanized to external surfaces of these cylinders; the members are 
precompressed with tightness by washer 160 attached to cylinder 150 with weld 
joint 166 so that damping unit has the form of set 148 of resilient members com-
pressed between end washers 160 and 158. When compressed, the diameter of ex-
ternal surfaces 144 and 168 increases, and internal cavities 170 volume decreases. 
The required stiffness parameters are achieved by changing the number of elasto-
mer rings 146 or their sizes, and by the level of precompression. 

 
 

  
Figure 1.14. Absorber by patent [74] 

 
  



 

 

1.5. Shock Absorbers 
 
Shock absorbers are used to protect both the car structure and the cargo: auto-

matic coupler absorbing units, buffer shock absorbers, shock absorbers in cars with 
movable center sill, and moving deck shock absorbers [75]. 

Along with end draft gears, additional specialized central type damping units 
are used in several types of railway vehicles, functioning as carriers of highly sen-
sitive to longitudinal shock loads cargos and in cars with movable center sill [75]. 

Most rolling stock in the former USSR countries is equipped with hexagon type 
spring-friction draft gears. These units group includes Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) gears 
(Figure 1.15, а) installed in eight-wheel freight cars built before 1979. Starting 
from 1979 the mentioned cars have been mostly equipped with Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) 
gears (Figure 1.15, б). For sixteen-wheel cars and sixteen-wheel diesel locomotives 
similar structure type Sh-2-Т (Ш-2-Т) gears (Figure 1.15, в) are used; these gears 
differ from Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) and Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) gears in size. It should be 
mentioned that parts of listed above gears are not interchangeable. 

 

 
Figure 1.15. Hexagon type spring-friction draft gears  

Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) (а), Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) (б), Sh-2-Т (Ш-2-Т) (в) 
 
Hexagon type spring-friction draft gears have housing 3 with hexagon throat 

where pressure cone 1 and three wedge members 2 are located. Between the wedge 
members and the bottom of gear housing 3, there are bearing set springs 4 and 5. In 
Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) gear, there is washer 6, but this washer is not used in Sh-2-V 
(Ш-2-В) and Sh-2-Т (Ш-2-Т) gears therefore the spring height is increase. 

Most (75…90%) of kinetic energy of colliding cars accepted by this type units 
is transformed generally into thermal energy of friction interaction of friction unit 
parts and partially into potential energy of springs 4 and 5 compression. 

Draft gear Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) (see Figure 1.15, а) has maximum working 
stroke of 70 mm and installation dimensions of 230×318×568 mm. The gear ener-
gy capacity as delivered (with unrun surfaces) is about 25 kJ. The energy capacity 



 

 

of the gear with run-in surfaces after one to two years of operation makes 50 kJ 
under longitudinal force of 2.5…3 MN, which is enough for collisions of freight 
cars with gross weight of 84 tons, moving before collision at a rate of 2.22 
m/sec.From the functional dependence of impact force quantity on the rate of colli-
sion, it can be seen that the run draft gears closes when the collision of cars occurs 
with a rate over 2.5m/sec (Figure 1.16). Closing of the gears after full usage of 
their working stroke leads to transfer of significant longitudinal dynamic action on 
the car structure and the cargo thus presenting the risk of their damaging. 

Draft gear Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) (see Figure 1.15, б) has installation dimension of 
230×318×568 mm and maximum working stroke of 90 mm. The gear energy ca-
pacity as delivered is about 25 kJ and the energy capacity of the gear with run-in 
surfaces makes 60 kJ under longitudinal force of 2MN. Collisions of freight cars 
with gross weight of 85 tons equipped with these gears showed that a longitudinal 
the of 2 MN corresponded to collision rate of 2.78 m/sec. (see Figure 1.16).  
Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) gear closing occurs at car rates over 3.06 м/sec. 

 

 
Figure 1.16. Quantities of impact force of Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ), 

Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В), and Sh-2-Т (Ш-2-Т) gears as a function of cars collision rate 
 
 
Unrun Sh-2-Т (Ш-2-Т) type gears have energy capacity of about 30  kJ. After 

running-in, the gears energy capacity reaches 65 kJ providing for collisions of six-
teen-wheel cars with gross weight of 172 tons moving at a rate of up to 1.83 m/sec. 
under longitudinal force P = 2.5 MN (see Figure 1.16). 

TsNII-N6 (ЦНИИ-Н6) spring friction draft gear (Figure 1.17) comprises serial-
ly connected spring and spring friction parts. Spring-friction part consists of hex-
agon throat 9, three friction wedge members 10, pressure cone 11, washer 1, exter-
nal 2 and internal 3 springs. 

Spring part includes base 7, central spring 4, four big angle springs 8, four 
small angle springs 5, and four stop rods 6. Springs 8 are similar to spring 3, and 
spring 4 is similar to spring 2. Small angle springs differ from big angle springs 



 

 

only by the number of turns. Big angle springs are located in throat recesses and 
small springs – in base recesses. Rods 6 are located inside angle springs 5 and 8 
and divide them with center-thickened part. Both parts of the gear are coupled with 
bolt 12 and nut 13. 

 

 
Figure 1.17. TsNII-N6 (ЦНИИ-Н6) draft gear  

 
 
TsNII-N6 (ЦНИИ-Н6) draft gear action is as follows. As a result of load appli-

cation to the pressure cone or the gear base, the first central spring 4 (see Figure 
1.17) and four big angle springs 8 are compressed. Then, after throat lugs 9 contact 
the stop rods 6, small angle springs 5 are compressed, too. They are compressed 
for the size of clearance - (37±5) mm – between throat 9 and base 7. At the same 
time, compression of spring-friction part, which initial resistance force makes 
about 120 kN, commences. 

Therefore, due to intermediate stage of simultaneous compression of both parts 
in force interval of 120…280 kN, the transfer from spring part operation to spring-
friction part operation takes place without abrupt unit stiffness increase. 

Nominal final resistance force of run-in unit makes 1.5 MN. Actual unit closing 
force is mostly determined by the working friction surfaces angle of inclination 
within the limits of production tolerances and by friction coefficient value, which 
depends on the degree of these surfaces running-in. Presence of friction part also 
exposes the unit to the risk of seizure. 

When load is released, first only spring part is straightened up, then spring-
friction part. 

Force static characteristic (dependence of resistance force P on the stroke X) of 
the gear (Figure 1.18) is obtained experimentally by compression in hydraulic 
press. 



 

 

 
Figure 1.18. Force characteristic of TsNII-N6 (ЦНИИ-Н6) gear 

 
 
Spring part of the gear, which has small resistance at the beginning of compres-

sion and quite high resistance at the end, ensures smoothness of passenger train 
motion in normal operation conditions (frequent effort changes at the moment of 
starting, adjustment service brake application, etc.). With heavier operation condi-
tions (emergency and full service brake application, occasional power jerks during 
train motion and car shunting), shock damping is supported by spring-friction part 
of the gear. 

After full gear compression, the force is transferred immediately through the 
throat and the base without spring involvement as they, just like in Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-
ТМ) gear, are not compressed to the turns contact even at unfavorable production 
tolerances and parts wear. 

The unit energy capacity of 15…24 kJ is sufficient for passenger trains consist-
ing of up to 18 cars, but does not suffice the requirements of perspective operation 
conditions. 

Coefficient of irreversible energy absorption is also dependent on actual fric-
tion parts working surfaces parameters and equals to 70…75 per cent. The unit 
weight is 169 kg. 

Foreign railways cars are equipped mostly with friction draft gears of various 
types. However, insufficient energy capacity, specialization by car types and com-
mercial reasons led to creation of a wide variety of structures with different opera-
tion principles. 

Under technical requirements of American railways, minimum energy capacity 
of an automatic coupling draft gear when run-in is specified at about 50 kJ under a 
longitudinal force of 2.23 MN. 

Among end draft gears, most common are Miner and Cardwell Westinghouse 
spring-friction gears. 

PMK-110А (ПМК-110А) draft gear (Figure 1.19) belongs to spring-friction 
type units where metal-ceramic plates are used as friction members in order to en-
hance the energy capacity and stability characteristics. These type gears are in-



 

 

stalled in refrigerated rolling stock, flat cars for containers, and partially in sixteen-
wheel cars. Working stroke of PMK-110А (ПМК-110А) draft gear is 110 mm. 

Energy capacity of PMK-110А (ПМК-110А) draft gear as delivered is about 
35 kJ. Its operation under normal conditions is characterized by faster running-in 
than that of Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) draft gear. Energy capacity of PMK-110А (ПМК-
110А) draft gears with run-in surfaces under a longitudinal force of 2 MN is 
70…85 kJ. 

In Russia, new PMKP-110 (ПМКП-110) shock absorber for railway cars is de-
veloped. It is based on production version of PMK-110А (ПМК-110А) gear, 
which support springs are replaced with polymeric elements (Figure 1.20) [76]. 

 

 
Figure 1.19. PMK-110А (ПМК-110А) spring-friction draft gear  

with metal-ceramic elements 
 

 

Figure 1.20. PMKP-110 (ПМКП-110) draft gear 



 

 

The gear consists of housing 1 where pressure wedge member 5, friction 
wedge members 4 contacting with base plate 6, movable friction pieces 3, fixed 
friction pieces 2 with wear-proof metal-ceramic elements are located. The plate 
bears against the set of five resilient polymeric blocks 7, 8 divided with centering 
bars 10. The gear is held assembled by coupling bolt with nut 9 and has the struc-
tural stroke of 110 mm. 

Application of polymeric resilient block increases the fullness and energy 
capacity of absorber force characteristics. This is achieved due to increased stiff-
ness of support set thus providing for decreasing of adjustment angles of wedge 
system and, respectively, stabilizing friction at auxiliary surfaces. In addition, po-
lymers damping properties significantly reduce friction self-oscillation accompany-
ing the gear shock compression. 

Polymeric blocks are made of polyester thermoelastolayers such as Hytral 
(the USA), Durel (Germany), and Belast (Belarus) materials. The promising future 
of these materials is explained by combination of required parameters of flexibility 
and dissipative properties with high processibility and possibility of elements re-
covery at the end of their service life. The side surface profile, block internal 
groove, its depth and form are determined by way of calculations and tests basing 
on required stiffness and set of blocks pre-tension  specifications, and on force cha-
racteristic factor and its stability. 

Multiple tests allowed for proper choice of PMKP-110 (ПМКП-110) gear 
geometry providing for class T1 standards achievement. In comparison with PMK-
POA-K23 (ПМК-ПОА-К23) serial units, similar characteristics of ПМКП-110 
(PMKP-110) gears have bigger completeness thanks to reduction of friction forces 
steps intensity at shock compression. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.21. Maximum shock force as a function of initial shock rate for different  
draft gears: 1 − Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В); 2 − PMK-110-К-23 (ПМК-110-К-23); 

3 − PMKP-110А-К23 (ПМКП-110А-К23) 



 

 

Figure 1.21 shows maximum shock forces relation to initial shock rate for 
different friction draft gears. Increased energy capacity of polymeric resilient sup-
port (over 20 kJ instead of 12 kJ for spring set) ensures significant increase of 
PMKP-110 (ПМКП-110) gear operation efficiency. Standard energy capacity of 
70 kJ is achieved under a force of 1.95 MN, standard maximum energy capacity of 
90 kJ is achieved under forces of 2.6…2.8 MN. 

Draft gear Sh-6-ТО-4 (Ш-6-ТО-4) (Figure 1.22) is developed for freight eight-
wheel rolling stock and belongs to spring-friction type units. It has hexagon 
scheme of friction unit as in Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) and Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) gears, but 
different construction. 

 

 
Figure 1.22. Sh-6-ТО-4 (Ш-6-ТО-4) draft gear  

 
 
The gear consists of housing 4 (Figure 1.22, а) made as an integral part of trac-

tion clamp, removable bottom 9, pressure cone 1, friction wedge members 2, sup-
port washer 3, external spring 6, internal springs 7 (between which intermediate 
washer 5 is installed), coupling bolt 3 with a nut. Working stroke makes 120 mm. 
The gear energy capacity as delivered is about 40 kJ and after running-in it is 
85…90 kJ under a longitudinal force of 2 MN. 

The relation of the gear compression force P to collision rate v (Figure 1.23) 
shows that a longitudinal force of 2 MN corresponds to the collision rate of eight-
wheel gondola cars with gross weight of 88 tons equal to 2.92 m/sec. 

Sh-6-ТО-4 (Ш-6-ТО-4) draft gear has increased pre-tension , which in a run-in 
gear makes 400…600 kN, and this is the reason for a longer running-in period at 
operation. 

Sh-6-ТО-4 (Ш-6-ТО-4) is interchangeable with Sh-1-TM (Ш-1-ТМ) and Sh-2-
V (Ш-2-В) gears by their installation dimensions. However, it should be noted that 
when mounting this unit on old construction cars the stop requires modernization 
to provide for the possibility of unrestricted location of the removable bottom be-
tween them. 

Sh-6-ТО-4U (Ш-6-ТО-4У) draft gear (Figure 1.24, а) is construction option of 
Sh-6-ТО-4U (Ш-6-ТО-4У) gear. In this gear, there isn’t the coupling bolt with the 
nut. Coupling unit of housing 1 with removable bottom 7 using dowels is shown in 
Figure 1.24, b. Sh-6-ТО-4U (Ш-6-ТО-4У) draft gear is assembled in the following 
sequence. Housing 1 is installed vertically, clamp part down. Gear support plate 3 



 

 

is mounted on clamp stops 2. Through the opening in the housing end inside throat 
6 cone 4, friction wedges 5 are installed; washer and springs 11 and 12 are put on 
them. Removable bottom 10 is put on springs so that shoulders 8 are placed behind 
housing flanges 13. Then draft gear springs are slightly compressed providing for 
insertion of dowels 9 into the housing opening until they contact whole length with 
the bottom cylindrical bridge. After this, the load compressing the support set of 
the draft gear is removed, and the dowels self-install into the thrust between hous-
ing flanges 13 and bottom shoulders 8. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.23. Compression force of Sh-6-ТО-4 (Ш-6-ТО-4) gear  

as a function of cars collision rate 
 
 

 
Figure1.24. Sh-6-ТО-4U (Ш-6-ТО-4У) draft gear: 

а − general view; b − housing and removable bottom coupling unit  
using dowel as an insert element 

 
PF-4 (ПФ-4) draft gear (Figure 1.25) consists of box section housing 6 where 

replaceable friction unit interacting through central support plate 7 with support set 



 

 

is located. The draft gear housing is made as a solid molding with traction clamp. 
Friction unit includes wedge 12 bearing against movable wedge members 2 with 
its inclined surfaces, movable plates 1 installed in longitudinal direction on trans-
versal housing ribs, fixed wedge inserts 5 and side inserts 3, bumper spring 4, and 
central support plate 7. 

 

 
Figure 1.25. PF-4 (ПФ-4) draft gear  

 
 
Supporting set of the draft gear includes power external springs 9 and internal 

springs 10 with intermediate washer 8 located in extension 11, which is mounted in 
the housing through the opening in the bottom. 

The draft gear stroke is 120 mm. The energy capacity as delivered is 60…70 kJ 
and after running-in – 90…100 kJ under a longitudinal force of 2 MN. 

PF-4 (ПФ-4) gear operation is characterized by a high rate of running-in and 
for operational conditions it is estimated by a period of 0.5…1 year. 

The relation of PF-4 (ПФ-4) gear compression force P and cars collision rate v 
(Figure 1.26) shows a longitudinal force of 2 MN matches the collision rate of 
eight-wheel gondola car weighing 94…95 tons equal to 3.07 m/sec. 

 

 
Figure 1.26. PF-4 (ПФ-4) gear compression force as a function of  

cars collision rate 



 

 

 
The draft gear functions as follows. Under the action of compressive forces 

from the automatic coupler through the stop plate, wedge 2 shifts the movable 
wedge members relative to fixed wedge-shaped inserts. In the beginning of the 
gear compression, plates 1 rest immovable relative to the wedge-shaped and lateral 
inserts 5 and 3. From the movable wedge members, the force is transferred to the 
central support plate, which interacts with the power springs when shifted together 
with the movable wedges. Such kinematics of friction unit parts corresponds to the 
first gear compression stage and finishes at the moment of contact between the stop 
plate and movable plates ends. If compression proceeds, the movable plates 
clutched between the fixed wedge-shaped and lateral inserts start to move. As soon 
as the movable plates 7 movement begins, the gear resistance force rapidly jumps 
up. Bumper spring provides for wedge release from movable wedge members with 
return gear travel after the pushing forces action ceases thus excluding the possibil-
ity of the gear wedging during release. 

PGF (ПГФ) draft gear (Figure 1.27) belongs to combined type – hydro-friction 
– gears. It includes both friction and hydraulic units providing for shock energy ab-
sorption due to the work of friction interaction forces of friction unit parts with 
power spring and to the hydraulic booster resistance as a result of working liquid 
flow from high-pressure  chamber to the low pressure chamber of the hydraulic 
booster. 

 

 
Figure 1.27. PGF-4 (ПГФ-4) draft gear 

 
 
PGF (ПГФ) gear structure is similar to PF gear structure; the only difference is 

the availability of hydraulic booster 1 located inside external spring 2. 
PGF (ПГФ) draft gear hydraulic booster (Figure 1.28) belongs to valve type 

units. Its operation is characterized by automatic resistance adjustment depending 
on the cars collision rate. The character of the resistance change is determined by 
two load modes: quasi-static and dynamic. 

In quasi-static gear compression mode, simultaneous compression of a hydrau-
lic booster takes place. Hydraulic booster cylinder 2 moves relative to shaft 11. At 
the same time, the working liquid (AMG-10 (АМГ-10)) flows from chamber A 
through the port in piston 4 and the slot in differential valve 7, which is com-



 

 

pressed with spring 8, and then, through discharge ports 5, it flows to compensa-
tion chamber 6 formed by silphon 10. In such load mode, the hydraulic booster re-
sistance force is insignificant. This is explained by the fact that at such compres-
sion rates hydraulic resistance of control ports is small and the working liquid free-
ly flows from chamber A to compensation chamber B. 

 
Figure 1.28. PGF (ПГФ) draft gear hydraulic booster 

 
Under shock loads applied to the gear at cars collision during shunting and in 

transitional modes of train motion, hydraulic booster compression occurs at high 
speeds. This results in significant hydraulic resistance increase in control ports of 
piston 4 and pressure drop at the piston to the value the differential valve is set for. 
Upon reaching the mentioned pressure, differential valve 7 releases from pin 3 and 
discharge ports slot 6 opening is widened, through which the liquid is throttled 
from chamber A to compensation chamber B. 

After the action of compression forces to the hydraulic booster stops, the diffe-
rential valve 7 comes to its initial position. Spring 9 installed between cylinder 2 
and cover 12 returns the hydraulic booster into its initial position. At the same 
time, working liquid from compensation chamber 6 through port 5 and valve 7 slot 
flows to chamber A. The hydraulic cylinder is filled with the working liquid 
through port 1.  

 

 
Figure 1.29. PGF (ПГФ) gear compression force as a function of  

the vehicles collision rate: 

1 − at collision of eight-wheel gondola cars; 2 − at collision of TE (ТЭ)М7 
sixteen-wheel diesel locomotive with a slowed group of cars 



 

 

Characteristics of  PGF (ПГФ) draft gears (Figure 1.29) are obtained by the re-
sults of the collision tests of eight-wheel gondola cars with average gross weight of 
105 tons and the collision tests of TEМ7 (ТЭМ7) sixteen-wheel diesel locomotive 
weighing 180 tons interacting with a slowed group of cars. As PGF (ПГФ) draft 
gears tests carried out with eight-wheel cars showed, the longitudinal force of 2 
MN matched the collision rate of 3.36 m/sec., and for sixteen-wheel rolling stock, 
the collision rate under P = 2.5 MN was equal to 2.35 m/sec. The energy capacity 
of PGF (ПГФ) gear under a longitudinal force of 2 MN makes 140…150 kJ, and 
under a longitudinal force of 2.5 MN it is 170 kJ. 

Hydro-friction draft gears type Н-60 and Н-100 are developed by Cardwell 
Westinghouse company (the USA) basing on conventional draft gear structure us-
ing plate friction unit (Figure 1.30). Introduction of an additional hydraulic block 
(hydraulic booster) to the support set of the gear together with well-behaved 
spring-and-friction mechanism of the gear almost doubles the energy capacity of 
this type gear if compared with spring-friction gears type Н-50 и Н-80. 

 

 
Figure 1.30. Н-60 draft gear by Cardwell Westinghouse company: 

1 − housing; 2 − central wedge; 3 − friction wedge; 4 − fixed wedge plate; 5 and 6 
− movable and fixed friction plates, respectively; 7 − spring; 8 − support; 9 and 10 

− central and angle springs, respectively; 11 − bottom washer 
 
The gear structure includes the adjustment member made in form of straight 

differential valve. Hydraulic booster (hydraulic insert shown in Figure 1.31) almost 
does not resist in quasi-static compression mode though in shock load mode its re-
sistance changes depending on the gear compression rate resulting in effective car 



 

 

structure and cargo protection. The gear housing is wear-proof because the friction 
occurs at the surface of adjacent plates (in some structural options – gear types 
PMK (ПМК) [78] and APM (АПМ) – the plates are overlaid with metal ceramic 
coat providing for significant gear characteristics enhancement). Н-60 gear energy 
capacity is 100 kJ under ~2.3 MN force. This type structures can also be operated 
without the hydraulic insert, though having lesser energy capacity. 

Hydraulic insert operates as follows. When gear is compressed, plunger 4 is 
immersed into cylinder 7. If compression speed is small, hydraulic insert almost 
does not resist because at low rates the liquid flows through constant section ports 
in the valve end meeting almost no resistance. As the compression force rate 
grows, the pressure to valve 6 supported by spring 2 increases. The spring is com-
pressed and the valve opens the ports in plunger 4 opening free liquid flow to fa-
bric-rubber chevron 3. Initial valve position is fixed with pin 1. Spring 5 serves for 
returning the hydraulic insert into its initial position. 

 

 
Figure 1.31. Hydro-friction draft gear hydraulic insert 

 
 
Type H-60 and H-100 draft gears are widely used in freight cars for mass con-

tainer and contrailer carrying. Type H-60 gear is designed for installation in a stan-
dard magazine sized 625 mm and H-100 gear – in a magazine sized 914 mm. The 
gears stroke is 82.5 and 121.2 mm, respectively, and their energy capacity makes 
110…120 and 130…140 kJ under a longitudinal force of 2.25 MN. 

Р-2П (R-2P) rubber-metal draft gear (Figure 1.32) consists of housing 1, press 
2 and intermediate 4 plates, and a set of nine rubber-metal members 3. Each mem-
ber has two 2 mm thick steel plates, between which the rubber part of the member 
is located; the rubber part is made of 7-ИРП-1348 (7-IRP-1348) frost-resistant 
rubber (65 – 80 Shore hardness) firmly bound by curing with reinforcement plates. 

Rubber part of the member has a parabolic groove along the perimeter prevent-
ing from the rubber extrusion outside the reinforcement plates when the gear is ful-
ly compressed. Each member thickness is 41 mm, transversal dimensions are 265 
by 22 mm. To prevent from relative shift of rubber-metal members when the gear 
is compressed, fixing flanges and respective depressions are arranged on its bot-
tom, press and intermediate plates, and on steel plates of rubber-metal members. 

The gear stroke is 70 mm. The gear is interchangeable with TsNII-N6 (ЦНИИ-
Н6) gear and with freight car gears. 



 

 

With nominal draft gear parts and its seat dimensions when installed in a car, 
the initial tension is 21 mm, which corresponds to a force of about 115 kN. The 
maximum force at the end of stroke does not exceed 1.3 MN at quasi-static gear 
compression. 

 

 
Figure 1.32. Р-2П (R-2P) rubber- metal draft gear 

 
 
Power characteristics of rubber-metal gears such as Р-2П (R-2P) depend on the 

deformation rate (v, m/sec.), which is determined by the phenomenon of stress dis-
sipation in the material with time – the relaxation underlying such typical for rub-
ber deformation processes as creep and hysteresis. Static – when loaded under 
press (curve I) – and dynamic – at the cars collision (curve II) – characteristics of 
Р-2П (R-2P) gear are shown in Figure 1.33. 

 

 
Figure 1.33. Р-2П (R-2P) gear power characteristics 

 
 



 

 

The dependence of the longitudinal force (Figure 1.34) acting on the car on the 
passenger car collision rate subject to Р-2П (R-2P) gears installation (curve I) was 
obtained experimentally. 

 
Figure 1.34.  Draft gears forces as a function of the collision rate of passenger cars 
(curves I and II) equipped with Р-2П (R-2P) and Р-5П (R-5P) gears, respectively 

 
 
At full stroke gear compression, the relative linear deformation of rubber mem-

bers comprises 0.27. The completeness factor of the rubber-metal gears power cha-
racteristic reaches 0.32 under static load and 0.4 under dynamic load. The irrevers-
ible energy absorption coefficient is 0.32 and 0.38, respectively. At negative tem-
peratures, stiffness (at initial compression stage) and power characteristic com-
pleteness factor increase. Meanwhile, the same energy capacity and final force 
values are realized at lesser gear compression stroke. 

Such difference of rubber hardness values conditions the respective spread of 
the gear energy capacity that comprises 20…25 kJ under static loads and 
25…29 kJ under dynamic loads. The characteristics of each individual gear are 
stable. The gear weight is 116 kg. 

Р-5П (R-5P) rubber-metal draft gear (Figure 1.35) consists of the bowl housing 
4, stop 1 and intermediate 2 plates and a set of 16 rubber-metal members 3. These 
members are similar to those of Р-2П (R-2P) gear but they have lesser thickness, 
33 mm, and their transversal dimensions are increased to 310×220 mm. This was 
achieved by exclusion of a special housing used in Р-2П (R-2P) gear, which li-
mited transversal dimensions of rubber members in horizontal plane (in Р-5П (R-
5P) gear this dimension is limited only by the distance between the center sill 
webs). The bowl housing the rubber members are directly located in differs from 
ordinary bowl in the presence of a platform supported by the rear stops and bigger 
wedge opening size. 

The gear stroke is increased to 80 mm, and, therefore, to achieve its complete 
realization, the gear has to be mounted in the car with shortened shock socket. The 
gear setting dimensions are the same. 

With nominal dimensions of the gear parts (first of all the rubber-metal mem-
bers thicknesses having tolerances within ±2 mm) and the space between the stops 



 

 

for its installation in the car, the initial tension is 34 mm, but due to the fact that 
rubber-metal members are mostly fabricated with negative tolerances, the initial 
tension usually does not exceed 18 mm, which corresponds to 115 kN force. 

 

 
Figure 1.35. Р-5П (R-5P) rubber-metal draft gear  

 
 
Thus, the increase of the number of rubber-metal members with parallel en-

largement of tolerances for their fabrication requires at least rough members fitting 
by height when assembling. As this operation is not practically feasible, the gear 
construction development is in progress. 

Static and dynamic power characteristics achieved by experiments with press 
compression (curve I) and cars collision (curve II) are illustrated in Figure 1.36. As 
you can see from Figure 1.34 (curve II), application of Р-5П (R-5P) gear as com-
pared with Р-2П (R-2P) gear provides for the decrease of the longitudinal force by 
the value, which depends on the collision rate and reaches 20..25 per cent at 
3 m/sec. speed, thus significantly reducing the possibility of the car equipment 
damage due to violation of shunting rules. 

 

 
Figure 1.36. Power characteristics of Р-5П (R-5P) gear 

 



 

 

 
When compressed to the full stroke, the relative deformation of rubber-metal 

members comprises 0.21 (instead of 0.27 in Р-2П (R-2P) gear) taking into account 
their section area. Such decrease of maximum value of relative deformation contri-
butes to increasing of the service life of rubber members, which limit the gear du-
rability, and of the power characteristic completeness factor up to 0.35 under static 
loads and 0.42 under dynamic loads. At the same time, the energy absorption coef-
ficient decreases insignificantly up to 0.31 and 0.36, respectively. 

Because of the decrease of the rubber-metal members thickness, the gear stabil-
ity increased if compared with Р-2П (R-2P) gear, which elements set demonstrates 
the lack of stability under big forces leading to the gear stiffness reduction. 

The specific characteristic of Р-5П (R-5P) gear operation determined by fact 
the rubber-metal members are located directly in the collet is described by the fact 
that under the compressive forces acting on the automatic coupling the collet does 
not move together with the coupling (like it happens with Р-2П (R-2P) gears) be-
cause of the increased length of the collet key port and to the presence of the sup-
port platform bearing against the rear stops. Under the tensile forces acting on the 
automatic coupling, Р-5П (R-5P) gear operation is analogous to that of Р-2П (R-
2P) gear. Thus, due to the reduction of the collet head and rear parts friction 
against the stops their wear is reduced. 

The gear energy capacity is about 40 kJ under static load and 50 kJ under dy-
namic load and is also dependent on the actual hardness of rubber having a wide 
permissible range by this parameter (in the gear in question, 7-ИРП-1348 (7-IRP-
1348) grade rubber is used just as in Р-2П (R-2P) gear). 

The gear weight is 253 kg that is approximately equal to the total weight of  
Р-2П (R-2P) gear with a yoke and a stop plate Р-5П (R-5P) gear is completed with. 

Miner company (the USA) together with European railways developed a struc-
ture of RF-4-31-CF friction rubber draft gear (Figure 1.37), which may be used 
with both automatic and ordinary coupling. 

 

 
Figure 1.37. RF-4-31-CF draft gear by Miner (the USA) 

 
 
The specific feature of RF-4-31-CF gear is the utilization of special asbestos 

gaskets 1 fixed on four gear wedges 2 between their main friction surfaces and 
housing 3 friction surfaces. The gear housing neck has cylindrical form. Special 
gaskets application contributed to stabilization of the parts friction interaction and 
significantly reduced the working surfaces wear. Figure 1.38 illustrates the com-



 

 

pression effort P as a function of stroke X for static (curve 1) and dynamic 
(curve 2) modes of gear loading. Static and dynamic energy capacity of the gear is 
73.5 and 78.4 kJ, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1.38. Power characteristics of RF-4-31-CF gear 

by Miner (the USA) 

 
 
LAF company (France) manufactures rubber-metal draft gears type 6012 for 

engines and type 6002 for freight cars. Application of a special Stenlaf rubber mix 
based on natural caoutchouc for the gear rubber members ensures effective and 
stable shock absorbers operation at temperatures between +20 and -40°C. The draft 
gears are operable even at -50°C and still have satisfactory characteristics. 

Hydraulic draft gears are the individual group. Let us consider GA-500 (ГA-
500) gear (Figure 1.39). Its operation is based on the principle of transformation of 
the kinetic energy of moving car weight into the heat energy by way of throttling 
the working liquid through the regulation units of the draft gear (see Section 6). 
GA-500 (ГA-500) gear consists of housing 2 and plunger 3. The gear has five 
working chambers: А and B are the gas chambers, C, D and E are the hydraulic 
chambers. The gear housing is separated by intermediate bottom 4, in which ad-
justing rod 5 with longitudinal profiled grooves is fixed. In the lower part of the 
gear, floating piston 3 separating low pressure gas chamber A from hydraulic 
chamber E is installed. High-pressure  gas chamber B is located in hollow plunger 
8 and is separated from the hydraulic chamber D with additional floating piston 7. 
Hydraulic chambers C and D are separated with firmly fixed in the plunger diaph-
ragm 6, in which there is a central opening for adjusting rod 5 and additional throt-
tle’s ports 7 closed by a return valve. In addition, hydraulic chambers C and D are 
connected using throttle ports in intermediate bottom 4. The gas chambers are 
filled with nitrogen through vertical pipes 1 equipped with direct valves. Filler gas 
pressure in chamber A is 3.5 MPa, in chamber B – 9 MPa. AMG-10 (АМГ-10) oil 
is used as a working liquid in the gear. 

GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear has 120 mm stroke. It may be used both for eight- 
and sixteen-wheel rolling stock. This type gears, just like rubber draft gears and in 
contrast to spring friction structures, do not require running-in and realize their 
maximum energy capacity from the very moment of their operation start. GA-500 



 

 

(ГA-500) gear (Figure 1.40) characteristics demonstrate that the gear energy ca-
pacity reaches 140 kJ at collision of the eighth-wheel cars with 83 tons gross 
weight under 2 MN longitudinal force and the collision rate of 4.03 m/sec., and 
170 kJ at collision of sixteen-wheel cars with 170 tons gross weight under 2.5 MN 
longitudinal force; the safe collision rate in the latter case is 3.22 m/sec. 

 
Figure 1.39.  GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear 

 

 
Figure 1.40. Compression effort of GA-500 (ГA-500) gears as a function of cars 

collision rate: 1 − sixteen-wheel; 2 − eight-wheel 

 
 
The application of draft gears, in which silicon elastomers are used as a work-

ing medium, has significantly grown in recent years. These extenders have high 
resistance to natural and artificial aging factors. High stability of these substances 
allow for their successful application in temperature range of −70...+250°С. In ad-
dition to the elastic material properties, these substances possess high compression 
degree and demonstrate insignificant viscosity change under changing temperature 
that is they have the properties of liquids, but at the same time their viscosity is 
much higher than the viscosity of shock-absorbing oils. 



 

 

With equal dimensions, shock absorbers based on silicon elastomers have a 
simpler structure and high specific energy capacity per unit of their weight as com-
pared with the other types of draft gears. 

The type of power characteristic of this type of gears is determined by the pa-
rameters of their compression. Under quasi-static loading, the piston movement in-
side the cylinder results in the pressure increases due to the elastomer volume 
compression. The character of this relation change is determined by the elastomer 
volume, practically without any silicon elastomer hysteresis, and makes just 10 to 
15 per cent. 

Under shock loading, which is accompanied by high absorbing elastomer com-
pression rate, additional resistance occurs on the piston due to the hydraulic 
processes of the silicon elastomer overflow through the gaps between the piston 
and the cylinder. This results in significant gear energy capacity increase and, con-
sequently, its damping efficiency grows depending on the rate of loading. 

 

 

Figure 1.41. DС-12А draft gear by  
Domange-Jarret (France) 

Figure 1.42. Power characteristic of DС-
12А draft gear by Domange-Jarret:  

1 − static; 2 − dynamic 
 
 
Figure 1.41 is the illustration of elastomeric draft gear type DС-12А. It consists 

of cylinder 7 where plunger 2 is located. The latter is, at the same time, the second 
cylinder interacting with plunger 5, which bears against bottom 7 of housing 4. 
Cavity of plunger 2 is connected with cylinder 1 cavity through calibrated port 3. 
Plunger 2 interacting with cylinder 7 is sealed with gasket 6. Inside cylinder 1 and 
plunder 2, there is the elsatomer. 



 

 

The gear has the installation dimensions fit for 625 mm magazine. The gear 
energy capacity under resistance force P = 1.6 MN and stroke X = 110 mm is 
120 kJ (Figure 1.42). 

For critical carriages, the cars equipped with high-efficiency TZ (ТЗ) class 
gears have to be used. Currently, by the total of economic and technical parameters 
the most promising are the gears, in which the working medium is volume com-
pressed high viscosity polymer (elastomer). At the same time, this elastomer may 
function as resilient and damping member. The material compressibility in closed 
volume reaches 15 to 20 per cent under pressure of 250 to 500 MPa. This provides 
for its application as a hydraulic spring functioning at slow compression, and vari-
ous types of throttling provide for significant increase of the shock absorber resis-
tance force at high compression rates. 

Thus, elastomeric draft gears ensure power characteristics close to hydraulic 
shock absorbers. If compared with other shock absorbers, the gears based on elas-
tomers have higher specific energy capacity and relatively simple structure. At the 
same time, high pressure requires for high durability of working cylinders and 
sealed structure, which, together with the high cost of the elastomer, adds to signif-
icant product cost rise. 

In TZ (ТЗ) class, fully compliant with the standard are elastomeric gears APE-
120I (АПЭ-120И), EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) with 120 mm stroke developed by Rus-
sian production and research organizations [76]. EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) gear (Figure 
1.43) has the housing connected with the yoke. This feature allowed for the utiliza-
tion of the space between rear stops where an additional chamber filled with elas-
tomer was allocated thus significantly reducing the working pressure (approx-
imately by 1.5 to 2 times if compared with similar structures) and making it possi-
ble to use ordinary low-alloyed structural steel instead of aircraft steel thus reduc-
ing the total cost of the product. 

 

 
Figure 1.43. EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) draft gear 

 
 
The draft gear consists of housing 1 integral with the automatic coupling yoke 

and of bottom 6 with the additional chamber located in the space between the rear 
automatic coupling stops. Piston 3 with a hollow rod and hollow plunger 9 with 



 

 

alternate size calibrated gap 8 between them, functioning as a throttling channel, 
are located in housing 1. Cavities 2 and 7 inside plunger 9, cavity 5 inside piston 
rod 3 and additional bottom chamber 6 are filled with volume compressed working 
medium – the elastomeric mix. Seals 4 provide for the tightness of the sliding joint 
of the rod and plunger. 

To determine the basic parameters of the gear structure, a set of theoretical and 
experimental researches was held [76]. Main dynamic parameters of EPA-120 
(ЭПА-120) gear were obtained from the field tests. Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) gear was in-
stalled on the colliding car and EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) gear was installed on the col-
lided car. Nominal gear energy capacity comprised 152 kJ, maximum energy ca-
pacity was 183 kJ under a closing force of 2.4 MN. 

The endurance tests were carried out to assess the draft gear efficiency under 
multiple dynamic (shock) loading equivalent to the service life loading basing on 
the energy introduced into the gear. Figure 1.44 illustrates the static characteristics 
of the gear at different stages of the endurance tests. As you can see, the bigger the 
energy introduced into the gear the lower is the initial compression force (it drops 
from 0.29 to 0.06 MN) and the maximum compression force (it drops from 1.58 to 
1.14 MN) of the gear. Static energy capacity of the gear decreased from 105 kJ in 
the beginning of the test to 60 kJ at the end of the test. 

 

 
Figure 1.44. Static power characteristics of EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) draft gear:  

1 – in the beginning of the test; 2 – after introduction of 100 MJ; 3 – at the end of the test 

 
 
The diagrams in Figure 1.45 illustrate the change of dynamic power characte-

ristics of the gear during the endurance tests. Here you can see that with equal start 
collision rate the draft gear stroke grows together with the energy introduced into 
the gear, the maximum shock strength staying the same or slightly reducing. In the 
beginning of the test, the nominal energy capacity (under force Pmax ≈ 2 MN) was 
164 kJ, at the end of the endurance test it was 122 kJ (under a force of 1.87 MN). 



 

 

Such parameters reduction is within the limits permissible by standards. The in-
spection after the test demonstrated the absence of any failures or damages of the 
gear parts [76].  

Elastomeric draft gear type SR-24 by Miner company (Figure 1.46) has the in-
stallation dimensions for 625 mm magazine and 82 mm stroke [75]. It ensures ef-
fective protection at collision of loaded cars moving at a speed of 3.12 m/sec. un-
der a longitudinal force of 3.18 MN. The gear energy capacity under a longitudinal 
force of 2.25 MN comprises 117 kJ. 

73ZW elastomeric draft gear is meant for installation in standard automatic 
couplings of Russian freight cars and tank cars [77]. 

KAMAX draft gears type 73ZW are equipped with high efficiency elastomeric 
shock absorbers installed in a powerful housing. Thanks to smooth characteristic 
and big energy absorption, the force and acceleration acting on the car frame and 
the cargo are lower than in friction spring gears. As a result, the car and the cargo 
integrity, and the train’s movement safety are significantly increased that is espe-
cially important for carrying of hazardous and highly hazardous cargos. 
КАМАХIL, the shock-absorbing substance used in the draft gears, retains its phys-
ical and chemical properties during decades under a wide range of temperatures; in 
addition, it is environmentally friendly. Starting from 1990 73ZW draft gears 
passed many bench and endurance tests in railway research organization of Poland 
and Russia. These tests proved the advantages of 73ZW as compared with pre-
viously applied gears. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.45. Power characteristics of EPA-120 (ЭПА-120) draft gear for the 

start collision rate of 2.6 m/sec.: 1 – in the beginning of the test; 2 – after introduction of 
100 MJ; 3 – at the end of the test 



 

 

 
Figure 1.46. SR-24 draft gear by Miner company (the USA):  

1 − plunger; 2 − housing; 3 − pilot bushing; 4 − stopper ring; 5 − sealing unit; 6 − piston; 
7 − working medium, the silicon elastomer 

 
 
73ZW parameters are: structural stroke – 90 mm, dynamic capacity – 130 kJ, 

starting tension force – 200 kN, static resistance force – 1,000 kN, nominal cars 
collision rate – 3 m/sec., working temperatures range – -60 to +50°С, weight of the 
gear assembly – 214 kg. 

Not only dynamic and power characteristics of the gear are notable, but also the 
range of working temperature, which allows for the cars equipped with these gears 
operation in various geographic regions. In addition, the gear installation dimen-
sions and structure guarantee its mounting (dismounting) under any carhouse con-
ditions. 

The gear consists of housing 2, stop plate with bolts 3, mounting bars 4 and 
elastomeric shock absorber 1. To simplify the gear mounting on the car and to en-
sure the gear pre-tension , distance inserts 5, which fall out at the first gear com-
pression in the course of the railway cars shunting, are placed between mounting 
bars 4 and housing bosses (Figure 1.47). 

Elastomeric shock absorber 1 type KZE-5-R2-1 has a cylindrical housing of 
high-strength steel filled with high-viscosity elastically compressed working me-
dium (elsatomer), КАМАХIL. When the shock absorber is compressed, the rod 
comes into the housing and compresses the elastomer creating high internal pres-
sure. At shock (dynamic) compression of the shock absorber the energy is ab-



 

 

sorbed by overflow (throttling) of the working medium through the calibrated gap 
between the shock absorber housing and the piston installed on the rod. Figure 1.48 
illustrates the installation diagram for 73ZW gear when mounted on a car. 

73ZW gear is meant for 16-year operation without repair or parts replacement, 
or till the car capital repair. The manufacturer gives 4-year warranty for the gear 
subject to normal (emergency free) operation conditions. 

 

 
Figure 1.47. 73ZW draft gear general view:  

1 – elastomeric shock absorber; 2 – draft gear housing; 3 – stop plate; 4 – mounting bar;  
5 – distance insert; 6 – horned nut; 7 – keeper pin; 8 – spring collar; 9 – split collar 

 
Figure 1.48. 73ZW draft gear installation on a car (top view):  

1 – screw clamp, 2 – stop plate 73ZW, 3 – draft gear 73ZW 



 

 

Hydraulic end draft gears type Freightmaster (Figure 1.49) are successfully 
used and proved well in the USA railways [75].  

 

 
Figure  1.49. Freightamster type draft gear (the USA) 

 
 
Freightmaster draft gears are made with 178, 254 and 381 mm stroke. Figure 

1.50 illustrates the comparative characteristics of various types draft gears. As the 
test of these gears showed, if the longitudinal force in the automatic coupling was 
2.23 MN, the collision rate for the cars with end friction draft gears was 1.6 m/sec.; 
for the cars with rubber draft gears it was 1.96 m/sec.; and for the cars equipped 
with 254 mm stroke Freightmaster hydraulic draft gears the rate was 4.73 m/sec., 
and 5.8 m/sec. for 381 mm stroke gears.  

 

 
Figure 1.50. Various types draft gears compression force as a function of the cars 

collision rate: 1 − friction gears; 2 − rubber gears; 3 and 4 − Freightmaster type gears 
with 254 and 381 mm stroke, respectively 



 

 

Freightmaster hydraulic draft gear can be mounted both on new and old cars. It 
is located in the magazines at the ends of the center sill. 

In the gear housing (see Figure 1.49), there is hydraulic cylinder 4, which, to-
gether with the housing, creates low pressure chamber 3 and, at the same time, 
serves as a cavity for high pressure chambers 10 that border with the compensation 
chamber 8. The low and high-pressure  chambers are communicated via calibrated 
ports 5 made in cylinder walls 4 and via return valves 7 installed in hydraulic cy-
linder covers 2. If there is no load on the gear, piston 6 separating the hydraulic cy-
linder is in the middle position. The rod rigidly connected with the piston has a 
hinged connection with self-centering plate 1 at one its end; the plate is located be-
tween the stops in the center sill. Such structure provides for the gear self-centering 
and, at the same time, it is gear’s housing 9 that moves at any load application di-
rection (extension or compression) while the rod stays fixed. The gear is returned 
to its initial position by spiral springs. The absorption of shock loads occurs due to 
throttling of the working medium from the  high-pressure chamber through cali-
brated ports 5 and through return valves 7 into  low-pressure chamber 3. 

Central damping units in cars with flexible center sill. Despite the high cost 
of the equipment of cars with flexible center sill completed with damping unit (the 
cost of the sill comprises up to 20 per cent of the cost of the car) the operation of 
such cars for carrying precious and fragile cargos sensitive to longitudinal loads in 
the train is economically reasonable. The width of the application range of cars 
with floating center sill may be estimated by the following data: in 1978 in the 
USA more than 300 thousand of such cars were operated, currently 30 per cent of 
all the newly built cars are equipped with floating center sills with powerful central 
damping units [75]. 

Flexible center sill is located along the longitudinal axis in the car frame and is 
connected with it via the damping unit. Coupling units at the ends of the center sill 
usually include standard friction or rubber type draft gears. 

At the car collision, its structure and the carried cargo accept significantly less 
dynamic efforts because due to the presence of the end draft gears and the power-
ful central shock absorber the shock energy is dissipated at relative longitudinal car 
frame and center sill movement. In a train, the central gear accepts only those dy-
namic forces, which cause the car body acceleration, as well as the stopping static 
forces acting on the car from the side of the wheel pairs. This unit does not transfer 
significant slow changing forces formed in the train during transitional movement 
modes created by the taking-off, draw changing, brakes work and the train motion 
cross the breaks in the track profile elevation. 

Depending on the car type, car structure and the character of the cargo carried, 
the central damping units applied may have maximum stroke of 178, 254, 305, 
457, 508, 610 and 762 mm. 

There are the structures of car damping units with flexible center sills where 
rubber, friction or hydraulic types damping units are applied. 

 



 

 

The structures of car frames by Weight Equipment company type 32Т, 40, 65 
and 90 used for service, insulated and  boxcars are equipped with floating center 
sill [75]. The longitudinal loads absorption is provided through the floating sill 
friction against the car body, the springs’ resistance and various types shock absor-
bers operation. 

In the US railways, there are cars with flexible center sill, which structure was 
developed together by the experts of Southern Pacific Railways and Stanford Re-
search Institute (Figure 1.51) [75]. At the ends from the automatic coupling side, 
the flexible sill is equipped with standard draft gears 7, and in the central part it is 
connected with the car frame through hydro-friction type shock absorber 4. 

 

 
Figure 1.51. Car frame with flexible center sill (а)  
and central hydro-friction type shock absorber (b) 

 
 
The shock absorber structure includes a set of moving steel friction slats 5, their 

ends tied with flexible sill 3 and located, in series, between bronze bars 6 of the 
shock absorber housing, which are firmly fixed on the car frame. Bars 6 and plate 
11 are able to move vertically relative to the housing. The bottom fixed plate of the 
housing is made with inclined surfaces to ensure the interaction with hydraulic cy-
linder plunger head 8, which contacts with plate 11 made with the matching in-
clined surfaces. Hydraulic cylinder 10, functioning, at the same time, as a housing 
part, is rigidly fixed in the middle part of the car frame. To return the flexible sill 
into the middle position, return coiled springs 2 are placed between the sill and 
frame stops. 

The shock loads are absorbed by the central shock absorber at relative sill and 
car frame movement due to the forces of friction interaction of moving 5 and fixed 
6 bars. The friction force between the specified bars changes due to spring 7 com-
pression and to the resistance from the hydraulic shock absorber, the resistance of 
the latter being automatically regulated depending on the car collision rate. 



 

 

The operation of the hydraulic shock absorber in such structure is based on the 
principle of the liquid throttling from cylinder  chamber 10 into plunger  chamber 8 
through the slot formed by regulating member 9 and the walls of the calibrated 
opening in the rod diaphragm. Central hydro-friction shock absorbers are used with 
flexible sill stroke of 254, 305 and 508 mm. The later modification of this structure 
was called hydro-cushion. 

The tests showed that the longitudinal force comprised 1.16 MN [75] at 4 m/sec 
collision rate of cars with gross weight of 77 tons equipped with flexible center sill 
with central hydro-friction shock absorber. The energy capacity of the damping 
units of flexible sill with central hydro-friction shock absorbers is equal to 274 to 
338 kJ under a longitudinal force of 1.33 to 1.76 MN. 

Starting from 1960 Pullman Standard company equips flexible center sill 
freight cars with hyd-frame type central hydraulic shock absorbers (Figure 1.52) 
[75]. Currently, more than 50 thousand of such units are in operation. These shock 
absorbers are made of two types: Hydroframe-40 with maximum sill movement of 
508 mm each side and Hydroframe-60 with the sill stroke of 762 mm. 

 

 
Рис 1.52. Single-action hydro-frame type central shock absorber 

 
 
Structurally the unit has the form of cylinder 3 forming the high-pressure 

chamber, in the bottom which there is an adjustment member in form of rod 7, 
which free end goes thought calibrated port 6 in piston 5 of rod 2, and which is lo-
cated in the cavity of the latter. 

When the shock absorber is compressed the liquid, from cylinder chamber 8 
through the slot between adjustment rod 7 and piston 5 and then through ring open-
ings 4, overflows into the compensation chamber formed by rubber-fabric tube 
shape bellows 1 and rod 2. One end of bellows 7 is fixed on rod 2, and the other its 
end is fixed on the cylinder bushing. 

In European 1435 mm track railways, the application of drawbar couplings re-
sulted in the necessity to create powerful buffer type damping units. Such units are 
equipped not only with resilient members in form of spiral springs, but also with 
the resilient members, which operation is based on the principles of shock energy 
absorption. 

The buffer units (Figure 1.53, а) [75] made for Polish railways rolling stock 
have high damping qualities. They are built on the basis of KZE type car buffer 



 

 

and include replaceable insert made in form of serially connected coiled spring 5 
and elastomeric shock absorber 2. Having high  power intensity at quasi-static 
compression mode (35 kJ), this buffer unit is highly effective under dynamic loads 
(70 kJ), too. Figure 1.53, b, illustrates the relation of the compression effort (P) and 
the buffer stroke (X) under static (curve 1) and dynamic (curve 2) loads. 

 

 
Figure 1.53. KZE type buffer with elastomeric shock absorber (а) and its power 

characteristics (b):  
1 − buffer housing; 2 − elastomeric shock absorber cylinder; 3 − rod with piston;  

4 − working medium, the silicon elastomer; 5 − coiled spring 

 
 
In European countries, the platforms with travelling deck floor or supports are 

used for carrying the cargos subject to damages under shock loads. 
In British railways, buffer units with hydraulic OLEO series inserts (Figure 

1.54) by OLEO Pnuematics are widely used [75]. The buffer unit operation is as 
follows. When plunger 4 moves slowly, the working medium from hydraulic 
chamber A overflows to compensation chamber B through ring gap 6 between the 
profiled pin 3 and diaphragm 8; the pressure drop between these chambers is insig-
nificant and resistance to compression is determined by the pressure at the diaph-
ragm. 

At higher compression rates, the liquid throttling from chamber A to chamber B 
is accompanied by a significant pressure drop on the diaphragm, thus resulting in 
increased buffer compression resistance. OLEO Pneumatics offers also type 5С 
and 4ЕС-80 hydraulic inserts for buffers, which have maximum compression 
stroke of 105, 110 and 135 mm. 

Figure 1.55 illustrates the power characteristics of buffers with hydraulic in-
serts at collision of single cars with gross weight of 80 tons. 

The energy capacity of this type buffers at 105 mm stroke and under a longitu-
dinal force of 1 MN is 84 kJ, and at 135 mm stroke and under a longitudinal force 
of 2 MN it is 220 kJ. 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1.54. OLEO type buffer: 1 − stop plate; 2 − valve; 3 − end stop bushing; 4 

− plunger; 5 − floating piston; 6 − ring gap; 7 − cylinder; 8 − diaphragm; 9 − profiled pin; 
А, B, C − hydraulic, compensation and gas chambers, respectively 

 

 
Figure 1.55. OLEO type buffer power characteristics 

 
 
The family of damping units in cars with travelling deck floor may be enlarged 

with the platform structure developed by SEAG company (Germany) (Figure 1.56) 
[75]. It includes the damping unit made in form of loading plate 1, which bears 
against the car frame via rollers 2 moving along inclined surfaces 3 both ways in 
longitudinal direction depending on the external forces application direction. The 
rollers are equipped with braking mechanism. When the plate moves to the middle 
position, the braking mechanism is deactivated. The plate has the possibility to 
move both ways in longitudinal direction to a distance of 800 mm, its elevation in 
vertical plane reaching up to 100 mm. When the plate moves more than 700 mm, 
the additional shock absorber is activated to decelerate its movement. This shock 
absorber is mounted between the loading plate and the car frame. The damping 
unit provides for the damping force change proportionally to the carried cargo 
weight. 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1.56. Platform with the damping unit in form of travelling deck floor 

 
Specialized cars and platforms for containers carrying are equipped with travel-

ling deck floors with the application of OLEO series hydraulic shock absorbers and 
long-stroke shock absorbers, which can be installed differently depending on the 
car type. 

For example, doubled shock absorbers may be located in the central part of the 
platform center sill (Figure 1.57, а) [75]. The cargo or container may have special 
stop members or may be located on intermediate deck floors interacting with stop 
surfaces of the shock absorbers ends. The shock absorber stroke may be 500 to 
760 mm. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.57. Layout (а) and structure (b) of OLEO type central shock absorber on 

cars with travelling deck floors 

 
The shock absorber (Figure 1.57, b) is made in form of two equal cylinders 1 

with high pressure chambers A, in the bottoms of which adjustment throttle needles 
2 are mounted. Plungers 4 of two cylinders are interconnected with intermediate 
bushing 5 and form common gas chamber B. Each plunger has a floating piston 3 
separating plunger C hydraulic chamber from common gas chamber B. 

The platforms equipped with OLEO Pneumatics damping units provide for ac-
celeration not more than 2g at collision rate of 4.17 m/sec. 



 

 

1.6. Active Suspension Systems 
 
Detailed description of such systems is given in [34]. The most distinguishing 

characteristic of such systems is the fact that oscillation damping and the parame-
ters of the oscillation damping systems are adjusted depending on the riding condi-
tions. 

So, article [79] analyzes the theory of active suspension systems. In addition to 
conventional resilient and damping members, such systems include a control feed-
back circuit with the acceleration meter, integrator, summing unit, and  power-
actuating element. The latter may have hydraulic, pneumatic, or electromagnetic 
drive, which realize alternating, phase-shifted relative to the oscillation amplitude, 
force. Depending on the chosen feedback circuit parameters, this system realizes a 
specific degree of oscillation damping; here the full damping is not recommended 
for practical systems as it results in increased forces in the actuating element. The 
specific features of vertical, transversal, and longitudinal oscillation damping, par-
ticularly in  high-speed rolling stock, are also analyzed.  It is indicated that there 
exist the possibility of significant improvement of the passengers’ comfort by way 
of active suspension systems mounting. The sample calculations of active suspen-
sion for type TGV, ICE and ETR 500 electric trains and for  high-speed passenger 
cars developed at Poznan Car Building Plant (Poland) are made. 

Passenger car electromagnetic oscillation damper can also be categorized as the 
active oscillation damping system [80]. It consists of a coil, which is connected 
with alternate current generator and has a hinged connection with the bogie frame. 
Metal core is located in the coil center and is fixed on the car frame with one of its 
ends. When the alternate current is supplied to the coil block, the core is placed 
symmetrically relative to the transversal coil axis. This core positioning is possible 
when the car is in its normal position. Magnet field in the coil which force depends 
on the oscillation magnitude absorbs the car body oscillations at motion. This sys-
tem has a forward-acting character, i.e. the damper characteristics may change de-
pending on the vehicle motion conditions. 

The authors of article [81] offer active suspension system for cars used in high-
speed trains of Japanese railways. This system is based on the automatic regulation 
theory. Hydraulic actuator replaces the ordinary passive suspension side shock absor-
ber between the bogie body and frame. It is proved that active suspension is an effec-
tive way to increase the travel comfort. Train with active suspension provides for 
comfort corresponding to  3-hour level of decreased comfort under ISO2631 interna-
tional standard at 144 km/h ride speed even with the low quality of local rail tracks. 

WIN 3350 type electric trains passed line tests on the Japanese railways at 
300 km/h speed. The purpose of the tests was to optimize the active pneumatic 
suspension system with automatic air-spring stiffness regulation and the damping 
coefficient in oscillation parameters function [82]. To regulate the test conditions, 
the oscillation sensors were installed on the bogie in all three planes. Depending on 
the sensors readings, the working volume of the air-springs in the central suspen-
sion and the sections of calibrated ports determining the oscillation damping coef-



 

 

ficient are changed automatically. The conclusion was made that, with active body 
suspension, the car riding comfort at high speeds was substantially increased. 
Some parameters of active suspension regulators were corrected. The tested system 
is recommended for installation on high-speed electric trains. 

Patent [83] suggests to regulate the pressure in the locomotive or car air-springs 
installed inside the central suspension system using a microprocessor reacting to 
specific riding conditions in straight and curved track considering the train speed. 
When moving in the straight tack, the  air springs are regulated by the criteria of 
maintaining the body in horizontal position, i. e. transversal and longitudinal car or 
locomotive lurching is minimized. When moving in the curved tack, a forced tilt of 
the body is created to compensate for transverse acceleration. Each air spring is re-
gulated by its own electro-pneumatic valve controlled by a microprocessor. These 
valves control program performed by the microprocessor uses the readings of the 
geometrical body position sensors, air springs pressure sensors, train’s speed sen-
sors as the source data. To avoid the body vibration, mostly the transverse oscilla-
tion, the dynamic criteria of gradual pressure changing in air springs are met. This 
solution is recommended for application in trains planned for high-speed circula-
tion in the existing Japanese railway lines where there is a big number of small ra-
dius curves requiring the speed decreasing. 

The authors of patent [84] offer the car body support arranged of at least three 
controlled hydraulic cylinders, which one end is fixed to the body with a ball joint 
and the other end is hingedly fixed to the running gear. The hydraulic cylinders 
drive is controlled by electronic devices. One hydraulic cylinder is located horizon-
tally across the riding direction, and the other two are located both sides of the lon-
gitudinal axis of the car. When operated, the hydraulic cylinders are moving tan-
gentially to the circle with virtual center located on the car symmetry axis. This 
structure is simple, takes little space and has good compatibility with the secondary 
shock absorption stage in vertical and horizontal directions in the track curve. 

Active suspension systems are the future of the high-speed rolling stock but 
currently the control algorithms of active power members used for smoothing the 
vibration in these systems are underdeveloped therefore they do not ensure good 
quality of oscillation damping. Such situation is proved by tests in trial bogies with 
active suspension and by the results of computer simulations. The authors of article 
[85] suggest to introduce a typical active suspension system including body 1 (Fig-
ure 1.58) affected by disturbances 2, and control unit 3. This unit operates basing 
on sensors 4 and 5 signals; the first sensor measures body 1 shifts and the second 
sensor measures the acceleration. In addition, acoustic noise signal R comes to sen-
sor 5 input because the level of this signal is determined by high frequency com-
ponents of the body acceleration. 

Sensor 4 output is arranged via threshold element 6, and sensor 5 output signal 
comes directly to comparison element 7. The latter output signal, through Kalman 
filter 8, effects active power element (actuator) 9, which generates effort F smooth-
ing the oscillation of body 1. Several variations of control unit 3 are considered and 
tested using computer simulation techniques. 
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In such structure, the resultant forces of the hunting stabilization are not transferred 
to the body (no stabilizing moment is present around the vertical axis). 

Application [91] suggests the hydraulic damper of the bogie sinuous movement 
oscillation with automatic regulation of the resistance force depending on the speed 
of the bogie frame movement relative to the body. The damper consists of the 
housing with end covers, inside which the piston and fixed head are located. The 
piston divides the working cavity of the housing into chambers C1 and C2 and the 
fixed head – into chambers C2 and C3. C3 chamber is connected with hydro-
pneumatic accumulator using a pipeline. The structures of piston head and fixed 
head are identical and include channels with high hydraulic resistance, a channel 
with low hydraulic resistance equipped with return valve and a spool with a ball 
lock. When damping low frequency oscillations of the bogie sinuous movement, 
the spools take extreme left position providing for chambers C1-C2 and C2-C3 
communication through the channels with high hydraulic resistance. In this case, 
the damper resistance force in increased proportionally to the speed of the piston 
movement in compliance with the hydraulic resistance characteristic of the chan-
nels throttles. At sudden piston movement speed growth when passing switches or 
cross-like intersections of tracks, the damper hydraulic resistance drops abruptly. 
In this case, the chambers communicate via the channel with low hydraulic pres-
sure. At nominal piston movement speed, the spools take their initial position. 

The improvement of horizontal engine dynamic in straight and curved track 
sections is achieved by the special tracer application [92] consisting of rods, which 
one end interacts, via rollers, with the curved surface of the body frame plates and 
the other end is fixed to the bogie bolster via springs. When moving along the 
curved line and at angle body and bogie movements, the plates move longitudinal-
ly transferring the movement to the rods and deforming the springs, in which the 
restoring forces occur. 

The freight car bogie turn unit [93] consists of pneumatic cylinders, in which 
the turning moment relative to the bogie vertical axis is created at the car frame 
shifts in the curved track sections relative to the bogie frame. 

To improve the dynamic qualities of the railway vehicles themselves and to 
improve the railway vehicles and track interaction conditions, various other units 
and structures for damping the efforts between the vehicles may be used, such as 
[94-96], as well as units for damping the elements of the track top structure [97; 
98].  
 



 

 

2. FRICTION DRAFT GEARS 
 
Let us consider friction draft gears. Below are the models reflecting the basic 

properties of these units. These models are good for calculation of forces and simu-
lation of the vehicle collisions during shunting operations and longitudinal oscilla-
tions in trains at transitional riding modes using modern computing devices. 

Power characteristic of elastofriction draft gear (power S as a function of phase 
state: extension qf and extension speed fq& ) is shown in Figure 2.1,а, where Sl(qf) 
is the power characteristic under loading when fq& > 0 and Su(qf) is the power cha-
racteristic under unloading ( fq& < 0). The values of Sl0 and  
Su0 are the forces of the draft gear initial  pressure under loading and unloading. 
The function shown in Figure 2.1,а is described by following expression [3; 78]: 
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The last row in expression (2.1) demonstrates that at = 0 force S cannot be 
determined explicitly and may have any value in the specified interval, which is 
the “dead” zone for the shock absorber [99; 100]. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Power characteristics of elastofriction draft gear (а) and equivalent 

connection member consisting of resilient and elastofriction parts (b) 

 
For friction shock absorbers with big coefficient of irreversible energy absorp-

tion (about a unity), the power characteristic given above is idealized. In reality, 
such shock absorber compression is not monotonous but proceeds with stops and 

fq&



 

 

abrupt jerks. This is explained by the fact that due to high pressure transferred to 
the interacting surfaces they are “grasped” from time to time and then are released 
and slid [101]. The idealized power characteristic (Figure 2.1, а) may be consi-
dered as the result of energy averaging, which may be used only for the determina-
tion of the biggest force values acting on the railway vehicles at impacts [101; 
102]. Occasionally occurring grasps and releases form alternating step-like varying 
force acting on the vehicle and causing intensive body and equipment oscillation. It 
is obvious that these phenomena should be taken into account when studying the 
vehicle and cargo elements acceleration. The detailed description of the model of 
the gear considering its separate parts movement and rheological friction properties 
on the interacting surfaces is given in work [78]. Phenomenological model of the 
gear, which compression is accompanied with alternating grasps and releases, will 
be given below. 

The analysis of expressions (2.1) shows the force dependence on the resilient 
friction gear extension may be presented using an algebraic expression. 

Integrate the element corresponding to the friction gear and element k into one 
element with total extension of qf. Dependence ( )f f,S q q&  is shown graphically in 
Figure 2.1, b and analytically (for application in numerical integration of motion 
equations) in form of the following expression [3]: 
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where ΔS  is the force corresponding to full extension of an integrated element; 
Sl(|qf|) is the force as a function of the element extension under loading  

if qf < Δ; Δ is the stroke - full (maximum possible) extension of the integrated ele-
ment;  

ff f f f f( ) ( ) ( )sign ;βbc b k| | = S + | | + qq q q q qS k − −% &% & %  
Su(|qf|) is the force as a function of extension under unloading; 

( ) ( ) ( )f ff f| | ;t t t S =|S t h |;  = t h ;  = t hq qq q− − −% & &% %  
ht is the step of integration. 
Let us consider some possible conditions [78] of railway vehicles connections.  
Suppose there was the loading at moment (t – ht) and S%  = Sl(qf). Connection 

state corresponds to point 1 in Figure 2.2, а. At moment of time t, we determine Sbc 
(point 3) and Sl (point 2). As the draft gears operation conditions presuppose that 
inequality Sf < Sl is met, point 3 does not correspond to possible connection states 
and the force is determined by point 2. If at moment of time (t – ht) the connection 
state was determined by force S%  = Sf(t – ht) = Sbc(qf) (point 1 in Figure 2.2,b) and 

fq&  > 0, this means that at moment of time t point 3 corresponded to value Sbc and 
point 2 corresponded to value Sl. As the force change at transition from point 1 into 



 

 

point 3 does not result in force overcoming friction in the draft gear, value qf stays 
unchanged. Therefore, the connection state is described by point 3 not point 2, 
which would correspond to the connection state at the wedges sliding. Suppose in 
the course of the next step (by moment (t + ht)) value qf changes so that point 5 
now corresponds to values Sbc(qf). The force acting on the draft gear at qf < Δ can-
not exceed value Sl(qf). Therefore, in this case point 4, not 5, corresponds to the 
connection state. The analysis above reveals the sense of the second line in expres-
sion (2.2). Similarly, we can verify the correctness of the last line of the same ex-
pression. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Logical relations determining Sl(qf) dependence under loading:  

а – at wedges 1-2 sliding; b – at wedges 1-3 equilibrium and wedges 3-4 sliding 

 
 
The work of force at full extension of the draft gear makes: 
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0
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At the same time, irreversibly absorbed work 

abs l uf f f
0
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is characterized by relative value 

abs= /A.Aη       (2.5) 

Function Su(qf) can be defined analytically. However, without any significant 
error, it can be defined as follows: 

( )u l f1 η ( )S S q= − .     (2.6) 

Functions Sl (|qf|) and Su (|qf|) are non-linear in general case. If applied to the 
description of the operation of friction draft gears in existing structure automatic 
couplings, it can be considered that: 



 

 

( ) ( ) ( )0l l u ll f f f f(1 η)S q = + | |,    = ,q q qS k S S−   (2.7) 

where kl is the stiffness of an integrated element under loading. Value kl is deter-
mined by stiffness k of all the serially connected resilient friction members and 
element k, i. e. 

( )l / 1 / .kk k k k= +      (2.8) 

In more general case, function Sl(|qf|) can be set out by piecewise linear depen-
dence (Figure 2.3,а): 
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where qfj and Slj are the junction points coordinates. 
Formulae (2.9) allow for “grasping” and instant wedge sliding phenomena si-

mulating (Figure 2.3, b) that is described by the second condition. When applying 
formulae (2.9), function Su(qf) is calculated using the second expression in formu-
lae (2.7) or using the following expression 

u u0uf f( )S q S k q= + .     (2.10) 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Piecewise linear defined power characteristics  
 
When using the given above expressions in calculations, it is necessary to re-

member that their component parameters describing the existing draft gears are 
conditional and reflect static estimates found as a result of experimental researches 
of the draft gears or estimated a priori. 



 

 

Friction draft gears may operate almost without the alteration of grasps and re-
leases of interacting surfaces. This may be implemented by application of specially 
selected materials, at the contact of which the friction force is realized [103], or by 
special grease lubrication used, for example, in draft gears type Mark by Westing-
house [2]. The characteristics of such draft gears may be estimated a priori at the 
stage of design and structure development. 

The parameters of the expressions above should be determined taking into ac-
count the damped structure elasticity (mainly at the loading stage). This is not al-
ways practical, especially in the situations when non-linear systems are considered. 
More practical is mathematical model of connection, which requires only friction 
draft gear parameters. In such case the following relation should be met 

( )l f ,k k kS q q k q− =     (2.11) 

where Su(qf – qk) is the set dependence of the force on the friction draft gear stroke 
under loading (qf is the total extension of the friction draft gear and the equivalent 
spring with kk stiffness). 

Then, in the course of numerical solution of non-linear equation (2.11) relative 
to qk, we calculate force S using expressions (I.4) – (I.8) [3]. 

The same task may be solved another way [104]. Suppose the draft gear exten-
sion is equal to qa = |qf| – |qk| and values qa and S are known at (t – ht) moment of 
time. Also, suppose that during the period starting from moment (t – ht) till mo-
ment t value ∆qa changes so that expansion of function S (qa) using Taylor formula 
by ∆qa may be limited by summand with second-order small quantities, i. e. 

( ) ( ) 2
l l 1 20.5t a at = t h + +q qS S k k− Δ Δ ,   (2.12) 

where 

l ( )à

vv
v t hà q= / ,q |k S −∂∂  v = 1.2. 

At the same time, 

( ) ( ) ( )l l f| |kt at = t h + .q qS S k− Δ −Δ    (2.13) 

Equating force increments ∆Sl = Sl(t) – Sl(t – ht) calculated using expressions 
(2.12) and (2.13), we receive quadratic equation solved as follows: 

( )2 f1 1+ 1a=b ,q qbΔ Δ −     (2.14) 

where ( ) ( ) 11 1
1 1 2 22 11; 2k k= +   = .bb k k k b k +k k

−− −  
Value ∆ql = |qf(t)| – |qf(t – ht)| is calculated using the data of interacting bodies 

movement equations integration performed using formulae (I.2) and (I.3). Then, 
basing on expressions (2.13) or (2.12), force S is calculated. The integration inter-
val ht should be chosen so that 
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Simulation of rubber-metal draft gears is connected with solution of hereditari-
ty integral equations [105]. Though, as is proved by experimental researches, these 
gears simulation may be similar to friction draft gears simulation using non-linear 
function Sl(|qf|). This, to a great degree, is conditioned by the fact that time charac-
teristics of stresses at cars collisions changes are not so important. A specific fea-
ture of such simulation is the replacement of value kb with value kbc characterizing 
the specificity of draft gears transition from loading to unloading in expression 
(2.2). 
  



 

 

3. SPRING SUSPENSION AND FRICTION OSCILLATION DAMPERS IN 
FREIGHT CARS BOGIES 

 
3.1. Plane Oscillation 

 
Let us consider spring suspension in three-member four-wheel freight car bo-

gies with wedge-type friction draft gears model 18-100 (TsNII-Kh3 (ЦНИИ-Х3)). 
These draft gears should be simulated together with the analysis of spatial bogie 
loading as the stops at the springs compression during the time interval when the 
forces acting on the springs are less than the friction force also cause the stops of 
lateral movements of bogie bolsters. However, in some cases plane oscillations of 
vehicles are of special interest. Therefore, below we consider the simulation of 
spring suspension in vertical symmetry plane [106]. 

Introduce the following symbols: R – vertical support reaction force; ∆ – the 
value of the bogie bolster movement relative to the side frame; ∆T – the value of Δ 
movement, upon exceeding of which the springs are no more compressed. The Δ 
values are calculated for each support using generalized coordinates determined in 
the process of the vehicle movement differential equations integration and are ex-
pressed as the sums of dynamic and static components under the movement forces 
of gravity. 

Stiffness coefficients of the sets resistance to compression under loading and 
unloading are equal to cl and cu, respectively. Now let us express the total side 
frame, bogie bolsters and wheelsets elasticity as the elasticity of equivalent spring 
with stiffness coefficient сkT located in series with springs and friction draft gears. 
Under the forces when the sets springs’ deformations values do not change, only 
this spring is deformed. 

The values of the supports reaction forces are calculated in the process of the 
vehicles movement equations integration using the following formulae: 
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Energy dissipation coefficient is calculated using the formulae similar to those 
given in the previous section. 

In cases when the spring suspension sets do not work, the force is calculated 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] β [ ],kT t kT t kT tR = R t h + ñ t t h t t h− Δ − Δ − + Δ − Δ −& &   (3.2) 

where βkT is the coefficient of viscous resistance to deforming determined experi-
mentally. 

The reaction forces calculated using expression (3.1) include static and dynam-
ic components. To extract the dynamic component, the following formula is used: 



 

 

RD = R – RST,      (3.3) 
where RST is the know static component of reaction forces. 

In cases when the bogie structure allows for the bogie bolsters to turn relative 
to the side frames [107], moments MTb of forces restoring the normal position of 
the bogie bolster are calculated in compliance with the specified relation (equation 
of state): 

( )( )1 β / ,Tb b Òd dtcM ϕ ϕ= + −ϕ ϕ      (3.4) 

where cϕ is the coefficient of stiffness of spring resistance to the bogie bolster turn-
ing relative to the frame; ϕβ  is the coefficient of viscous resistance to this turn; ϕb 
and ϕT are the angles of the bogie bolster and the bogie frame turning, respectively. 
In such simplest case, it can be considered that the members restoring the horizon-
tal position of the bogie bolster are viscoelastic. 

 
3.2. Spatial or 3D-Models 

 
The specific feature of friction draft gears in model 18-100 (TsNII- 

(Kh3ЦНИИ-Х3)) bogies considered in the previous section is the fact that the fric-
tion force in vertical (z axis) and lateral (y axis) directions occurs at simultaneous 
vertical and lateral sliding of a spring wedge over the friction slat. In most works 
on the cars dynamics, such draft gears are simulated as independent mechanisms, i. 
e. their connections and works are not taken into account [35; 108–114]. These 
particulars show themselves as follows. First, friction forces both in vertical and 
lateral directions are proportional only to the vertical deformations of the bogie 
suspension springs. Second, in those intervals of time when the value of the force 
vector is within the limits of the suspension deformations dead zone as a whole 
and, at some moment, the deformation rate was equal to zero both vertical and lat-
eral deformations of suspension cease. The mathematical model below reflects 
these particulars of suspension operation in the freight cars bogies specified above. 

Usually, the forces in suspension and the suspension deformations are indexed 
with figures reflecting the bogie number in the car and the suspension number in 
the bogie. Here, these indices are not used, and it is supposed that Δ values of ver-
tical and δ values of lateral deformations of the respective bogie suspension are de-
termined previously basing on the known [108] algorithms for the given moment 
of time using the cars movement differential equations integration results as a 
whole. 

The specific features of simulating the suspension with friction draft gears are 
immediately connected with the physical specificity of friction forces, which, at a 
standstill, balance all the acting forces until a specific value (force of static fric-
tion) is reached. During the motion, the friction force is directed oppositely to the 
speed vector, that is 

FR SL SL/ ,F Fv v= −
r r  



 

 

Where F is the value of the friction force and vSL is the rate of the wedge sliding 
over the friction slat.  

The value of the friction force in suspension is 

F = μc∆,      (3.4) 

Where μ is the reduced friction coefficient; c is the spring set stiffness coefficient 
under compression; ∆ > 0 is the value of the spring set compression equal to the 
static and dynamic compression components. 

y- and z-direction friction forces are equal to 

( )1/ 22 2
FR δ δ ,Y = F / +− Δ& &&      (3.5) 

( )1/ 22 2
FR δ ;Z = F / +− Δ Δ && &     (3.6) 

where δ is the lateral movements of the respective spring sets of spring suspension; 
the dot above the symbol means time derivative of the respective value. 

In those cases when only spring suspension sets are working, the supports reac-
tions depend mostly on their deformations only. If the sets do not work, the reac-
tion forces are determined by significantly lesser deformations of members located 
in series with spring sets (bogie bolster, side frames, wheel pairs, tracks). Taking 
this into account, Y and Z reaction forces may be calculated using the algorithm de-
scribed by the following expressions: 
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where 0yR  and 0zR  are the reaction forces projections in cases when the spring 
suspension sets do not work in the respective direction; and yR  and zR  are the 
reaction forces projections occurring when the car suspension and draft gears 



 

 

spring sets are working. In expressions (3.7) – (3.12), t is time; ht is the interval of 
numerical time integration; c0 and c10 are the stiffness coefficients of all the de-
formed car structure and track elements located in series with spring sets in z and y 
axes directions, respectively; βy and βz are the coefficients of viscous energy dissi-
pation in the structure elements determined so that the damping decrement of the 
respective free oscillation was equal to experimentally found [115] value d = 0.35; 
c1 are the spring sets stiffness coefficients at their bending; δM and ΔM are structur-
al limitations of springs bending and compression movements; U  and I  are logi-
cal operators “or finction” and “and function”, respectively. 

During the intervals of time, which are calculated by formulae (3.7) and (3.8) 
as is required by logical expressions of forces reaction (3.11) and (3.12), the sus-
pensions sets do not work, and the reactions are determined by the bogie frame 
structure deformability and other listed earlier members. 

Vertical reaction forces Z calculated using expressions (3.12) include static and 
dynamic components. To extract the dynamic component the following formula is 
used: 

ZD =Z – ZST,     (3.13) 
where ZST is the known static component of the reaction forces. 

Formulae (3.4), (3.8), (3.10) and (3.12) are applicable for simulation of axle-
box oscillation dampers of KVZ-TsNII (КВЗ-ЦНИИ) and KVZ-5 (КВЗ-5) pas-
senger cars bogies [116] and other similar structures. 

When simulating disk oscillation dampers, similar expressions as (3.11) and 
(3.12) may be applied, but here friction force F is a constant value, which is differ-
ent for different types of oscillation [117]. 

 
  



 

 

4. HYDRAULIC OSCILLATION DAMPERS 
 
Hydraulic oscillation dampers transform kinetic energy of separate vehicle 

parts or the whole vehicle motion both into potential energy of working liquid 
compression in the damper and the energy of the housing and its separate parts de-
formation and into the heat generated as a result of the liquid overflow overcoming 
local hydraulic resistances. At the same time, the main part of thus transformed ki-
netic energy is dissipated. 

Extension and shortening of the hydraulic oscillation damper may be forced in 
the course of motion of the vehicle bodies, to which the ends of the oscillation 
damper are fixed. First, let us consider the generalized scheme of such damper 
without the units restoring the initial state. 

When the liquid comes though the ports, the pressure drop Δp occurs, which 
determines Qv (volume change) flow or Qm = ρQv (weight change) flow of liquid 
per a unit of time. Volume flow may be calculated using the known correlation 
[118]  

μ 2 ρ signv = f | p | /   p,Q Δ Δ     (4.1) 

where μ is the flow coefficient; f is the port section area; ρ is the liquid density. 
The flow coefficient depends on Reynolds number 

( )Re or 2 ρRe p= ud/       = d/ | p | / ,ν ν Δ    (4.2) 

Where u the liquid flow rate though the throttling port; d is the typical size; ν is the 
kinematic viscosity coefficient. 

Flow coefficient μ also depends on the port contour configuration, the relation 
of the hydraulic diameter and the channel length, the channel finishing degree and 
the port edges shape, the concentration of gas dissolved in the liquid, the liquid 
temperature, the backpressure and on other factors. Usually, μ is determined expe-
rimentally for specific ports and conditions [118; 119]. 

Generalized diagram of hydraulic damper working in compression is given in 
Figure 4.1. However, the mathematical model description below stays unchanged 
when analyzing reversal loads.  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Generalized hydraulic damper calculation diagram 



 

 

 
The figure illustrates the housing with moving plunger pressing the viscous liq-

uid out of the before-plunger chamber O into N of other auxiliary chambers and 
into (N + 1) chamber in the after-plunger cavity. In each of the auxiliary chambers, 
there are the units pressing the liquid out of them into the main chamber when re-
versing. Having overcome the friction resistance in the seal boots, force S acting on 
plunger Pl creates pressure p0 in liquid filled chamber O, which is equal to 
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   (4.3) 

Where S0 is the force acting on plunger Pl having area F0 at chamber O side; S is 
the force compressing the oscillation damper or its compression resistance force; 
SN+1 is the force acting on the piston at N + 1 chamber side; κ0 is the friction force 
coefficient at movement q0 of plunger Pl.  

It is assumed that force S is calculated using formulae  

k k k k kS k q q q= + β &      (4.4) 

or 

k k k kS k q q= + β &       (4.5) 

Where kk is k member stiffness and βk is the coefficient of its viscous resistance to 
deforming. Usually, βk is a small value, and in a number of cases, the viscous com-
ponent in expressions (4.4) and (4.5) can be neglected. Value 

∑−=
=

an

i
iik qqaqq

1
sign      (4.6) 

is equal to total deformation of viscoelastic members of the structure located in se-
ries with the oscillation damper; qi is the oscillation damper compression value 
conditioned by the liquid overflow from cavity O into cavity numbered i; ai is the 
number of cavities the liquid overflows to from cavity O.  

Now let us assume that in each chamber, into which the liquid is forced from 
the before-piston chamber, there is a mechanism providing for creation of back-
pressure pi equal to force *

RiS  divided by the area of chamber numbered i. Force 
*
RiS  agrees with force SRi reduced to the plunger area and equal to  

*
0 /Ri Ri iS S F F= ,     (4.7) 

where Fi is the area of chamber numbered i. 
Each channel of liquid overflow from one chamber to another may consist of 

serially located hydraulic resistances characterized by value fij of the section area 
of throttling port and coefficient μij of volume flow rate and related to the channels 
to chambers numbered i. Index j corresponds to the serial number of hydraulic re-
sistance in the given chamber. 



 

 

Volume flow rate v
iQ  of liquid flowing from chamber O into chamber num-

bered i will comprise: 

0 02 | | / sign( ).v
i ij ij i i i

j
Q f p p p p

⎛ ⎞
= μ − ρ ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑    (4.8) 

In this expression, ρi is the density of liquid in chamber numbered i: 

( )( )1 , ,ii i= + tpρ ε °ρ      (4.9) 

where ρ is the liquid density at p = 0.1 MPa and temperature t° = 0°C; εi(pi,t°) is 
relative change of initial liquid volume due to the pressure and initial temperature 
change before its compression; pi is the pressure excess over the atmospheric pres-
sure; t° is the initial liquid temperature. 

Relative change of liquid volume ∆Vlq/Vlq at possible changes of initial temper-
atures won’t exceed 0.1 per cent [120]. Therefore, let us consider that εi(pi,t°) is the 
relative change of volume due to the used liquid compression only [119] and retain 
the variable t° in expression (4.9) as the liquid compressibility modulus depends on 
pressure and temperature: 

Elq = dp/dε.     (4.10) 
When calculating the shock absorbers, two values of liquid compressibility 

modulus should be considered: compressibility modulus Elq.iso at isothermal 
process when the temperature at compression is constant (slow or static loading) 
and compressibility modulus Elq.ad at adiabatic process when the compressed liquid 
temperature changes and the heat exchange in time internal in question Δt may be 
neglected. 

For example, work [120] gives the empirical dependence of compressibility 
coefficient γu = 1/Elq.iso on the temperature and pressure at isothermal process for 
AMG-10 (АМГ-10) oil. This dependence suggests that 

( ) 1 5
lq.iso 67 0.44 0.4 10= + t p .E

−° − ⋅     (4.11) 

Basing on the information of [121], we can plot the empirical dependence 
Elq.ad(pi,t°) for adiabatic process as 

( )( )2 3 3
lq.ad 18.4 10 1 4.4 10 1 8.2 10= t + p .E − −⋅ − ⋅ ° ⋅   (4.12) 

According to relation (4.10) 

( ) ( )1
lq.iso

0

p
-

iso p,t = p,t dp.Eε ° °∫      (4.13) 

For AMG-10 (АМГ-10) oil, for example, 

( ) 567 0.44 0.2 10-
ad = + t p p .ε ° − ⋅     (4.14) 



 

 

Taking into account that εu value is small, making approximate calculation we 
can assume 

5
lq.iso

-1 5
lq.iso

(67 0.44 ) ( )10

(67 0.44  MPa) 10

-
iso + t p = p/ E

+ t .E
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⎬

≈ ° ⋅ ⎪⎭
   (4.15) 

Identically 

( ) 1 4 3
lq.ad82 10 ln(1 8.2 10 )ad = E + p ,ε

− − −⋅ ⋅   (4.16) 

or approximately 
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    (4.17) 

The calculation shows that application of formulae (4.15) and (4.17) results in 
less than 3 per cent error in determination of ε under p = 100 MPa. 

Thus, expression (4.9) may be set out as follows 

lq(1 )i i= + / .p Eρρ       (4.18) 

Liquid flow by weight from chamber O is 

*
0 00

N N
m v

i iiÎ ii
i=1 i=1

= v = = ,Q Q vF Fρ ρ ρ∑ ∑     (4.19) 

where *
iv  is the rate of piston movements in i chamber.  

After integrating, we have 

* *
0

1

N

iÎ iÎ i
i=

= ,q qF Fρ ρ∑       (4.20) 

where qО
*  is the piston movement in chamber O (plunger) evoked only by the liq-

uid displacement from the chamber. 
Full plunger movement will comprise 

,*
OO О qqq Δ+=       (4.21) 

where qОΔ  is the additional movement due to the liquid volume compression in 
chamber O. 

( ) ( ) ( )*0 0
0 0 0; ,/O O OÎ Î ÎÎ Î= /    = lq qm m mF F FΔ − −ρ ρ ρ  

where Om  is the weight of the liquid in chamber O; 0
Îρ  is the density of the liquid 

in chamber O at initial pressure 0
Оp ; l  is the distance between the plunger and 

fixed partition in the initial state. 



 

 

Considering expression (4.18), after simple transformation, we have  
0 *1 1 1

lq0 lq00 lq0( )( ) (1 ),- - -
Î Î Î Î Î= l / +q p p q pE E EΔ − −   (4.22) 

where Elq0 and Elq00 are the values of the liquid compressibility moduli in chamber 
O under pressures pO and 0

Оp , respectively. 
Let us insert this expression into equation (4.21) and replace the movements 

with reduced values 

.F/qF=q iii 0
*      (4.23) 

Then 
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- - -N i iÎ Î Î
iÎ 2 --i=1 ÎÎ

1+ p Ep E p pE E
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+ p E1+ p E

−+ −
∑  (4.24) 

At qi the coefficient in expression (4.24) is approximately equal to one. As the 
liquid compressibility is mostly expressed at values 0

ОО pp >> , let us replace ex-
pression (4.24) with more simple approximation 

1
lq lq lq lq lq

1
; ; ( , ),

N
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Î i Î Î Î
i

q q p lE E E p E E p t−

=
= + = + =∑  (4.25) 

where Оp  is the average expected value; Elq is the liquid compressibility modulus 
corresponding to pressure Оp  and initial temperature t° for isothermal or adiabatic 
processes depending on type of loading, slow or fast (impact), considered.  

Instead of expression (4.25), it is more convenient to apply expressions 

0 lq lq lq 0/ , / .
N

iÎ
i=1

= q S k k E F lq + =∑    (4.26) 

When arranging for the numerical integrating, it is convenient to consider the 
element with stiffness coefficient klq as the resilient member located in series with 
member k with stiffness coefficient kk in expressions (4.4) and (4.5), having re-
placed value kk with value *

lq lq/( ).k k kk k k k k= +  At the same time, instead of sum 

(4.26), sum i

N

=i
О q=q ∑

1
 is used. 

To calculate qO, it is necessary to determine qi values. For this, taking into ac-
count the above assumptions, expression (4.8) is used. 

After simple transformations and going into the reduced values, we have the 
following differential equations: 
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where SRi is the reduced value of the restoring force; ∆i is the limitation of the pis-
ton movement (their stroke); κi is the friction coefficient in seal boots. 
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∑     (4.28) 

In expression (4.28) value μij is the reduced flow coefficient which depends on 
total pressure drop in the given hydraulic resistance member. The hydraulic resis-
tance member comprises the set of serially acting local hydraulic resistances (these 
are the resistances conditioning the pressure drop due to the change of ports sec-
tions along the channel length, the presence of shutters and valves, etc.). The re-
duced flow coefficient or reduced resistance coefficient 2

ij ij
−ξ = μ  of the member 

may be determined using the expression 

( ) ( ) ( ) or
ijj ln 2 2m k mk

ijij ij ij ijij ij ij ij
k=1 0

= /      = / (x) õ dxf f f flξ ξ ξ ξ∑ ∫ ,  (4.29) 

where m
ijf  is the smallest area of the port along the member length; k

ijf  and )(xfij  
are the areas of the channel port in section numbered k or having coordinate x 
along the length of the given hydraulic resistance member; k

ijξ  or ( )ij xξ  are the 
hydraulic resistance coefficients for these sections. 

The ports creating the hydraulic resistances are categorized as nozzles and di-

aphragms (ports in a thin wall) [118]. For “nozzle” type ports ( port

H

l
d

 >1 where lport 

is the port length; dH = 4 f
P

 is the hydraulic diameter, f  is the section area; P is 

the perimeter) ξ values are determined approximately using an empiric formula for 
42 1015Re10 ⋅<< p  as 

21
port portH H1.23 58Re-

p= + /d + /d ,l l⎡ ⎤ξ λ ⋅⎣ ⎦    (4.30) 

where λ is the coefficient considering the liquid friction against the port walls. 



 

 

For “diaphragm” type ports ( port

H

l
d

 <<1), it is recommended to determine ξ coef-

ficient using empiric formulae: 

( )211.4 1.5 if 25 300Re Re-
p p= + ,      < < ;ξ     (4.31) 

( ) 2 41 6 if 3000,592 0,27 Re 10Re
-- /

pp= ,     < < ;+ξ     (4.32) 

( ) 1 41 2 if0.592 5.5 10 ReRe
-- /

pp= ,      < .+ξ     (4.33) 

When determining the hydraulic resistance force coefficients using formulae 
(4.30) – (4.33), it is necessary to remember that the determined values are only the 
approximate evaluations as these empiric formulae were received for stationary 
cavitation-free flows. If any cavitation occurs (especially under big backpressure), 
coefficients ξ increase reaching values ξ = 2.6 for nozzles [122; 123]. In work 
[124], it is theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that values ξ for nozzles, 
in cases when outlet pressure is less than 0.42 of inlet pressure and in cases when 
the pressure is applied suddenly, may be the same as the pressure in ports in a thin 
wall, i. e. they may be calculated using formulae (4.31) – (4.33) and may reach 
values of 2…2.8. In addition, the liquid flow through the shock absorbers throttling 
members ports is not stationary as here comparatively fast flow rate changes and 
pressure drops may occur. 

The shock absorbers structure may be so that coefficient βi of the member hy-
draulic resistance (see expression (4.29)) is the function of values qO, qi, S0, SRi and 
the damped body movement acceleration. 

Thus, having previously evaluated the parameters, we can solve equations 
(4.27) and calculate  using expression (4.26). In these equations, value S0 is de-
termined using expressions (4.3) by force S values previously calculated using 
formulae establishing the connection of force S with values qk or qf described 
above in the Introduction. 

Values Si are calculated using expressions (4.7) by set functions SRi(qi), which 
structure is determined by a specific type and structure of the applied return me-
chanism. 

In chambers numbered (N + 1) in Figure 4.1 force SRi(qi) occurs only when the 
liquid in this chamber is compressed. Therefore in these cases  

* * *
fl 0 000 0( 1) ( ); ,iRi i i i i/     = /q q q q q qS E F F F≈ − −σ   (4.34) 

where *
0 0( )iq q−σ  is Heaviside unit function [125]. 

The described oscillation damper hydraulic member model is convenient for 
application when this member is in series with other resilient members or elasto-
friction members. Sometimes, the influence of these members on the damped 
structure oscillation is insignificant; they themselves are connected in parallel to 

Оq



 

 

the structure elements, which return the system into its initial state. In such cases, if 
we know the plunger movement rate q&  relative to the shock absorber housing, we 
can calculate force Sg value, which overcomes the hydraulic damper resistance to 
movement: 

2
gS q= β & .      (4.35) 

If the piston moves in the direction of some generalized coordinate, values q&  
will be calculated by the difference of rates of the oscillation damper fixing points 
movements towards the bodies, between which the oscillation damper is located. 
However, in some cases, the hydraulic oscillation dampers are located so that to 
absorb the oscillation in two directions simultaneously. Let us assume that Δ  and 
Δ&  are, respectively, the relative movements and rate of relative movements of the 
damped body along Z axis, and δ and δ&  are, respectively, the relative movements 
and rate of relative movements along Y axis. 

Then 
2
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and this force projection on the axes of coordinates will comprise 
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Here h0 and d0 are the distances between the oscillation damper fixing points at 
the initial moment of time along Z and Y axes, respectively. 

The last formulae show that in case of inclined oscillation dampers, the oscilla-
tion interrelation, i. e. the generation of one oscillation by another, takes place to-
gether with the oscillation absorption. 

The expressions and equations above used for calculation of the force deform-
ing the damper are the equations of a shock absorber or a damper state. In cases 
when these equations parameters such as the hydraulic resistance coefficient may 
depend on the position of the control member (the valve, spool, etc.), which 
movement, in its turn, depends on the damper state (its pressure, temperature) or 
acceleration of the damped body movement, the equations of state have to be sup-
plemented with the equations of control. Specific type of equations of state and 
control is determined by the analyzed unit structure. The damper equations of state 
and control supplement the equations of movement of the system in question (a 
single vehicle [111], system of vehicles [126], train [3]). 

The formulae above show that coefficient β of the damper inelastic resistance 
to deformation depends on the liquid temperature in the damper. Suppose the heat 



 

 

transfer process is quasi-stationary, i. e. the quantity of heat used to heat the hous-
ing and the damper elements may be neglected, or suppose these heat losses are 
significant, i. e. the heat transfer coefficient is increased, the liquid temperature in 
the oscillation damper may be assessed as follows. 

The power of damper inelastic resistance forces is 
3.gW S q q= = β& &      (4.38) 

Having set it equal to the heat transfer rate of αΔt° where α is the heat transfer 
coefficient and Δt° is the difference of temperatures t°lq of working liquid and t°ext 
of ambient environment, we receive the differential equation of the oscillation 
damper working liquid temperature change 

3 .t qβ
Δ ° =

α
&  (4.39) 

This differential equation has to be integrated at the set initial temperature dif-
ference. For the case with stationary harmonic oscillations with amplitude qa and 
cyclic frequency ω, we can easily receive 

3
34 .

3 at qβω
Δ ° =

πα
 (4.40) 

When simulating single impacts, the heat losses due to the heat exchange may 
be neglected [142]. When simulating a series of impacts, such as in a train, the 
temperature change may be determined by way of integrating differential equation 
(4.39). Then the working liquid temperature is described by the following expres-
sion 

t°lq = t°ext + Δt°. (4.41) 
Knowing the liquid temperature, we can determine the respective value of the 

oscillation damper hydraulic resistance coefficient. 
The offered spatial mathematical models of friction and hydraulic oscillation 

dampers help to analyze the structural and specific conditions of their operation in 
railway vehicles bogies and may be used for simulating the oscillation dampers 
operation both on their own and as a part of mathematical models of spatial oscilla-
tion of single railway vehicles, coupled vehicles and trains as a whole [34; 
128−137]. 
  



 

 

5. PNEUMATIC RETURN MECHANISMS IN SHOCK ABSORBERS AND 
OSCILLATION DAMPERS 

 
The forces dissipating the impacts or oscillations mechanical energy cannot re-

turn the whole system to its initial state. For this, special return mechanisms exist. 
Their structure includes elements capable to accumulate the energy sufficient for 
the system restoration. In most cases, these are the gravitational energy, the energy 
of metal, liquid or gas elastic deformations and the energy of magnetic or electro-
magnetic fields. Simulation of elastic forces at metal or liquid deformation was de-
scribed in the previous chapters. Magnetic or electromagnetic fields are applied in 
some specific cases, mostly in magnetic, electromagnetic or electrodynamic sus-
pension systems. Here we consider only the issues of mathematic modeling of re-
turn mechanisms using the energy accumulated by compressed gas. 

When considering the hydraulic oscillation dampers above, the assumption was 
made that they were included in parallel with the resilient suspension members or 
other members returning the whole system into its initial state. In cases when  spe-
cial pushers or rods move the pistons, parallel members inclusion should be consi-
dered with the force distribution between them according to their structural proper-
ties. 

Restoring force SRi in cases when elstofriction or rubber-metal return mechan-
isms are used may be calculated using the mathematic dependences ),( qqS &  de-
scribed in the sections above. 

Let us consider dependence SRi(qi) for return mechanisms consisting of the 
chamber with compressed gas separated from liquid with a piston. 

The dependence of SRi force of gas resistance to compression on plunger 
movement qi may be described using expressions (4.3): 

Ri O i= F pS ,       (5.1) 

where FO is chamber O area; pi is the gas pressure in the chamber, which, under 
isothermal (static) compression, is determined using the relation 
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000
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    (5.2) 

where ri is the constant coefficient equal to FO plunger area in liquid chamber O 
and initial gas chamber i volume Vi0 ratio; z(pi, Ti) is the gas compressibility coeffi-
cient experimentally determined for real gases; Ti is the absolute temperature; p0i is 
the initial pressure in i chamber at T0i temperature. 

The values of nitrogen compressibility [138] given in Table 5.1 for different 
gas temperatures and pressures may be used in calculations and at the same time 
allow for a conclusion on the necessity of real gas state equations utilization in the 
analysis of pneumatic dampers operated in a wide range of pressures and tempera-
tures. 

 



 

 

Table 5.1 
Nitrogen Compressibility Coefficient z Values 

p, MPa z at temperature 
−50°C 0°C +50°C 

0 
0.1 

1 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
20 
40 
60 
80 

100 

0.8173 
0.8162 
0.8062 
0.7958 
0.7769 
0.7610 
0.7489 
0.7407 
0.7820 
1.0160 
1.2890 
1.5580 
1.8150 

1.0005 
1.0000 
0.9962 
0.9926 
0.9871 
0.9841 
0.9838 
0.9853 
1.0320 
1.2410 
1.4990 
1.7640 
2.0240 

1.1836 
1.1836 
1.1837 
1.1843 
1.1868 
1.1912 
1.1960 
1.2031 
1.2650 
1.4880 
1.7160 
1.9750 
2.2330 

 
 

Expressions (5.1), (5.2) and the Table above are convenient for calculation of 
static piston movement resistance characteristics at the gas chamber volume 
change. But they are impractical for calculation of dynamic characteristics when 
both pressure and temperature vary. In addition, it is impossible to make equally 
simple calculation of the real gas pressure at adiabatic compression using adiabatic 
equation for the ideal gas and the empiric compressibility coefficient za(p,T). 
Therefore, it is necessary to choose suitable for the given conditions equation out 
of the multitude of interpolatory gas state equations [139] and to determine the de-
pendence of pressure on the plunger movement at adiabatic gas compression using 
this equation. To simplify the calculation, it is desired that the structure of the equ-
ation allows for exclusion of current value of temperature T when deriving adiabat-
ic equation in p and V coordinates. This group of equations include Van der Waals 
equation and some other derived on their basis. These equations may be set out as 
follows 

( ) ( )00 ,
d d

i i
d i d i d i d ii Ti

i i
+ = +p pa V b a V b

V V

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ν ν⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− −ν ν⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

  (5.3) 

where νi is the number of moles in chamber i; Vi and Vi0 are the volumes of cham-
bers at current and initial plunger position, respectively; d is the exponent (for Van 
der Waals equation d = 2 and for the second Diterici equation d = 5/3); ad and bd 
are the constant parameters corresponding to the first and the second (depending 
on d value) equations of state (for nitrogen a2 = 1.35·105 MPa·cm6·mole-2, 



 

 

a5/3 = 2,1·104 MPa·cm5·mole-5/3, b2 = 38.6 cm3·mole-1, a5/3 = 20.6 cm3·mole-1 [139]); 
p0Ti is the initial gas pressure at temperature T determined using expression (5.2) at 
qi = 0. 

Work [140] gives Van der Waals equation connecting values p and V under 
adiabatic gas compression. Similar expression may be obtained for Diterici equa-
tion. After generalization we have 

( ) ( )00 ,
d d

k ki i
d di d i i d ii Ti

i i
+ = +p pa aV b V b

V V

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ν ν⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− −ν ν⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

  (5.4) 

Where k = (R + Cν) / Cν = 1.4 (R is the universal gas constant; Cν is the gas gram-
molecules heat capacity at constant volume).  

Having transformed expression (5.4), we obtain: 
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   (5.5) 

Thus, expression (5.5) describes dependences SRi(qi) for Van der Waals (d = 2) 
and Diterici (d = 5/3) gases under isothermal (static, k = 1) and adiabatic (k = 1.4) 
gas compression. 

When the shock absorber is impact loaded, the compressed gas energy may be 
partially lost in form of heat released to the environment. Work [141] tries to as-
sess theses energy losses. The evaluations obtained are greatly overstated as it was 
assumed that the gas chamber internal surface temperature matches the gas tem-
perature. This assumption would be reasonable if the impact process were quite 
slow and the gas heat transfer coefficient approached infinity. In realty, the heat 
transfer coefficients for gases are small and the time of compression is short. The 
solution of the heat exchange non-stationary problem at the gas compression stage 
in the draft gear, when the heat exchange between the internal chamber surface and 
the gas is considered and it is assumed that the external surface of the gear main-
tains the ambient temperature due to close contact with the car metal, shows that at 
the first impact loading stage, not more than 1 per cent of energy acquired by gas 
during adiabatic compression is lost due to the heat exchange [142]. 

As in addition to the heat losses, the heat gains are also possible due to the pis-
ton cups against chamber walls friction forces and the heat exchange with the sur-
face heated by damping liquid while throttling, we can assume (at a first approxi-
mation) that gas compression is developed adiabatically at impacts. Consequently, 



 

 

to determine the gas resistance force at impacts, it is necessary to apply expression 
(5.5) with k = 1.4. 

The values of the real gas resistance force SR(q) to isothermal compression at 
different ambient temperatures and charge nitrogen pressures in chamber 
p0 = 5 MPa and 9 MPa calculated using formulae (5.1) and (5.2) are given in 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. To be certain, the gas compression in the  high-
pressure chamber of GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear [143] is considered (plunger 
stroke equal to 0.1 m corresponds to the  maximum gas compression). Parameters 
in expressions (5.1) – (5.5) are equal to r = r2 = 8.57 m-1, and r1,2 = 9.47 m-1, r1.5/3 = 
9.03 m-1 under initial pressure p0 = 5 MPa and r1,2 = 10.18 m-1, r1.5/3 = 9.36 m-1 un-
der p0 = 9 MPa. Values Ad are given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 [3]. (1)

RS , (2)
RS , (5 / 3)

RS , 

values deviations δ1, δ2 and δ5/3, respectively, are given in the same work. The dev-
iations were calculated using the ideal gas state equations, Van der Waals equa-
tions and the second Detirici equation basing on values of real gas resistance S to 
isothermal compression determined in compliance with nitrogen compressibility 
coefficient z table taken from work [138] and with expressions (5.1) and (5.2). 

Comparison of δ1, δ2 and δ5/3 values together with the analysis of applied inter-
polatory equations of state allows for the conclusion that ideal gas equations are 
quite appropriate under relatively low pressures (up to 30 MPa). Under higher 
pressures, when the chamber volume significantly exceeds the “occupied volume” 
of gas molecules equal to vib2 according to Van der Waals assumptions, the lesser 
error is attributed to calculations using equations with d = 2. If this conditions is 
not met, but the chamber volume is bigger than the “occupied volume” of gas mo-
lecules vib5/3 according to Detirici assumptions, equation (5.5) with d = 5/3 should 
be preferred. Therefore, to choose the most appropriate for the given compression 
interpolatory equation of state, it is necessary to determine values vib2 and vib5/3 
and compare them with i chamber volume at the given moment of time. 

In the example considered above, chamber volume Vi = 474 cm3 at qi = 0.1 m 
and Vi = 758 cm3 at qi = 0.09 m. At the same time, under p0i = 5 MPa, values vib2 = 
318 cm3 and vib5/3 = 170 cm3 and under p0i = 9 MPa, values vib2 = 525 cm3 and 
vib5/3 = 280 cm3. Until value vib2 is at least twice less than the rest of the chamber 
volume, Van der Waals equations should be applied. If value vib2 approaches the 
chamber volume, Van der Waals equation is inapplicable and Detirici equation 
should be used (until vib5/3 is less than the rest of the chamber volume). If this con-
dition is not met either, it is necessary to use other equations of state (such as Van 
Laar equation [139]). This will significantly complicate the calculation of forces at 
adiabatic gas compression. 

In the example considered, at qi = 0.1 m, the second Detirici equation is pre-
ferred. In this connection, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 give the values of adiabatic gas com-
pression resistance force 5/3, ( )a

RS q  derived using expression (5.5) with k = 1.4 and 
d = 5/3.  

 

 



 

 

Table 5.2 
Restoring Force Calculation Results under Initial Pressure p0 = 5 MPa 

Т , 
K 

3
2 10⋅A  3

3/5 10⋅A  q , 
cm 

210RS ⋅ , 
MN 

1δ , 
% 

2δ ,
% 

5 / 3δ ,
% 

un  
u
nδ , 

% 

5/3,a
RS , 
MN 

an  a
nδ , 

% 
223 208 239 0 

4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

11.4 
16 
34 
48 
63 
95 

0 
8 
7 
4 

-8 
-16 

0 
4 

-4 
0 
9 

54 

0 
3 

-6 
-9 

-14 
-20 

1.09 0 
13 
18 
19 
13 

0 

11.4 
21 
66 
116 
172 
300 

1.61 0 
7 

11 
6 
0 

-13 
273 167 192 0 

4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

14 
23 
47 
69 
91 

136 

0 
-2 
-4 

-10 
-16 
-27 

0 
-9 
-6 
-3 
5 

45 

0 
-9 

-11 
-14 
-19 
-23 

1.16 0 
0 

16 
14 
10 

0 

14 
26 
83 
145 
215 
- 

1.62 
 

0 
8 
9 
7 
0 
- 

323 138 158 0 
4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

17.2 
27 
58 
86 

114 
170 

0 
-3 
-6 

-13 
-19 
-29 

0 
-4 
0 
1 

11 
49 

0 
-5 
-9 

-13 
-17 
-20 

1.18 0 
5 

16 
14 
10 

0 

17.2 
32 
101 
176 
261 
- 

1.58 0 
4 
6 
0 

-6 
- 

 
Таблица 5.3 

Restoring Force Calculation Results under Initial Pressure p0 = 9 MPa 
Т , K 3

2 10⋅A  3
3/5 10⋅A  q , 

cm 

210RS ⋅ ,
MN 

1δ , 
% 

2δ , 
% 

5 / 3δ ,
% 

un  
u
nδ , 

% 

5/3,a
RS , 
MN 

an  a
nδ , 

% 
223 229 319 0 

4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

19.6 
29 
68 

114 
200 
- 

0 
3 

-9 
-25 
-47 

-

  0 
  0 

 10 
 65 

202 
-

0 
0 

-12 
-20 
-35 

- 

1.38 0
21
42
32
0
-

19.6 
37 

136 
270 
- 
- 

1.72
 

0 
9 
5 

-8 
- 
- 

273 252 
 

244 0 
4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

25.6 
37 
99 

168 
284 
- 

0 
5 

-18 
-33 
-51 

-

0 
5 
9 

54 
- 
-

0 
3 

-15 
-23 
-25 

- 

1.32 0
0

19
7

-17
-

25.6 
49 

177 
350 
- 
- 

1.71 0 
7 
5 

-8 
- 
- 

323 205 200 0 
4 
8 
9 
9.5 

10 

31.4 
49 

129 
220 
- 
- 

0 
-2 

-22 
-38 

- 
-

0 
0 
8 

49 
- 
-

0 
-2 

-17 
-25 

- 
- 

1.32 0
12
12
0
-
-

31.4 
60 

217 
- 
- 
- 

1.67 0 
5 
0 
- 
- 
- 

 

 



 

 

In some cases (for analytical research, computer calculations of multi-mass 
mechanical systems with big number of hydraulic gas shock absorbers, etc.) ap-
proximating expression similar to polytropic equation may be used 

( )0( ) 1 ,i-n
iRi mii i=q qS S r−      (5.6) 

where in  is the polytropy index.  
As it is desirable that the approximation had the least errors at big qi and SRi 

values, value ni may be determined using expression 

( )ln ( ) ln 1* **
ii Ri Omii i= / / ,q qn S S r⎡ ⎤ −⎣ ⎦    (5.7) 

where *
iq  and *

RiS  are the coordinates of the point where the line corresponding to 
(5.6) crosses the approximating dependence. This point is chosen at the edges of 
the area limited by permissible movement and permissible force. 

In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, symbol nu stands for value ni in expression (5.6) approx-
imating the dependence of the real gas resistance to isothermal (static) compression 
on qi, and symbol na stands for value ni, at which expression (5.6) approximates the 
dependence of gas resistance to adiabatic compression on qi assumed for the pur-
pose of calculation. Here, the approximation error values u

nδ  and a
nδ  are also 

shown. Value nu differs from unity, and value na significantly exceeds the adiabatic 
index for an ideal diatomic gas. 

Table 5.4.[3] gives the evaluation of approximating polytropy index derived from 
the analysis of the data of the experimental researches carried out by Dnipropetrovsk 
National Railway Transport University named after V. Lazaryan (DIIT) and Moscow 
State University of Communication Lines (MIIT). In course of these experiments, 
GA-500 (ГA-500) type draft gears with 120 mm full and 20 mm reduced piston 
stroke of low-pressure chamber were tested. Initial nitrogen pressure in the high-
pressure chamber with 100 mm reduced piston stroke was 5 MPa, i. e. the pre-
tension force should be equal to 142 kN. In compliance with the drawings and 
technical specifications for the tested gears r2 = 8.57 m-1. For evaluation of n2 val-
ues, the results of the tests with the gear stroke less than 90 mm were chosen. It 
was assumed that the low-pressure chamber piston reached the stops. Basing on 
this fact and in compliance with given above (see expression (4.12)) Elq.a(p) depen-
dences the valuation was made using the following formula 

( ) ( ) ( )22 2 2 2ln 0 ln 1R Rm m= / /q qn S S r⎡ ⎤ −⎣ ⎦     (5.8) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )2 / 1m mRS q S q κ= +  (S(qm) is the force compressing the draft gear at 
the moment of maximum compression; κ = 0.1 is the friction coefficient in boots; 
qm is the maximum compression of the draft gear. 

1 2 lq.à2 ( ) ,Rm m m= /q q qS k− −Δ      (5.9) 



 

 

where ∆1 = 0.02 m is the reduced low pressure chamber piston stroke to the stops; 
klq.a = 2.5 · 102 [1 + SR2(qm)] MN/m is the adiabatic stiffness of the equivalent liquid 
column at 1 MN < SR2 < 2 MN/m (it is assumed that AMG-10 (АМГ-10) oil is not 
mixed with gas). 

Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 prove that polytropy index for approximating expression 
(5.6) derived both theoretically and experimentally are well correlated with each oth-
er and can significantly exceed adiabatic index value of ideal gas equal to 1.4. 

Table 5.4 
Experimental Evaluation of Approximating Polytropy Index 

Test conditions Test number 0v , km/h mq , mm ( )mqS , 
MN 

an  

Collision of two eight-wheel cars 
 
 
 
Collision of an eight-wheel car 
with a coupling gear 
 
 
Collision of two twelve-wheel cars 
 
 
 
Collision of a twelve-wheel car 
with a coupling gear 

61 
58 
51 

 
87 
98 
97 

 
138 
139 
157 

 
173 
176 
178 

18.2 
14.7 
12 

 
9.8 

11.8 
14.5 
 
10.6 
12.8 
7.7 

 
8.4 
9.7 

11.2 

103 
103 
103 

 
94 
98 

102 
 

110 
112 
107 

 
116 
119 
119 

1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
 
1.0 
1.3 
1.65 
 
1.45 
1.76 
1.03 
 
1.5 
1.02 
2.26 

1.8 
1.8 
1.75 
 
1.95 
2.03 
2.07 
 
1.6 
1.7 
1.45 
 
1.44 
1.44 
1.53 

Mean ±  standard   n2 = 1.71 ± 0.23 
 

When the test results were processed, no information on a number of important 
test conditions was available: the gear temperature at its filling with gas during 
tests; gas content in oil (this parameter influences the modulus of volume elasticity 
of damping mix and the piston movement in the high pressure chamber); the gear 
housing deformation. Therefore, the experimentally derived n2 values may serve as 
guess values only. However, provided the listed above parameters are known, ex-
perimentally derived n2 values will be qualitative values. 
 
  



 

 

6. HYDRO-GAS DRAFT GEAR MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

The next class of draft gears includes the gears using liquid or gas as a working 
medium. Let us consider an example of mathematical description of GA-500 (ГA-
500) hydro-gas draft gear operation [143].  

The gear operates as follows (Figure 1.6). The force compressing the gear 
makes plunger 8 move inside housing 2. This forces AMG-10 (АМГ-10) working 
liquid to overflow from hydraulic chamber C, though the jet nozzles in fixed parti-
tion 4, into the cavity between partition 4 and floating piston 3, which moves and 
compresses the gas in low-pressure chamber A. With 20 mm movement of this pis-
ton, it stops at the gear bottom. As soon as the pressure in cavity C between plun-
ger 8 and partition exceeds the initial pressure in high-pressure chamber B, the liq-
uid starts to overflow into the cavity between piston 6 of plunger 8 and floating 
piston 7 through the jet nozzles in piston 6 and profiled grooves in rod 5. The gas 
compresses in chamber B. When overflowing through the mentioned orifices, the 
liquid meets the resistance and creates the resistance to the gear compression pro-
portional to the square of the rate of the plunger movement inside the gear housing. 

 
 

 

Figure 6.1. GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear structural diagram 

 
Thus, the force compressing the draft gear overcomes the force of the gas resis-

tance to compression in chambers A and B and the force of the liquid hydrodynam-
ic resistance to overflow from chamber C into other chambers. 

Plunger limits chamber O and pistons 1 and 2 separate filled with gas chambers 
1 and 2 from the rest of the space filled with AMG-10 (АМГ-10) liquid (Figure 
6.2). 



 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2. GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear design model 

 
 
In this case [3; 142] 
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In expressions (6.2) and (6.3) 
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where ni are the polytropy indices determined in advance as is described earlier; ∆1 
is piston 1 movement limitation; ∆ is the plunger movement. Coefficient b2(q0) 
takes various values depending on 0q&  sign. 

For the purpose of generalization differential equation in expressions (6.2) and 
(6.3) may be replaced with the following differential equations 

( )-1* 3
0 00( ) 2 ρ sign ( ), 1 2,j jj j j= | |    j = ,q f q S S S SFμ − −&   (6.5) 

where *( )j jf q  is the dependence of the area of throttling orifices on movements q* 
governing the hydraulic resistance forces change. 

The mathematical model of hydraulic draft gears described above was checked 
by comparing the results of electronic simulation using analog computer (AC) and 
numerical computer (NC) integration with experimental data obtained at cars colli-
sions. 

The experiments show the bigger the collision rate (starting from v0 = 
10…12 km/h) the lesser backing coefficient λ equal to the impact kinetic energy 
share necessary for the draft gear compression. This decrease reaches 20…25 per 
cent at the collision of eight-wheel gondola cars at a rate of v0 = 18.2 km/h and cor-
responds to the decrease of the cargo weight firmly fixed to the car body. The rest 
of the cargo may shift. Neglecting the interacting force of the shifting part of the 
cargo with the rest of the cargo and the car body, we can consider that the collision 
occurs between the objects with reduced weight. 

To compare the results of electronic simulation and the calculation with the ex-
perimental data, it was assumed that S10 = 35 kN; S20 = 35 kN; r1 = 37.6 m-1;  
r2 = 8.3 m-1; kf = 320 MN/m; κ = 0.1; κ1 = κ2 = 0; n1 = 1.4; n2 = 1.5; β1 = 
10 MNs2/m and value b2(q0) MNs2/m2 was set as 
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The draft gear power characteristics obtained experimentally at the collision of 
two eight-wheel cars at a rate of v0 = 18.2 km/h using electronic simulation and a 
computer [144; 145] are given in Figure 6.3,а.  

In Figure 6.3,b, lines 1 show the tests results and lines 2 show the results of 
electronic simulation obtained when analyzing the collisions of sixteen-wheel gon-
dola cars in cases with the both cars equipped with hydro-gas draft gears (solid 
lines, v0 = 10 km/h) and with a jammed draft gear in one of the cars (broken lines, 
v0 = 6 km/h). 

Theoretical and experimental researches of hydro-gas draft gears properties 
proved their advantages and helped to reveal their main weaknesses. 



 

 

 

 
Figure 6.3. Power characteristics of GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear obtained experimental-

ly and by mathematic simulation 

 
 
The first weakness is the difficulty to meet two requirements at the same time: 

to ensure effective shock absorption at shunting operations and to balance the sig-
nificant quasi-constant force in trains. To meet the second requirement, it is neces-
sary to increase the gas pressure in chambers. This results in impossibility to real-
ize the possible stroke at forces exceeding the permissible level during the cars col-
lision when the real gas is compressed almost adiabatically. This is especially true 
for the gears with increased stroke. In such cases, the dynamic stiffness of gas 
spring significantly exceeds the longitudinal stiffness of the car structure. 

The second weakness is that the draft gear restores its initial state with some 
delay. This may lead to temporary formation or increase of gaps in connections. 

The third weakness is connected with the fact that with increasing collision rate 
the steepness of the draft gear power characteristic also rises leading to significant 
vibratory acceleration at cars collision. 

If the first two weaknesses may be eliminated by regulating the gas quantity in 
the gear working chamber, the third may be corrected only by way of serial con-
nection of a deformed member limiting the steepness of the draft gear power cha-
racteristic increase to the hydro-gas draft gear. Structurally this may be realized, 
for instance, by serial introduction of a rubber-metal unit into the hydro-gas gear. 
This unit will limit the steepness of power characteristic increase at collisions and 
will be actuated in a train when the hydro-gas gear with optimal initial gas pressure 
in compliance with the impact conditions is deactivated. This unit is Fregat-Saver 
end draft gear with 381 mm stroke described in summary [146]. The relations de-
scribed earlier may be used for mathematical simulation of this gear operation. 
  



 

 

7. IMPROVED MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PNEUMATIC RETURN 
MECHANISMS IN SHOCK ABSORBERS AND SUPPORT BEARINGS 

 
This Section considers the improved mathematical model of gas compression-

decompression processes in pneumatic return mechanisms of shock absorbers and 
pneumatic support bearings. This improved model is introduced because the model 
suggested in Section 5 is enough well appropriate only for single impacts occurring 
at car collisions during shunting operations when the impact time is quite short and 
the gas heat exchange with the environment may be neglected. However, the heat 
exchange with the environment cannot be neglected when modeling repeated im-
pacts or prolonged non-stationary processes in pneumatic support bearings absorb-
ing vibration. The processes occurring in the gas may be considered as isothermal 
only subject to stationary riding mode when the established gas temperature is de-
termined using the same technique as for the oscillation damper working liquid 
temperature determination. When operated in stationary vibration mode, the pneu-
matic support bearings in vehicles do absorb individual impacts such as short-term 
surges, but the processes occurring in the gas cannot be considered isothermal in 
surge’s time. 

The attempt to solve this problem when simulating the processes in aircrafts 
landing gear gas was made in work [141]. The author applies the ideal gas poly-
tropic expression to calculate the gas pressure. The polytropy index is derived from 
the differential equation using the heat-balance equation. 

In this Section, the problem of modeling the pneumatic support bearings or 
pneumatic shock absorbers operation for the cases of stationary and non-stationary 
heat processes is solved using incremental methods of numerical integration of dif-
ferential equations [145; 147]. 

As the models considered in this section are related to shock absorbers when 
the pressure in a liquid or a gas varies in a big range and reaches 100 and more 
megapascals, the equations of state used for the calculation purpose have the form 
of 

,
( , )
pV RT

z p T
= ν      (7.1) 

or 

( ) ,
d

d dp a V b RT
V

⎡ ⎤ν⎛ ⎞+ − ν = ν⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

   (7.2) 

Where p and V are the pressure in the cavity with gas and its value, respectively; 
z(p,T) is determined experimentally [138] tabulated function characterizing the real 
gas compressibility; v is the number of moles of gas in the cavity; R and T are the 
universal gas constant and absolute temperature in degrees by Kelvin, respectively, 
R = 8.31 J (moleּK)-1 [127]; d is the index and exponent making Van der Waals 



 

 

equation for real gas state (7.2) with d = 2 and Diterici equation with d = 5/3. Con-
stants ad and bd are, respectively, equal to: 

ad = a2 = 1.35·105 MPa·cm6·mole-2,  bd = b2 = 38.6 cm3·mole-1, 
ad = a5/3 = 2.1·104 MPa·cm5·mole-5/3,  bd = b5/3 = 20.6 cm3·mole-1 [139].  
Value v is calculated as v = ρ0(p0,T0)V0/µ, where ρ is the gas density, index 0 

stands for the state at filling the chamber with initial volume V0 with gas having 
temperature T0 until the pressure reaches p0; µ is the weight of one mole of the gas. 

When using incremental methods of numerical integration [145; 147] of diffe-
rential equations of movement it is assumed that in moment of time t all the gene-
ralized coordinates and generalized velocities determining the dynamic system 
state as a whole are known. The mechanical system state is determined by veloci-
ties values v and movements or deformations values q with indices specifying the 
body or the body state. These generalized coordinates and velocities in a thermo-
dynamic system (which includes the mechanical system) are supplemented with 
gas temperatures T of all the members where the gas state supplements the deter-
mination of the system state as a whole. Thus, let us assume that in moment of 
time t we know all the values v(t), q(t) and T(t). The chamber volume at this mo-
ment of time will be calculated as 

)()( 00 tqFVtV −= ,     (7.3) 

where F0 is the area of the plunger or piston. 
In most cases, the membranes deformations may be neglected. But, if a mem-

brane is made of rubber or other elastomer with metal of glass core, its deforma-
tions may significantly change the working cavity volume. Then formula (7.3) 
used for the calculation of the occupied volume of gas is replaced with expression 

   ( )0 0( ) 1 ( )V t V F q t= + ε − , (7.4) 

where ε is the value of the membrane volumetric deformation calculated using the 
known techniques. In its final form it may be determined as 

   
V

P
k

ε = , (7.5) 

where kV is the coefficient of the membrane volumetric stiffness reduced to force P 
acting on the plunger or piston at the gas side. 

The calculations at every next integration step for moment of time t + ∆t start 
from the determination of values of generalized coordinates, i. e. q(t + ∆t), includ-
ing the chamber volume V(t + ∆t). After that, the gas temperature in the respective 
chamber is calculated. 

Temperature calculation starts from the determination of its approximate value 
considering that during time ∆t the gas is compressed or decompressed isoentropi-
cally adiabatically. 

Free energy Fe of gas (as it is designated in work [140]) is equal to 
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Here Feig is the free energy of the ideal gas. 

The real gas entropy Sent is determined as Sent = eF
T

∂
−
∂

. Then using expression 

(7.6), we have 

ent ln(1 )d
entig

bS S R
V
ν

= + − ,    (7.7) 

where Sentig is the entropy of the ideal gas, which may be described by expression 
Sentig = RlnV + CVlnT [140] within the accuracy of a constant value. In this expres-
sion, CV is the heat capacity of one mole of gas at constant volume. Thus, for the 
isoentropic adiabatic process, gas entropy within the accuracy of a constant value 
may be described by expression 

ent ln ln ln(1 ) const.d
V

bS R V C T R
V
ν

= + + − =  

This means 

T(V – bdν)k-1 = const.     (7.8) 
Constant bd is chosen out of the values given above depending on the interpola-

tory equation of state used at the moment, k = (CV + R)/CV is adiabatic index equal 
to 1.4 for the gas with biatomic molecules. 

When choosing the interpolatory equation of gas state at the given moment of 
time, we base on one of the following considerations (assuming approximately 10 
per cent error): 

1) if pressure is less than 20 MPa and temperature is about 0°С the ideal gas 
equation is used and the constants are ad = 0, bd = 0; 

2) if the above conditions are not met the constants values are assumed in com-
pliance with Van der Waals interpolatory equation until the chamber volume is at 
least 3 times bigger than the occupied volume of the gas molecules by Van der 
Waals, which is equal to bdν; 

3) if the last condition is not met the constants values are assumed in com-
pliance with the second Diterici equation until chamber volume is at least 3 times 
bigger than the occupied volume of the gas molecules by Diterici, which is equal to 
bdν. 

The experience of calculations show these equations are sufficient for the anal-
ysis of forces complying such shock absorbers operation conditions. Otherwise, it 
is necessary to find other interpolatory equations of state such as Van-Laar equa-
tion [139]. 

Using expression (7.8) we can derive equality 

 [ ] [ ]1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k
d a dT t V t b T t t V t t b− −− ν = + Δ + Δ − ν , (7.9) 



 

 

which in turn is used as the first approximation for determination of temperature Ta 
of the gas at moment of time t + ∆t: 
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Then it is assumed that external temperature is equal to Text and the gas heat 
transfer coefficient is equal to ag and is determined experimentally for the specific 
shock absorber operation conditions (shock absorber housing material, specific fix-
ing of the shock absorber to the damped structure, some features of this structure 
operation and the housing cooling, etc.). This means that during time ∆t the gas 
will lose a part of heat equal to 

 [ ]0,5 ( ) 0,5 ( )R g a extQ T t t T t T tΔ = −α + Δ + − Δ . (7.11) 

Simultaneously within the same interval of time, the gas will receive some 
quantity of heat from external sources. These sources are the heat emitted because 
of friction occurring between the plunger or piston boots and the chamber housing 
walls, and the heat transferred to the gas when the liquid in hydraulic dampers is 
heated while throttled through the local resistances. If rubber membranes are used 
for pneumatic support bearings, the gas may also be heated due to the deformation 
of the rubber membranes themselves. 

The quantity of heat received by the gas from the plunger or piston boots fric-
tion within time ∆t will comprise, Kcal (slightly overstated) 

 fr 0,24 ( ) ( )RQ S t q t tΔ = κ Δ& , (7.12) 

where κ is the boots friction coefficient against the chamber walls, SR(t) is the force 
of the gas resistance to compression (in kiloneutons) at moment of time t. The 
boots friction coefficient against the chamber walls is usually assumed equal to 0.1 
for rubber seals and 0.05 and less for fluoroplastic seals. 

The quantity of heat received by the gas from the hydraulic oscillation damper 
integrated in the shock absorber in question will comprise, Kcal 

 30,24 0,24 | |g gQ S q t q tΔ = Δ = β Δ& & , (7.13) 

where Sg is the resistance force while throttling the liquid in the hydraulic oscilla-
tion damper; β is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance. 

When analyzing the information given in work [108], such membrane may be 
approximately considered as a non-linear elastoviscous member with coefficient of 
viscous resistance to deformation βk. At the same time, the force of this member 
viscous resistance to deformation is evaluated as 

| |vk kP = β ε ε& . 

Approximate value ε&  may be calculated using difference method, for example, 
as  
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This force work during time ∆t is calculated using expression 
2| |vk kA t= β ε ε Δ& . 

One part of this work will be used for structural transformations in the elasto-
mer, one more part will be used for heating the membrane itself and ∆Qvk part, 
which we designate with coefficient ψ, will be used for additional gas heating. 
Thus  

 2| |vk kQ tΔ = ψβ ε ε Δ& .  (7.14) 

Using expressions (7.9)-(7.14), let us find total quantity of heat received by the 
gas during time ∆t, i. e.  

 frR g vkQ Q Q Q QΔ = Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ . (7.15) 

In the absence of any of the listed above heat sources, the respective summand 
is equal to zero. 

Expression (7.15) helps to find adjustment to the gas temperature determined 
using expression (7.10): 
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then the gas temperature at the end of the integration step may be determined, viz 
at moment of time t + ∆t: 

 TttTttT a Δ+Δ+=Δ+ )()( .  (7.17) 

Having found the gas temperature at moment of time t + ∆t, we determine the 
pressure using equations of state (7.1) or (7.2) 
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Exponent d and the constants matching it are determined basing on the con-
ditions described above. 

Then the force of the gas resistance to compression SR(t + ∆t) = F0p(t + ∆t), 
the bodies accelerations and velocities at moment of time t + ∆t are calculated in 
compliance with the differential equations of the system in question and with the 
chosen incremental method of numerical integration for the differential equations 
of movement. 



 

 

The program block diagram for numerical simulation of movement of a me-
chanical system with pneumatic members is given in Figure 7.1. This program is 
similar in its essence to that given in work [145]. The only difference is that before 
calculating the forces the values of temperature and gas pressure in the chambers 
has to be determined. 

 

Program installation and creation of 
initial and starting databases 

 

Calculation of right parts of  
the differential equations system  

for current moment of time t 
 

Calculation of velocities, movements,  
volumes and temperatures  
at moment of time t + ∆t 

 

Calculation of pressures, forces and  
accelerations. Analysis and registration of 

the results of integration 
   

 Printing and visualization of 
the results of integration 

 

Figure 7.1. Program block diagram for numerical simulation 

  



 

 

8. HYDRO-GAS DRAFT GEAR WITH VARIABLE MASS 
WORKING MEDIUM  

 
Actually, the hydro-gas draft gear considered in Section 6 is, at the same time, 

the variable mass working medium unit. The working medium is the liquid column 
between the plunger and the floating piston. The liquid mass in chamber C, Figure 
6.1, or in chamber O, Figure 6.2, changes during the process of the draft gear com-
pression. But, this mass change is connected only with the change of the length of 
space occupied by the liquid and influences only the liquid column stiffness coeffi-
cient, which is quite big and does not play significant role in the formation of the 
draft gear power characteristic. This stiffness together with other deformed struc-
tural members just limits the steepness of force increase at the draft gear impact 
compression. Invention [148] describes the structure of the hydro-gas draft gear 
with variable gas quantity in the working chamber. 

The specific feature of gas shock absorbers or gas members with big stroke is 
that pre-tension force value rises at big gas quantity in the chamber, and the shock 
absorber works well at slow, quasi-isothermal processes, but does not realize its 
stroke at impact loads as during the adiabatic processes at big gear stokes its stiff-
ness exceeds the stiffness of the damped structure. If the gas quantity in the work-
ing chamber is reduced, the draft gear with big stroke functions well at impacts, 
but at slow quasi-static loads it exhausts its stroke at relatively small forces. These 
conflicts are overcome in the draft gear with the variable gas quantity in the work-
ing chamber. 

 

 
Figure 8.1. Section of a draft gear with the variable gas quantity in the working 

chamber 
Figure 8.1 shows the section of the draft gear [148] with the variable gas quan-



 

 

tity in the working chamber. The gear consists of cylindrical housing 1 with bot-
tom 2 and the open throat. Along the longitudinal axis of the gear at bottom 2, the 
replaceable profiled rod 3 is mounted. In the channel of this rod, adjustable safety 
valve 4 is installed. Moving sleeve 5 is located in the housing throat. In the open 
end of the sleeve, power piston 6 is fixed. This piston has central orifice 7 for the 
profiled rod. Floating piston 8 and intermediate bottom 9 with channel 10 where 
double action valve 11 installed in the external bottom of the sleeve and compris-
ing maximum and minimum pressure valves is located are placed inside the sleeve. 
The outward movement of the sleeve is limited by stop nut 12. Low-pressure 13 
and high-pressure 14 chambers are filled with industrial nitrogen through filler 
valve 15. High-pressure chamber 14 may be located either after intermediate bot-
tom 9 together with low-pressure chamber in the same sleeve or outside the sleeve. 
Hydraulic chamber 16 is filled with liquid (such as AMG-10 (АМГ-10) oil) 
through orifice 7. To prevent from the liquid or gas leakage the floating piston, the 
external surface of the sleeve, the profiled rod and the valves are completed with 
seals. 

The gear is operated as follows. In its initial state, the pressure in low-pressure 
working chamber 13 is equal to nominal – filling pressure and the pressure in 
chamber 14 (the receiver) is several times higher. At quasi-static compression dur-
ing the fore stroke, sleeve 5 moves inside housing 1 and the liquid from chamber 
16 is forced through orifice 7 into the after-piston zone. The floating piston moves 
and compresses the gas in the low-pressure chamber. As soon as the pressure in 
working chamber 13 exceeds the value set by the maximum pressure valve, which 
has to be higher than the pressure in chamber 14, valve 11 opens and gas partially 
goes from chamber 13 into chamber 14. This process is accompanied by limitation 
of the maximum force at gas compression and the gas energy dissipation due to its 
expansion while coming from chamber 13 into chamber 14. Thus, the quantity of 
gas in working chamber 13 is changed during the draft gear operation. During the 
back stroke, the maximum pressure valve closes. The gas compressed in chamber 
13 returns the floating piston into its initial state forcing the liquid from the after-
piston zone into chamber 16. When the pressure in chamber 13 drops below the 
nominal pressure the minimum pressure valve opens and the gas from chamber 14 
returns into chamber 13 maintaining the nominal pressure level in the chamber. 
This ensures the constant level of force pushing the liquid and returning the gear 
into its initial state. At dynamic loading, the liquid resistance force occurring at the 
liquid overflow through the control port is added to the gas resistance force in 
chamber 13. If the force compressing the gear exceeds the permissible level, safety 
valve 4 is opened to reduce the hydraulic resistance of the gear and maintain the 
force at the constant level. This level is adjusted by valve 4 depending on the re-
quirement. 

The diagrams in Figure 8.2 show the qualitatively expected power characteris-
tics of the gear at static (isothermal) loading (line 1), dynamic loading (line 2) and 
the dependence of the force of the gas resistance to compression at dynamic (adia-
batic) loading on the gear stroke (line 3). Here, Sin is the initial  pressure force cor-



 

 

responding to the nominal pressure in chamber 13, SGR is the gas resistance force 
limitation matching the actuation pressure of the adjustable maximum gas pressure 
valve, q is the movement of gear power piston 6 having ∆ stroke, Sg is the level of 
force, at which the adjustable valve opens if the pressure in chamber 16 exceeds 
the set level. 

 

 
Figure 8.2. Power characteristics of the draft gear with variable gas quantity 

working chaber 
 
The Figure shows the power characteristic of the gas part only of such gear 

may be quite energy-consuming with significant energy dissipation coefficient. 
Let us consider the mathematical model of such damping unit [149]. 
As the gear in question is of hydro-gas type, we, in general, may apply the ma-

thematical model described in Section 4 using the differential equation of type 
(4.27) or the mathematical model described in Section 6 by equation (6.5). In this 
case, the method of calculation of restoring force SR at compression of the variable 
gas quantities makes the specificity of the mathematical model. The model is built 
using incremental algorithms of numerical integration of differential equations of 
systems with units using the variable gas quantity in their working chambers. 

Just like in the previous sections, force SR reduced to the piston area may be de-
termined using expression 

0 1RS F p= ,      (8.1) 
where F0 is the area of power piston 6 and p1 is the pressure in working chamber 
13 reduced to the gas pressure in chamber 16. 

Hereafter let us consider working chamber 13 in Figure 8.1 as the chamber in-
dexed 1. The gas state in this chamber at every moment of time t is determined by 
its quantity expressed by number of moles ν1 and by temperature T1, chamber vo-



 

 

lume V1 and pressure p1. The parameters describing the gas state in chamber 14 – 
the receiver – are designated similarly, but indexed 2. To determine the gas pres-
sure in chambers the equation of the real gas state is used: 

,),( iiiiiii RTTpzVp ν=  i = 1.2,     (8.2) 

where zi(pi,Ti) is the compressibility coefficient for real gas determined experimen-
tally and presented either in tables [138] or in diagrams [150; 151]. 

First, let us determine the gas temperature due to the change of the working 
chamber volume, the gas overflow from one chamber to another, the heat exchange 
and heat transfer. To simplify the calculation let us neglect the chamber membrane 
deformation. The working chamber volume at any moment of time t at power pis-
ton movement q will comprise 

)()( 0101 tqFVtV −= ,  const202 ==VV ,   (8.3) 

where V10 is the initial volume of the working chamber, V20 is the constant volume 
of receiver 14. The volume change rate will make 

.01 qFV && −=       (8.4) 

Values q  and q&  are determined during the process of integration of differential 
equations of movement of the system with the shock absorber in question, i. e. they 
are known for any moment of time t. 

Gas enthalpy (heat content) W is determined by expression [140; 150; 151] 
pVEW += ,     (8.5) 

where E is the internal gas energy. Taking into account that W = νCpT and  
E = νCVT and Cp and CV are the heat capacities of one mole of gas at constant pres-
sure and volume, let’s derive the expression for the gas enthalpy in both chambers 
in form of 

νiCpTi = νiCVTi + piVi, i = 1.2.    (8.6) 
We can be quite sure that Cp – CV = R where R is the universal gas constant. 
Derivatives with time will comprise 

11111111 VpVpRTTR &&&& ++−= νν  ,    (8.7) 

222222 VpRTTR &&& +−= νν  .     (8.8) 

Let us find the pressure derivatives with time using interpolatory equations of 
real gas state taken in form of Van der Waals equarion or the second Detirici 
equation expressed as 
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where pi and Vi are the gas pressure in the chambers and their volume, 
respectively; R and Ti are the univeral gas constant and absolute gas temperatures 
(in degrees Kelvin), respectivelly, R = 8.31 J (mole ּ K)-1 [127]; di are the indecies 
and exponents for the equations of the gas state for each of the chambers, which 
make Van der Waals equation of the equation of the real gas state (8.9) at di = 2 
and the second Diterici equation at di = 5/3. Constants adi and bdi are equal, 
respectively, to [139]: 

ad = a2 = 1.35·105 MPa·cm6·mole-2,  ad = a5/3 = 2.1·104 MPa·cm5·mole-5/3 
bd = b2 = 38.6 cm3·mole-1,    bd = b5/3 = 20.6 cm3·mole-1.  
When choosing the interpolatory equation of gas state at the given moment of 

time we base on one of the following considerations (assuming approximately 10 
per cent error): 

• the constants values are assumed in compliance with Van der Waals 
interpolatory equation until the chamber volume is at least 3 times bigger than the 
occupied volume of the gas molecules by Van der Waals, which is equal to b2iνi; 

• if the last condition is not met the constants values are assumed in 
compliance with the second Diterici equation until chamber volume is at least 3 
times bigger than the occupied volume of the gas molecules by Diterici, which is 
equal to iib ν

3
5 .  

Let us use symbol Gv to designate the gas mass-flow rate in the number of 
moles per seconds at its overflow from chamber 1 into chamber 2 and back. Basing 
on the flow continuity conditions we derive 

1 2vG = −ν = ν& & ,     (8.10) 

that is the gas mass-flow rate is positive when gas overflows from the working 
chamber into the receiver and negative when it returns back during the back stroke 
of the draft gear. 

After differentiating the equation of state, substitution of 1p&  and 2p&  values into 
expressions (8.7) and (8.8) and making a number of transformations, we obtain 
canonical differential equations for determination of the first approximation of gas 
temperatures Ta1 and Ta2 in chambers at the gas adiabatic compression or 
expansion during the draft gear operation: 
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The gas quantity in both chambers is determined by way of the equation 
integration 

1 v
G Gν = − = −
μ

&                 (8.13) 

and 2 v
G Gν = =
μ

&       (8.14) 

with known inintial conditions, µ is the weight of one mole of gas. The equation 
for determination of the gas mass-flow rate at its overflow from one chamber to 
another will be considered later. 

We have mentioned above that values obtained at each step of equations (8.11) 
and (8.12) integration are just the first approximation. When building these 
equations the heat transferred by the gas itself, lost at the heat transfer, and 
received due to the boots friction against the gear housing was neglected. 
Therefore, hereafter we will assume that the temperatures obtained while 
integrating equations (8.11) and (8.12) are just the first approximation and should 
be specified by consideration of a number of physical processes. 

Quantity of heat ∆Q12 transferred by the gas overflowing from chamber 1 into 
chamber 2 is determined by the difference of tempertures and the gas overflow rate 
during time ∆t matching the integration step. That is 
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Quantity of heat ∆Q21 transferred by the gas overflowing from chamber 2 into 
chamber 1 is determined by the difference of tempertures and the gas overflow rate 
during time ∆t matching the integration step. That is 
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The quantity of heat transferred by the gas from one chamber to another due to 
the heat exchange through the walls and partitions of the gear may be found using 
expression 

EX1 EX2 EX 1 2( )Q Q T T tΔ = −Δ = −α − Δ ,   (8.17) 

where αEX is the heat exchange coefficient determined experimentally for the given 
draft gear structure. 

Hereafter, it is assumed that the external temperature is equal to Text and the 
coefficients of the gas heat transfer make ag1 and ag2 and are determined 
experimentally for the specific shock absorber operation conditions (the shock 
absorber housing material, the specific fixing of the shock asbsorber to the damped 
structure, the specific features of this structure operation and the housing cooling, 



 

 

etc.). This means that during time ∆t the gas in each of the chambers will lose the 
part of heat equal to 

[ ]1 1 1 10,5 ( ) 0,5 ( )R g a extQ T t t T t T tΔ = −α + Δ + − Δ ,      (8.18) 

[ ]2 2 2 20,5 ( ) 0,5 ( )R g a extQ T t t T t T tΔ = −α + Δ + − Δ .           (8.19) 

Simultaneously within the same interval of time, the gas will receive some 
quantity of heat from external sources. These sources are the heat emitted because 
of friction occurring between the plunger or piston boots and the chamber housing 
walls, and the heat transferred to the gas when the liquid in hydraulic dampers is 
heated while throttled through the local resistances. 

The quantity of heat received by the gas in chamber 1 due to the piston boots 
friction during time ∆t will comprise (slightly overstated) 

fr1 0,24 ( ) ( )RQ S t q t tΔ = κ Δ& ,    (8.20) 

where κ is the boots friction coefficient against the chamber walls; SR(t) is the 
force of the gas resistance to compression, kN, at moment of time t. The boots 
friction coefficient against the chamber walls is usually assumed approximately 
equal to 0.1 for rubber seals and 0.05 and less for fluoroplastic seals. 

The quantity of heat received by the gas from the hydraulic oscillation damper 
integrated into the shock absorber in question will comprise 

3
1 0,24 0,24 | |g gQ S q t q tΔ = Δ = β Δ& & ,    (8.21) 

where Sg is the resistance force at the liquid throttling in the hydraulic oscillation 
damper; β is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance. 

Using the solutions of equations (8.11) and (8.12) for determination of values 
Ta1 and Ta2 at moment of time t + ∆t and expressions (8.15) – (8.21), let’s find the 
resulting quantities of heat received by the gas in chambers 1 and 2 during time ∆t 
that is 

1 21 EX1 1 1fr1R gQ Q Q Q Q QΔ = Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ ,   (8.22) 

2 12 EX2 2RQ Q Q QΔ =Δ +Δ +Δ .      (8.23) 

In the absence of any of the listed above heat sources or in case a heat source is 
neglected, the respective summand is assumed equal to zero. 

Expressions (8.22) and (8.23) help to find adjustments ∆T1 and ∆T2 for the gas 
temperatures in chambers 1 and 2: 
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then, the gas temperature at the end of the integration step may be determined, viz 
at moment of time t + ∆t: 

111 )()( TttTttT a Δ+Δ+=Δ+    (8.26) 

and 

222 )()( TttTttT a Δ+Δ+=Δ+ .   (8.27) 

Having found the gas temperature at moment of time t + ∆t, we determine the 
gas pressure in the chambers using equation of state (8.2): 
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To make the calculations using the formulae above, it is necessary to determine 
the real gas mass-flow rate G(t) at its overflowing from one chamber to another. 
Works [151; 152] suggest such formulae derived for the ideal gas flow. However, 
the pressure and temperature in the chambers at the draft gear operation have such 
values, at which the state of the gas significantly differs from the ideal gas state. 
Hereafter, when simulating the gas flow from chamber 1 into chamber 2 and back, 
let us assume an approximate formula of state in form of 

( ) ,i i i i i ip V b RTν ν− =  i = 1.2,   (8.30) 

where coefficient bi value is determined at each moment of time using expression 
1 ,i

i i
i

zb RT
p
−=  i = 1.2,     (8.31) 

where iz  is known [138; 150; 151] experimentally found value of the gas com-
pressibility coefficient for its state determined by temperature Ti at the given mo-
ment of time and by average value of pressure ip  within interval [pi,pi(t)] – herei-
nafter i = 1.2 – respectively at the gas flow from chamber 1 into chamber 2 and 
back from chamber 2 into chamber 1. 

For determination of the gas flow through the channels connecting chambers 1 
and 2 with one another, let us use Bernoulli equation for the case of the constant 
potential volume forces [151] 

const))((
2

2

=+ tpP i
iv .    (8.32) 

In this Bernoulli equation, P(pi) is the pressure function (barotropic motion) 
and 
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ρ∫  ,     (8.33) 

where ρi(p) is the dependence of the gas density on pressure. The process in ques-
tion determines this dependence. Hereafter, just like in works [152; 153], let us as-
sume that short-term process of the gas overflow from one chamber to another oc-
curs adiabatically. It can be demonstrated [140] that the following equality is true 
at adiabatic process: 
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( )

k k

i i i i
i i

p t b p b
t

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞μ μ
− = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ρ ρ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

,     (8.34) 

where k = 1.4 and pi and ρi are the fixed for some initial moment gas pressure and 
density values in the chamber matching the index number. It is then derived 
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 ,    (8.35) 

where µ is the weight of one mole of gas. 
Having substituted the last expression into (8.33) and then, after integration, in-

to (8.32), we arrive at 

( )
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1 1 1 const
2 1 2

i

k
i i i i ik

i i
p b b pk

k

−⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ρ ⎜ ⎟− − −σ − −σ = =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− ρ μ μ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

j iv v , (8.36) 

where j = 1.2 and j ≠ i, vj is the gas inflow rate into the chamber numbered j, and σi 

makes 2 1
1 2

1 2
,p p

p p
σ = σ = . Initial gas flow in the chamber, from which it outflows, 

may be considered equal to zero that is vi = 0. Thus  
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p b b pk
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− ⎤⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎛ ⎞ρ ⎥⎜ ⎟= − − σ − − σ⎢ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− ρ μ μ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎝ ⎠ ⎦
v .   (8.37) 

In case with the ideal gas when bi = 0, expression (8.37) is reduced to known 
Saint-Venant – Wantzel equality [152; 153]. 

Having determined the gas overflow rate, let us find mass-flow rate G(t) using 
formula 
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     (8.38) 

where ξ is the coefficient of the channel resistance to the gas overflow determined 
experimentally and depending on the channel shape and the gas resistance to the 
movement in the channel (accelerating channels such as de Laval nozzles [152] are 
not considered here); fi is the section area of the channel, in which the gas over-
flows from one chamber to another. The gas densities in the chambers are deter-
mined in the process of differential equations integration using expression 

,i
i

iV
μν

ρ =  i = 1.2.     (8.39) 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Dependence G(σ) 

 
The analysis of gas mass-flow rate G change depending on value σi reduction 

conducted in works [152; 153] for the case with the ideal gas shows that at some 
critical value σcr = 0.538, value G reaches its maximum. From physics point of 
view this is explained by the fact that at such correlation of inlet and outlet gas 
pressures the flow rate equal to the sound velocity establishes. With such velocity 
any pressure reduction at σi < σcr = 0.538 cannot distribute against the flow but are 
carried towards the flow without changing its velocity. That is with σi < σcr = 
0.538 the gas flow will be constant and equal to the maximum value. Similar phe-
nomena are typical for the real gas flow under consideration. At the same time, 
remember the sound velocity is greatly dependent on the gas pressure and tempera-
ture. Therefore, when building the model basing on the formulae above the flow 
calculation algorithm should include the numerical analysis of maximum flow rate 
values G under the conditions at the specific moment of time. Figure 8.3 shows the 



 

 

quality dependence G(σ) diagram. Dashed part of the curve corresponding to G 
values at σi < σcr is replaced with horizontal interval G = Gmax. 

Let us consider function G(t) calculation algorithm. It is assumed that for the 
given moment all the values in formulae (8.37) – (8.39) are known, i. e. for the 
given moment we know the values of pressures pi and p  = 0.5(p1 + p2), respective 
value z , value σ and matching it value G. Let us use symbol G0 for this value. 
Then we increase value σ for a small amount ∆σ, i. e. we calculate new value 
σ + ∆σ and matching it value G using expressions (8.37) – (8.39). This new G val-
ue is designated G1. If it turns out that G1 < G0, we assume that G(t) = G0. If other-
wise G1 > G0, we again increase the previous σ value by amount ∆σ, calculate G 
using expressions (8.37) – (8.39) and make it equal to G1. Then we compare the 
two thus obtained values until value G(t) corresponding to the solid lines in Figure 
8.3 is found. Figure 8.4 shows the calculation program block diagram using the de-
scribed value G(t) = G(σ(t)) algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 8.4. Program block diagram for calculation of mass-flow rate G(t)  

 
 



 

 

The most accurate calculation of pressure may be made using expression (8.2) 
if the gas compression coefficients are known. The same information is necessary 
for determination bi parameters in expressions (8.30) and (8.31) used for calcula-
tion of the gas flow rate G(t). Works [150; 151] give generalized curves of gases 
compressibility coefficients as a function of pressure values at different tempera-
tures. Using these curves the experimentally determined numerical values of gas 
compressibility coefficient z(pr,Tr) were obtained and tabulated for a number of re-

duced pressure 
c

r p
pp =  and reduced temperature 

c
r T

TT =  values. Thus, reduced 

pressure and temperature are equal to the ratios of pressure and temperature values 
to their critical values Tc and pc; Tc is the critical temperature, above which no 
pressure can transform the gas into liquid; pc is the critical pressure. For nitrogen 
Tc = 126 K, pc = 3.39 MPa [139; 151]. The nitrogen pressure and temperature val-
ues corresponding to the chosen generalized parameters are given in brackets. 

Experimental diagrams for practical technical calculation of pneumatic shock 
absorbers may be approximated quite accurately using expression 
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   (8.40) 

where σ0(5.0 - pr) is Heaviside operator equal to unity at pr ≤ 5.0 and to zero at 
pr > 5.0. 

Table 8.1 gives values zappr(pr,Tr) and determination errors using approximating 
formula (8.40) of gas compressibility coefficient. These values demonstrate that 
within intervals of 0 ≤ pr ≤ 40 and 1.8 ≤ Tr ≤ 6.0 (for nitrogen -50°С to +483°С) 
the gas compressibility coefficient calculation accuracy using approximating ex-
pression (8.40) is sufficient for technical calculations. At the same time, it should 
be kept in mind that the gas compressibility determination error occurring when 
the experimentally plotted diagrams are used is comparable with the approximation 
error. 

It should be noted that approximating expression (8.40) is built formally ma-
thematically and is not based on any physical factors. 

Thus, above we have the mathematical model of gas draft gear, loaded pneu-
matic support bearing, shock absorber with variable gas quantity working chamber. 

Dashed line in Figure 8.5 highlights the program block diagram for a shock ab-
sorber with variable gas quantity working chamber. This diagram is a component 
of the program used for mathematical simulation of the mechanical system as a 
whole. Figures 1-14 stand for the program blocks. The parts of the program not re-
lated to the simulation of the shock absorber in question are figured 1, 12-14.  

In these parts the initial conditions are formed, the forces and the right parts of 
differential equations are calculated, the chosen method of numerical integration is 
realized with increment ∆treg multiple of integration increment ∆t, the problem 
analysis results are stored and displayed as is described in work [145]. 



 

 

Table 8.1 
Gas Compressibility Coefficients [150; 151] 

Tr(t°C) pr(p, MPa) z(pr,Tr) zappr(pr,Tr) δ% 

1.8 
(-50) 

 

2 (6.78) 0.94 0.93 -1.1 
4 (13.56) 0.92 0.98 +6.5 
6 (20.34) 0.96 1.02 +6.3 
8 (27.12) 1.06 1.13 +6.6 
10 (33.9) 1.17 1.24 +6.0 
20 (67.8) 1.73 1.82 +5.2 
30 (101.7) 2.28 2.39 +4.8 
40 (145.6) 2.81 2.96 +5.3 

2.0 
(-21) 

0 (0) 1.00 1.01 +1.0 
1 (3.39) 0.98 0.96 -2.0 
2 (6.78) 0.97 0.94 -3.1 

4 (13.56) 0.96 0.99 +3.1 
6 (20.34) 1.01 1.02 +1.0 
8 (27.12) 1.08 1.13 +4.6 
10 (33.9) 1.17 1.23 +5.1 
20 (67.8) 1.67 1.74 +4.2 
30 (101.7) 2.16 2.26 +4.6 
40 (145.6) 2.63 2.77 +5.3 

2.5 
(+42) 

1 (3.39) 1.00 0.97 -3.0 
2 (6.78) 1.01 0.97 -4.0 

4 (13.56) 1.03 0.96 -6.8 
6 (20.34) 1.07 1.04 -2.8 
8 (27.12) 1.13 1.12 -0.9 
10 (33.9) 1.17 1.20 +2.6 
20 (67.8) 1.57 1.59 +1.2 
30 (101.7) 1.96 1.99 +1.5 
40 (145.6) 2.32 2.23 -3.9 

3.5 
(+168) 

0 (0) 1.00 1.00 0.0 
1 (3.39) 1.03 0.99 -3.9 
2 (6.78) 1.03 0.99 -4.0 

4 (13.56) 1.06 1.03 -3.0 
6 (20.34) 1.11 1.08 -2.7 
8 (27.12) 1.15 1.13 -1.7 

 
4.0 (+231) 

10 (33.9) 1.19 1.15 -3.4 
20 (67.8) 1.41 1.36 -3.5 
30 (101.7) 1.64 1.58 -3.7 
40 (145.6)  1.87 1.80 -3.7 

6.0 (+483) 

10 (33.9) 1.18 1.13 -4.2 
20 (67.8) 1.32 1.27 -3.8 
30 (101.7) 1.48 1.41 -4.7 
40 (145.6) 1.5 1.64 +9.3 

 
 



 

 

 
Figure 8.5.  Program block diagram including programmable realization of mathematical 

model of a member with variable gas quantity working chamber 

 
The part highlighted with the dashed line realizes calculations in compliance 

with the mathematical model described above. Inside this part, the calculated pa-
rameters are indicated in each block, and the numbers of the formulae used for the 
calculation of the indicated parameters are given in brackets. 

The mathematical model of a gas draft gear offered above and the program al-
gorithms of this model realization may be used both when simulating the spatial 
oscillation of railway vehicles in a train [124; 137] and independently for the anal-
ysis of the respective draft gear structures operation. 
  



 

 

9. APPROXIMATED MODEL OF SHOCK ABSORBERS. OPTIMAL 
PARAMETERS OF AUTOMATIC COUPLING DRAFT GEARS 

 
The mathematical models analyzed above describe the physical processes in-

fluencing the main damper characteristics quite fully. Their application is justified, 
first of all, by the utilization of modern computers. In a number of cases, the analy-
sis may be carried out applying the approximated description of processes con-
nected with the dampers operation, but such description still should allow for ana-
lytical assessment of the dampers main specificities. Now, let us analyze the shock 
absorbers. 

Let us assume power characteristic S(q,v) of a shock absorber in form of: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )1 signRS q,v = q + v  q ,   v=qS ϕ & .    (9.1) 

Differential equation of relative movement of two colliding solid bodies sepa-
rated with a shock absorber may be set out as 

+vmv & ( ) ( )( )1+ sign 0R q v qS ϕ = ,    (9.2) 

where m = 1 2

1 2( )
m m

m m+
 (m1 and m2 are the masses of colliding bodies); v is the shock 

absorber compression speed; ϕ(v) is some function characterizing the energy dissi-
pation by the shock absorber. The initial conditions specifying the whole system 
movement comprise v(0) = v0, q(0) = 0, v0 is the bodies collision rate. By a number 
of simple transformations [99] we can arrive at the following equation: 

mΦ(v0) = Π(qm)     (9.3) 
used for determination of qm value of the maximum shock absorber compression 
where  

( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )
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0

Φ 1
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R

v v vdv,

Π q S q dq.

− ⎫
= ϕ + ⎪

⎪
⎬
⎪= ⎪
⎭

∫

∫
    (9.4) 

The biggest rate v1 of the back shock and coefficient η of the energy dissipation 
are determined using expressions  

( ) ( )0 1
2 2
1 0

,

1 .

v = v  

= v v

⎫Φ Φ ⎪
⎬

η − ⎪⎭
.       (9.5) 

The maximum force Sm in the process of a shock will occur either at the maxi-
mum compression, or at the moment when the compression is equal to qs and the 
compression rate is vs. The value of the maximum force will be calculated using 
expression 



 

 

( )( ) 1 ( )m R s sS S q v= + ϕ ,    (9.6) 

where values qs and vs are determined by solution of algebraic equations 

[ ]0
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Ô( ) Ô( ) ),s s
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dS S d .
dq mv dv

⎫− =
⎪
⎬ϕ
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⎭

   (9.7) 

Further, let us analyze hydraulic draft gears only. In this case, ϕ(v) = p2v2signv, 
i. e. the resistance force is proportional to the square of the connection deformation 
rate. Basing on expression (9.4) we have 

( )
2

1Ô( ) ln 1 ( ) sign
2

v v v
p

= +ϕ .   (9.8) 

The analysis of equations (9.7) solution for the case under consideration im-
plies that value qs of the shock absorber compression, at which the maximum force 
at the bodies collision occurs, stays constant and independent from the collision 
rate starting from some specific value. 

The power characteristics of GA-100 (ГA-100) and GA-500 (ГA-500) draft 
gears obtained experimentally [154] demonstrate that, starting from some specific 
collision rate value, the biggest forces occur at the gears plungers movements less-
er than the maximum values of such movements. At the same time, the movements 
the maximum forces are observed at are insignificantly dependent on the cars colli-
sion rate. Therefore, we can consider qs = const and assume the following formula 
as an approximated mathematical model of hydro-gas draft gears connection: 

( ) ( )0 1
2

1 2 1 1

1 | | 1 sign sign ;

sign 0 5

nS S r q q q

p v v ; v , v.

− ⎫= − + ϕ ⎪
⎬

ϕ = = ⎪⎭
  (9.9) 

Hereinafter, let us consider q > 0 and additionally multiply coefficient p2 by 
positive coefficient ξ if sign(qv) = –1. After the transformations made in com-
pliance with the formulae and equations above, we arrive at 
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where 
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1 22 0
1 2 10 2 10
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The maximum force at collision, if qs ≥ qm, will be equal to  



 

 

[ ] 10 1 101 ln(1 )
n

nmS S −= + α + ϕ ,    (9.11) 

and if qs < qm 

1
0 2 10 2(1 ); (1 )

1
n n

m
nS S e

n
− γ −= α + ϕ γ = −α

−
.   (9.12) 

If it turns out that qs < 0, 

0 10(1 )mS S= + ϕ .    (9.13) 

In the latter case, the force evaluation using formula (9.13) will be greatly over-
stated as the level of forces, under these conditions, is determined mostly by the liquid 
compressibility in the draft gear and the damped structure elements deformations. 

Power characteristic in form of function S(qv) = S*(qv10) in the movement in-
terval (0,qm) may be determined using expression 

1 1 1
0 10 1 1(1 | |) (1 ) exp (1 (1 | |) )n nS S r q r qξ− − −⎡ ⎤= − + ϕ ξ α − −⎣ ⎦  ,  (9.14) 

where 0,5(1 sign( ))
1 ( ) qv−ξ = −ξ . 

Function (9.14) was derived subject to the condition that the liquid compressi-
bility is not taken into account. We can find the additional gear plunger displace-
ment due to the liquid compressibility using the following expression: 

( ){ }1 1 1
lq lq 0 lq lq| | 1 | | ;nq k S q S S r q k E F−− − −⎡ ⎤= − Δ − − = Δ⎣ ⎦

, (9.15) 

in which ∆ и F are the full plunger displacement and the area, respectively; Elq is 
the liquid compressibility modulus. 

Ignoring force S operation on the liquid compression, we can evaluate the 
plunger displacement as 

q* = q + qlq.     (9.16) 
S0, r, n and p2 parameters may be identified if static and dynamic power charac-

teristics of a draft gear are known. Using the static characteristic and evaluating the 
gas pressure in the chambers, the values of S0, r and n are selected to best fit the 
given static characteristic. Then, the value of polytropic coefficient n is adjusted 
for the impact loads using the forces values under the maximum gear compression, 
and qs compression values are determined under the maximum forces for the power 
characteristics realized at various impact rates. These values are averaged and p2 
value is found basing on average qs value and using expression (9.10). Sm and qm 
values are used for verification of the accuracy of the approximated mathematical 
description of the gear dynamic power characteristic. 

Estimated S0, r, n and p2 values for GA-100 (ГA-100) (with initial gas pressure 
in the chambers of 0.8 and 6.5 MPa) and GA-500 (ГA-500) (with initial gas pres-
sure in the chambers of 1.2 and 12.5 MPa) draft gears derived from the experi-
ments results [3; 148] are given in Table 9.1 [3]. The value recommended for ap-



 

 

plication when the deformability of the structure or other damped system and the 
liquid compressibility should be taken into consideration is given in brackets. 

Table 9.1 
Results of Identification of Power Characteristics Parameters  

for Hydro-Gas Draft Gears [3] 
Gear S0, MN r, m-1 n p2, sec.2m-1

GA-100 
(ГA-100) 

0.1 12.5 1.5 6.5 (7.2) 

GA-500 
(ГA-500) 

0.1 8.0 1.7 3.7 

 
The maximum plunger displacements in GA-100 (ГA-100) and GA-500 (ГA-500) 

draft gears computed using formulae (9.10)–(9.13), (9.15) and (9.16) and the maxi-
mum forces expected at the cars collisions are given in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 [3]. The 
experimental results obtained when testing these gears are given ibidem [3; 148].  

Figure 9.1 illustrates the power characteristics of GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gears 
obtained experimentally (solid lines) and plotted basing on the approximated cal-
culations using expression (9.14) with ξ = 3 (dashed lines). The comparison of the 
approximated calculation results with the test results proves the suggested approx-
imation is quite good for description of real processes and may be applied in other 
cases, which will be analyzed below. 

Provided function (9.12) minimum conditions are met, we can find the optimal 
value of coefficient p2 for the cars collision case which is equal to 

1
02 5,0 −= mrSp у .    (9.17)  

Basing on the information of Table 9.1, we find that for fully loaded eight-
wheel gondola cars, optimal уp2  value is 5.4 sec.2/m2 for GA-100 (ГA-100) draft 
gears and 3.4 sec.2/m2 for GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gears. The same table shows the 
identified coefficient p2 values are close to the optimal values. However, it can be 
derived from expression (9.17) that the power characteristic optimum depends on 
the colliding bodies weights. This deficiency may be overcome using feedback 
units, an example of which will be described later. 

Table 9.2 
Estimated and Test Values of GA-100 (ГA-100) Draft Gear Maximum Forces 
and Compressions at Collisions of Loaded Eight-Wheel Gondola Cars [3; 148] 

0v , 
kmh 

mq , mm mS , MN 
Estimated Test Estimated Test 

4 42 24-48 0.32 0.29-0.55 
6 53 31-57 0.58 0.47-0.70 
8 59 37-64 0.95 0.73-1.19 
10 62 43-70 1.42 1.00-1.45 
12 66 48-70 2.00 1.35-1.92 



 

 

Table 9.3 
Estimated and Test Values of GA-500 (ГA-500) Draft Gear Maximum Forces 
and Compressions at Collisions of Loaded Eight-Wheel Gondola Cars [3; 148] 

0v , 
kmh 

mq , mm mS , MN 
Estimated Test Estimated Test 

Eight-wheel gondola cars 
4.2 58 58 0.28 0.34 
7.2 81 84 0.59 0.69 
9.0 88 93 0.85 0.93 
10.8 93 101 1.17 1.13 
12.8 99 101 1.58 1.50 
16.2 102 106 2.47 2.16 

Twelve-wheel gondola cars 
4 70 55-80 0.38 0.25-0.43 
6 87 80-100 0.70 0.50-0.75 
8 97 95-110 1.11 0.85-1.20 

10 105 105-115 1.62 1.20-1.70 
12 110 110-120 2.24 1.60-2.30 

 

 

Figure 9.1. Power characteristics of GA-500 (ГA-500) draft gear obtained experi-
mentally (solid lines) and theoretically (dashed lines) 

 
 
Let us consider a more general case [155] of mathematical description of a hy-

draulic shock absorber. Suppose 

1 1 1 1( ) ( )RS S q q v v= + β | |,     (9.18)  



 

 

where β(q1) is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance depending on the draft gear 
stroke q1. 

The equitation of motion of a car weighing m at its collision with another simi-
lar car at a rate of v0 = 2v10 may be presented as follows 

1 1 1 1 1 1( ) | ( ) 0;Rmv q v | v S q q v+ β + = =& &1 .   (9.19) 

Now let us substitute 2
1v  = V and consider the collision stage when q1 > 0. Eq-

uation (9.19) may be transformed as follows 

1 1

2
10

1

0,5 ( ) ( ) 0;

; (0) .

RmV q V S q
dVV V v
dq

′ + β + = ⎫
⎪
⎬′ = = ⎪⎭

.    (9.20) 

Now let us find dependence β(q1), at which maximum force Sm occurring at the 
cars collision at a rate corresponding to maximum compression rate v10 = 0v  of the 
draft gear (i. e. V(0) = V ) is minimal and does not exceed the specified value of S , 
other factors being equal. At the same time, suppose the draft gear stroke is 
q1m = q  ( q  is the maximum possible draft gear stroke permitted by its structure) 
and ( )RS q S≤ . The energy relations make it obvious that the smallest vale of max-
imum force is achievable if at any q1 during the impact with the mentioned rate, 
the following is true 

1 1( ) ( ) constRq V S q Sβ + = = .    (9.21) 

Having inserted expression (9.21) into expression (9.20), we have 

mSV /2−=′ ,      (9.22) 
whence it follows that 

)(22)( 111 qq
m
Sq

m
SVqV −=−= ,   (9.23) 

as 0.5mV Sq= . 

Therefore, 1 opt 1 1 1
2( ) ( ) ( ) ; 0R

SS q q q q S q q
m

+β − = ≤ ≤ . 

whence it follows that  
1 1

opt 1 1 1( ) 0.5 1 ( ) ( )Rq m S S q q q− −⎡ ⎤β = − −⎣ ⎦ .   (9.24) 

Expression (9.24) suggests that at ( )RS q S≤  values opt ( )qβ → ∞ . If the draft 
gear parameters are chosen so that ( )RS q S= , it becomes necessary to evaluate an 
indeterminate form  0

0  in order to find opt ( )qβ  and then, using L’Hopital’s rule, 



 

 

opt ( ) ( )
2 R
mq S q
S

′β = .   

Automatic coupling draft gears are the same shock absorbers. However, their 
main specificity is that, in addition to all other forces, they transfer comparatively 
slow changing traction and braking forces realized in a train. At the same time, the 
draft gears have to damp the longitudinal oscillations of a train generated by its 
transitional modes as well as the impacts and the impact series spread along the 
train or formed in the train [3; 108; 156; 157]. The existing experience, experimen-
tal and theoretical studies of dynamic processes in trains [3; 101; 108; 112; 145; 
154; 156; 157] demonstrate that these units manifest somehow different character 
in trains if used in quite a big aggregate. Therefore, we will analyze the optimal for 
hydro-gas draft gears characteristics conditions at their operation in a train when 
their properties are manifested in the aggregate [3]. Here, the minimum forces in  
train automatic couplings and minimum train cars accelerations have to occur un-
der respective conditions. 

Hereinafter, we will analyze the hydro-gas draft gears only as the process in 
trains with such draft gears may lead to deterioration of longitudinal dynamics if 
the hydraulic resistance in them is selected improperly. At the same time, if the 
draft gears hydraulic resistance to compression is well selected, good results may 
be obtained [3; 157]. In this relation, friction draft gears are not so promising be-
cause it is practically impossible to avoid the impacts in a train with gaps in the 
draft. 

It is quite easy to verify [3] that the equations of motion of a train as a one-
dimensional system of solid bodies are analogous to the differential-difference eq-
uations of motion of some solid one-dimensional system (such as a rod or an air in 
a tube) derived using direct or integral relations method [158]. Work [159] demon-
strates that the solution of differential-difference equations reduces to the solution 
of respective boundary value problem provided this solution is, in turn, smooth. 

Power characteristics of gas restoring mechanisms of draft gears are  consave 

down, i. e. 
2

2 0RS
q

∂
>

∂
. If force F0 smoothly increasing from zero to its maximum 

value is applied to one of the ends of the respective  onedimensional continuous 
system with consave down function SR(q) and without hydraulic resistance(here, 
F0 has to be significantly greater than value of the draft gear  pre-tension S0), it will 
be cteated a blast wave in quite a long system , at the front of which the jump from 
0 to F0 value will occur [4].. This means the solution of the respective boundary 
value problem is discontinuous. That is why the train motion equations solution 
cannot be reduced to it, and the forces in the train will significantly exceed F0 val-
ue [3]. Due to introduction of non-elastic forces of the respective continuous one-
dimensional system resistance to deforming and the forces of the draft gear hy-
draulic resistance to their compression, it becomes possible to achieve smooth 
transition from one state to another, and the train motion equations solution may be 



 

 

reduced to the solution of the boundary value problem. The forces so developed in 
a train will not exceed F0, i. e. they will be minimal. 

Following work [159], let us now analyze the compression blast wave front 
structure. For this, let us consider the train motion may be described as the motion 
of equivalent by mass and rheology rod. Suppose close to the end x = L of a uni-
form rod, smoothly increasing from zero to its maximum value force F(t) 
(max F(t) = F0) is applied, and suppose the rod end x = 0 is free. In Lagrangean 
coordinates, the differential equations corresponding to the law of conservation of 
mass, pulse and energy [159] may have the form 
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where ε and v are the deformation and the motion rate of the rod, respectively; x 
and t are the section coordinate and time, respectively; ρ is the rod mass density; E 
is the rod internal energy. 

( ) ( , )R gS S S= ε + ε ε& ,    (9.28) 

where 0 (1 | |) signn
RS S r −

ε= − ε ε  is the restoring force (S0 is the force correspond-
ing to the draft gears preinterference ; rε is the constant as applied to the rod); 

( , )gS ε ε&  is the force of non-elsatic ressitance to the rod deformation. Function f(x,t) 
describes the force intensity; when solving the problem of the train motion start, 
this force is equal to zero. 

To make the considerations and computations mores simple, let us analyze only 
the train start mode, i. e. let us consider the motion of an equivalent rod under the 
following limit and initial conditions: 
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Here 1 1 1( )S S Fε = = . 
Let us also consider that the solution is automodel to [159] at the stage of force 

S propagation along the rod from x = L to x = 0, i. e. 
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where D is the rate of agitation propagation. 
After the agitation wave comes, the transition from one state to another takes 

place, i. e. subject to z < 0 in points sufficiently remote from end x = L, the initial 
state is retained, which characteristics are indexed 1: ε = ε1, S = S1 = F1 and v1 = 0; 
and subject to z > 0, a new state is reached, which characteristics are indexed 2: 
ε = ε2, S = S2 = S(ε2) = F0 + F1 and v = v2 corresponding to the rod motion under 
force F(t). 

Substituting expressions (9.31) to equations (9.25) – (9.27) and integrating 
them, we have the relations determining the compression blast wave front structure 
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where ρ0 is the rod density at ε = 0. As for the rod 
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at ε > 0, the following is true  
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Taking into account expressions (9.28), (9.32) – (9.34) and assuming 
ε1 < ε << 1, we have 
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First, let us analyze the wave motion along the completely elastic rod with the 
defined dependence SR(ε), i. e. in situation when Sg = 0. Then, using expression 
(9.36), we come to the conclusion that two rod states are possible and are deter-
mined by either ε1 value or ε2 value, which may be obtained from Hugoniot corre-
lation [159]. 

Suppose 
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where p0 is the coefficient of unlubricated friction. Having substituted (9.38) into 
(9.36), considering signε&  = 1, and taking into account relations (9.32) – (9.34), we 
derive algebraic equations, which demonstrate that two ε values are also possible 
in this case, the transition from one to another being abrupt. Therefore, in case of 
friction draft gears with consave down  characteristics, there will be an abrupt 
change at the compression blast wave  front under loading. This means the solution 
of the respective train boundary value problem is discontinuous and does not coin-
cide with the solutions of the train motion equations. In this case, the time change 
of forces S acting on the trains is a series of spikes significantly exceeding traction 
force F0, just as it takes place at a compressed train start when the gaps in the cars 
couplings show up. 

Let us consider the case when 
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Having substituted this expression into expression (9.36) and supposing 
g(ε) = S0(1 – rεε)-1 and n = 1, we have 

2 1 2( )( )d b
dz
ε
= ε − ε ε − ε .    (9.40) 

Subject to ε(0) = 0.5(ε1 + ε2) the solution of equation (9.40) will be expression 

1 2 2 1 20,5( ) 0,5( )sin b zε = ε + ε + ε − ε ,   (9.41) 

which corresponds to physical sense only in the section of b2z change from -0.5π to 
+0.5π. The  blast wave front width will make 
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Having substituted 2 1
2 2 00,25 , 0,5 ,p p l r rl ml−ε ε= = ρ =  (here l is the length 

of a single car), we can derive the value of p2 coefficient of the hydro-gas draft 
gear hydraulic resistance: 
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where nf  = 
l
Δ  is the number of cars making the train section, along the length of 

which the transition from state 1 to state 2 occurs. 
The analysis of expressions (9.42) and (9.43) shows that the width of the blast 

wave front depends only on the system parameters (the draft gears characteristics 
and the cars masses) and does not depend on the loading conditions (in the ana-
lyzed situation, on the traction force increase law). 

Comparing expression (9.17) used for computation of coefficient yp
2  optimal 

value for shunting with expression (9.43), we can make the conclusion that this  
optimal value of yp

2
 in a train corresponds to the width of the  blast wave (or 

shocks) front equal to nf ≈ 1.6. The calculations show that at nf = 3÷4 and more 
value Sm = maxS ≈ F0, and at nf = 2÷3 the value of the biggest force in automatic 
couplings exceeds insignificantly the biggest value of the applied traction force. 
Thus for trains, пp2  is the optimal value of the draft gear hydraulic resistance to 
compression, which should be 2.5÷4 times more than yp

2
 value.   

Calculation of forces for different modes of train motion (following the pro-
gram described in work [145]) and the results of experimental research [157] prove 
the conclusions made. Therefore, when designing hydro-gas draft gears (this is ap-
plied to any type hydraulic draft gears), it is necessary to engineer the hydraulic re-
sistance unit self-adjusting to the mode close to optimal under  various loading 
conditions. The example of such draft gear is the hydro-pneumatic shock absorber 
described in invention [160], which longitudinal section is illustrated in Figure 9.2. 

The shock absorber consists of cylindrical housing 1 with bottom 2, hollow 
plunger 3 with piston 4, and floating piston 5 dividing the plunger cavity into gas 6 
and hydraulic 7 chambers. 

In bottom 2 of housing 1, hollow cylinder 8 with ports 9 is fixed. In this cylind-
er, spool 10 with bottom 11 and holed wall 12 with ports 13 is located. Extended 
spring 14 presses spool 10 to stop 15 in its initial position. Stop 16 made in form of 
a nut limits spool 10 movements. 

The force of spring 14 is regulated by adjustment screw 17 connected with 
spring 14 via foot 18 and screw 19.  

Cavity 20 of hollow cylinder 8 is communicated with cavity 21 of housing 1 
and hydraulic chamber 7 via calibrated ports 22 and 23. 

The shock absorber operates as follows. 
Using adjustment screw 17, spring 14 pre-tension  is created to press spool 10 

to stop 15, the flow section of ports 9 and 13 of hollow cylinder 8 and spool 10 be-
ing minimal. 

Under compression force, plunger 3 moves inside housing 1, the liquid from 
cavity 21 of housing 1 overflows into hydraulic chamber 7 through the flow sec-
tion of ports 9 and 13 and calibrated ports 22 and 23 causing the displacement of 
piston 5 and the gas compression in gas chamber 6. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 9.2.  Longitudinal section of hydro-pneumatic shock absorber 

 
 
Due to liquid throttling through the flow section of ports 9 and 13 and cali-

brated ports 22 and 23, which area is significantly less than the flow section of 
ports 9 and 13, liquid pressure in chamber 21 increases thus providing for the ener-
gy absorption by the shock absorber. 

Spring 14 pre-tension   force is chosen so that spool 10 remains in its initial po-
sition at low rates of liquid overflow subject to the train vibration. The sections of 
the ports the liquid overflows through remain minimal ensuring the optimal for the 
shock absorber operation in a train coefficient of the force of hydraulic resistance 
to the shock absorber compression. 

When absorbing intensive impact loads occurring at the cars collisions, the dif-
ference of pressure  loads on spool 10 in cavity 20 and chamber 7 and inertia 
forces, acting on the spool, become bigger than spring 14 pre-tension  force, spool 
10 is shifted, the flow section of ports 9 and 13 is increased until the required pow-
er characteristic at the cars collision is achieved. Ports 9 and 13 may be made vari-
able section. 

When throttling the liquid through calibrated ports 22 and 23, the pressure in 
cavity 20 becomes less than in cavity 21 of the housing. This allows making spring 
14 with small size and low stiffness and provides for the improvement of power 
characteristic of the shock absorber and its operation stability enhancement. 

In contrast to the earlier described hydro-pneumatic shock absorbers, the ma-
thematical model of such absorber is supplemented with control equations, which 
part in the given structure is played by the spool motion equations. 

The differential equation of qa movement of the draft gear plunger may be set 
out in form analogues to equations (6.5), namely 
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where the same designations as for differential equation (6.5) are used, and 
f(qa,qspool) is the dependence of the throttling ports area on the plunger movement 
relative to the shock absorber housing and the spool movement relative to the cy-
linder or the housing of the shock absorber. The change of this area governs the 
change of the hydraulic resistance forces. The spool movement equation may be 
written as 
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where mspool is spool 12  mass; Sy is the control force; ψR is the coefficient of the 
restoring force transfer equal to spool 12 and floating piston 5 areas ratio; S0spool 
and kspool are the pre-tension  force and spring 14 of spool 12 stiffness coefficient, 
respectively. 

2
y spool car 0( )y k aS m à S q= + ψ −β & ,    (9.46) 

where acar is the car acceleration; ψy is the coefficient of force transfer equal to 
spool 12 and piston 4 areas ratio; S0 is the force acting on piston 4 and  depent  on 
force S acting on the draft gear according to relation (6.1); βk is the coefficient of 
the hydraulic resistance force determined by calibrated ports 22; aq&  is the draft 
gear compression rate. 

Expression (9.46) supposes that the control force depends on both the car acce-
leration and the force acting on the car. The section of calibrated ports 22 may be 
chosen so small that the main governing factor will be the car acceleration. This 
allows applying such shock absorber for effective damping of lightweight damage-
sensitive cargos. If the calibrated ports sections are chosen quite big, the draft gear 
characteristic will be controlled mostly by the force acting on the gear. 

It should be noted that analogues units may be used in hydraulic oscillation 
dampers of the railway vehicles spring suspensions. The structure of such units 
should include the member reducing the hydraulic resistance at slow, low frequen-
cy processes in order to ensure the enhancement of the railway vehicles dynamic 
performance. 

It is reasonable to analyze the spring suspension oscillation dampers and shock 
absorbers altogether with the mechanical system of a railway vehicle, i. e. to con-
sider them under longitudinal loading in a train [3; 134] or under spatial loading 
taking into account vertical and horizontal irregularities of the rails in inertia elas-
toviscous track [34; 137, 161; 162]. To analyze the dynamic loading of railway ve-
hicles, there are many mathematical models presented in respective computer 
software. The authors offer their own original software allowing not only for the 
railway vehicles dynamics analysis [117; 128-131; 135; 163-167], but also for set-
ting the optimal parameters of the oscillation damping systems [34; 137; 168-170].



 

 

10. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
 
Both theoretical and experimental researches are conducted to analyze the 

shock absorbers and oscillation dampers performance. The experiments results are 
compared with the calculation results. This ensures the reliable determination of 
main characteristics of the damping units themselves together with the dynamic 
and strength parameters of the railway vehicles as a whole subject to application of 
the shock absorbers and oscillation dampers in question. 

By their characteristic features, the tests may be categorized as follows: 
by method of the test carrying out 

- laboratory (bench) tests; 
- field tests; 

by purpose 
- functional tests; 
- determinative tests; 
- endurance tests; 

by method of loading 
- static tests; 
- dynamic tests; 

by function 
- typical tests; 
- periodic tests; 
- acceptance tests; 
- certification tests. 

All the test types are usually regulated by respective normative documents, 
primarily the test method procedures, which are the part of special standards or are 
specifically approved by the customer. 

 
10.1. Test Methods 

 
The test methods should include definite description of an object and the pur-

pose of the test, the test procedure for specific products, the requirements to the 
personnel of the test laboratory and the equipment applied, the list of test equip-
ment and the methods of the measurements analysis. The most important are the 
measurements methods and techniques for various parameters characterizing the 
damping units performance. They may be established directly by way of the damp-
ing unit testing and indirectly by way of testing the whole railway vehicle equipped 
with the damping unit in question. 

Let us consider the test methods for the rolling stock hydraulic dampers and 
draft gears together with some methods of measuring the values while testing the 
rolling stock and the measurement results analysis. The test procedures and main 
standard values are given in compliance with the effective Certification Standards 
for Federal Railway Transport of Russian Federation that is the governing docu-
ment for products certification for CIS railways. 



 

 

 
10.1.1. Test Method for Rolling Stock Hydraulic Dampers. This test method is 

used for testing the dampers installed in the axle-box suspension stage (the first 
stage) and between the body and the bogies (in the second, central stage) in any 
type of railway rolling stock. This method is not applied to the dampers structures 
installed in the rolling stock in longitudinal direction to damp the bogies hunting 
oscillations. The dampers of one and the same dimension type group having the 
regulated power characteristic are tested using two samples realizing the maximum 
resistance force at control rates. 

The dampers are tested in two steps: 
- control tests; 
- endurance tests. 

The main parameters checked when testing the hydraulic dampers are [171; 
172] 

1) damper overall and coupling size: 
- length when compressed; 
- piston stroke; 
- maximum outer diameter; 
- fixtures sizes; 
- damper weight; 

2) damping performance: 
- power characteristic; 
- damper working diagram; 
- control resistance forces at regulated rate and piston movement values; 

3) resistance force at increased positive temperatures of the damper operation 
corresponding to its climatic construction; 

4) resistance force at the damper cooling to minimum temperature correspond-
ing to its climatic construction; 

5) damper reliability parameters during the bench endurance testing, mln. 
cycles; 

6) the damping liquid safety requirements compliance: 
− inflammation resistance; 
− non-toxicity; 
− absence of irritating smell. 

Standard [172] describes the methods and conditions of determination of rated 
parameters used for the evaluation of the hydraulic dampers efficiency and reliabil-
ity. 

The overall and coupling dimensions of dampers are controlled instrumentally 
according to OST 24.153.01-87 [173]. The linear damper dimensions are measured 
not less than three times. 

The damping performance of the tested damper is determined experimentally. 
The damper is tested completed with fixing heads, the damper piston being close to 
the middle position relative to its full stroke. The damper should be fixed to the test 
bench in the position of its installation in the rolling stock. The tests are carried out 



 

 

on a bench with a drive providing the damper fixing heads point movement by 
harmonic law. 

The power characteristic P(V) (V is the damper extension or compression rate) 
and working diagrams P(S) (S is the damper extension or shortening value) are 
measured at the rates of the damper fixing heads points movements, which values 
are given in Table 10.1. The real rates may differ from the control rates not more 
than by ±5 per cent. Here and below the designations complying with the Certifica-
tion Standard are used. 

Table 10.1 
Control Rates for Dampers Tests 

Damper type Control rates, m/sec. 

V1 V2 V3 V4 
Second suspension stage dampers 

0.075 0.15 0.3 
– 

First suspension stage (axle-box) dam-
pers 0.6 

 
 
The power characteristic and working diagrams are measured at the extension 

and compression strokes after preliminary bleeding of the tested damper for 30 
seconds. The power characteristic and working diagrams may be measured using 
two methods. 

When the first method is used, the power characteristic is measured (using the 
set algorithm) by registering the current rates and respective damper resistance 
forces at compression and extension strokes within the range from zero rate values 
to the maximum control values and from the maximum control values to zero rate 
values. This method gives the power characteristic in form of a continuous curve 
plotted basing on the arithmetic means of the resistance forces in the piston stroke 
acceleration and deceleration zones. 

When the second method is used (if no computer processing is possible), the 
curve is plotted in form of a dot diagram, in which resistance force values P(V) are 
indicated for each control rate of relative movements of the damper fixing heads. 
For each control rate, the working diagram P(S) with the indication of their areas is 
made. 

The change of control resistance forces at increased temperatures is evaluated 
using the measured power characteristic and the working diagrams for control rate 
V2 = 0.15 m/sec. subject to achievement of the damper housing heating tempera-
ture of 80°С. 

The damper working liquid heating temperature is measured in the lower part 
of the damper housing. 

For evaluation of the changes of the control damper resistance forces at its 
cooling, the following procedure is used: 



 

 

- the damper is cooled to the minimum temperature corresponding to its climat-
ic construction according to the approved design documents and kept for two hours 
in a climatic chamber located close to the test bench; 

- thus cooled damper is placed on the test bench. 
The change of the control resistance forces in the cooled damper is evaluated 

using the measured working diagram P(S) at control rate V2 = 0.15 m/sec. 
The reliability indices are checked during the  bench endurance tests. The tests 

are carried out using two test specimens. The tested damper is placed on the test 
bench for endurance testing in the position corresponding to its allocation in the 
rolling stock imitating the permissible oblique setting of the fixing heads. The tests 
are carried out until the base number of loadings is reached, which is equal to 2 
million cycles subject to single-frequency loading of the tested damper or 1 million 
cycles subject to double-frequency loading determined by the lowest frequency. 
When testing the damper, 2 million cycle frequency mode is set basing on the 
damper fixing heads movement amplitude equal to 25 mm. The stability of the fre-
quency mode is maintained by cooling the working liquid, which temperature 
should not exceed 80°С. 

For 1 million cycles double frequency mode testing with the lowest frequency 
of 1.6 Hz and the highest frequency of 4.8 Hz, the total rate of relative movements 
of the damper fixing heads is provided at 0.3 m/sec. with equal components of 
0.15 m/sec. at each frequency. The temperature is controlled  on the lower parts of 
the damper housing where it   should not exceed 80°С. 

The power characteristic or the working diagrams under loading in single-
frequency mode are controlled every 500 thousand cycles and under double-
frequency mode – every 250 thousand cycles of loading by the lowest frequency. 

The damping liquid volume reduction is controlled instrumentally. The volume 
is measured after the endurance tests by draining all the working liquid from the 
tested damper into the volumetric glassware and fixing its volume by the filling 
marks. 

The damping liquid volume reduction may be controlled without the damper 
disassembling by weighing. The damper is weighed before and after the endurance 
test, and the volume is calculated by the resultant specific weight. 

The working liquid compliance with the safety requirements is checked for the 
given damping liquid type by the respective certificates. 

During the endurance tests, it is also necessary to control the changes in the 
main damper units dimensions and the damping liquid contamination with the wear 
products of the friction members for the purpose of further development of the  
recommendations as for the preventive measures and the unit serviceability moni-
toring during its operation. 

 
10.1.2. Test Methods for Rolling Stock Automatic Coupling Draft Gears. All 

the types and modifications of the automatic coupling draft gears are subject to 
testing. For determination of the draft gears parameters and characteristics, the fol-
lowing types of tests are used: 



 

 

- static tests; 
- hardness drop tests (including the energy capacity analysis as delivered and 

testing for the wear resistance, etc.); 
- endurance tests; 
- cars collision tests; 
- train dynamic tests; 
- train performance tests. 
Below, we will consider the methods for carrying out the listed above tests. 
 
Static Test Method. When carrying out these tests the following parameters are 

measured [174]: 
- initial  pressure force P0 – the minimum force required to be applied to the 

gear for it to start compressing; 
- maximum force required for the draft gear compression to the value of its 

structural stroke (closing force) Pst max; 
- static energy capacity Wst – the energy accepted by the gear under quasi-static 

load application; 
- stroke change ε under constant force of 1,200 kN application during 30 mi-

nutes; 
- irreversible energy absorption coefficient η; 
- closing force change range under extreme operational conditions; 
- irreversible energy absorption coefficient under extreme temperatures. 
The tests are carried out in the hydraulic press or test machine with the maxi-

mum force of not less than 2.5 MN. For the force and movement measuring and 
registering, the force gage and linear movement gage, the amplifier and the Hard-
ware and Software Complex (HSC) based on a personal computer are used. 

The gears are tested by way of quasi-static loading and compression for the full 
stroke at any small deformation rate not exceeding 0.05 m/sec. The specific defor-
mation rate is determined considering the applied equipment characteristics. 

Each specimen is subject to three-stage loading until compressed to the full 
stroke with the afterwards unloading. The controlled parameters are measured by 
the results of the third loading. The stroke stability under constant force is con-
trolled under additional forth loading. While testing, the force and movement (the 
draft gear stroke) are constantly registered. 

The tests at extreme temperatures of minus 60±5°С to plus 50±5°С are carried 
out after the tests at normal temperature. The necessity of testing at extreme tem-
peratures is determined by the test center (the laboratory) depending on the type of 
the tested draft gear and the materials used in its structure. 

The results of the registered force and the computer processing of movement 
change processes are used for plotting and printing the static power characteristics 
(the dependence of the force on deformation – stroke X) of the draft gear including 
the loading line (when the stroke is increased from X0 = 0 to Xmax) and the unload-
ing line (when the stroke is decreased from Xmax to X0 = 0). The  pre-tension force 
and the closing force are determined using the power characteristic diagram; static 



 

 

energy capacity Wst equal to the absorbed energy Wa is determined using software 
as the area between the loading line and axis X in the power characteristic diagram. 
The same procedure is used for determining back stroke energy WB, which as cal-
culated as the area between the unloading line and axis X. Then irreversible energy 
absorption coefficient is computed using expression 

η = [(Wa – WB)/Wa] ⋅ 100. 
The test results at extreme temperatures are used for determination of the clos-

ing force as the percentage of the closing force at normal temperature and of the 
absorption coefficient. 

 
Hardness Drop Test Method. When carrying out these tests the following pa-

rameters are measured [175]: 
- energy capacity as delivered E0 – the energy absorbed by the draft gear under 

the resistance force not exceeding the rated values level; 
- nominal energy capacity after running-in Ekn – the energy capacity under typi-

cal test conditions under resistance force not exceeding the nominal rated force of 
2 MN; 

- maximum energy capacity of the run-in gear Ekm – the energy capacity under 
typical conditions of the draft gear testing under the resistance force equal to the 
maximum rated force of 3 MN or at the maximum stroke equal to the full stroke 
whatever the parameter is reached first; 

- energy capacity reduction after the introduction of 50 MJ of energy; 
- energy capacity reduction after testing under maximum load. When testing 

under maximum load, it is also necessary to control the absence of the draft gear 
damages causing its functional failures. 

The tests are carried out in the impact machine with the drop-weight of 12.8 
tons under laboratory conditions at a temperature of 20±5°С. 

It  should be born in mind that, with equal impact energy, the power characte-
ristics of the drop tested units derived experimentally in impact machines will be 
significantly different from the operational characteristics of these units provided 
their power characteristics depend on the compression or extension rates. Such 
tests may be carried out in control cases for checking these units for compliance 
with their technical requirements at hardness drop test with the set characteristics 
of impact machines. 

When determining the energy capacity as delivered, the tested draft gear is 
placed on the bottom (anvil) of the impact machine in the test “pocket”, which in-
ner size and configuration provide for the draft gear allocation inside the dimen-
sions corresponding to its installation dimensions in a car. 

The initial height of the weight drop H0 is chosen out of the requirement of en-
suring the impact energy equal to 60…80 per cent of the minimum permissible 
value: 

Н0 = (0.6...0.8)E0/G – Stk, 
where E0 is the energy capacity of the gear as delivered rated at 30 kJ; G = 126.2 is 
the dropping weight; Stk is the full (structural) stroke of the draft gear. 



 

 

The gear stroke St has to be less than its structural stroke Stk. 
Then, the drop height is gradually increased until the next impact causes full 

gear closure (St = Stk). The weight drop height increment is chosen considering the 
gear stroke at every next impact so that to reach the height with the minimum 
number of impacts necessary for the gear closing (desirably not more than 5). 
Maximum drop height H is used for determination of the draft gear energy capacity 
as delivered E0 = (H + Stk)G. 

To the test results of six specimens, the typical statistical analysis methods are 
applied to find out the mean value, the standard deviation and minimum energy 
capacity value of the draft gear as delivered with a probability of 0.85, which is 
used as the given draft gear parameter. 

Wearing tests include the following stages: 
- draft gear running-in; 
- determination of the nominal and maximum energy capacity of the gear 

when run in; 
- introduction of rated energy of 50 MJ; 
- determination of the nominal and maximum energy capacity after the intro-

duction of the rated energy. 
To avoid the draft gears overheating, the quantity of energy introduced into the 

tested specimen during 30 minutes should not exceed 600 kJ irrespective of the 
stage of the hardness drop test. To meet  these requirements, if necessary, the test-
ing procedure is interrupted for the gear cooling. 

The draft gear running-in and the introduction of the rated energy are realized 
through repeated typical (basic) test cycles that includes a series of a dropping 
weight impacts over the draft gear installed in the bottom of the impact machine. 
The weight dropping height is increased with a constant increment from some min-
imum initial height to the maximum height, at which the gear stroke equals to the 
structural stroke and the force reaches 3.5 MN. The initial dropping height and the 
increment are assumed equal to 0.02 m. 

Dropping height H, gear stroke St and the introduced energy computed using 
formula E = (H + St)G are registered in the primary protocol for each of the im-
pacts. The energy introduced with the last impact of the cycle (with the gear clos-
ing) is considered to be the draft gear energy capacity at the given test cycle.  

The gear running-in criterion is the stabilization of the energy capacity that is 
controlled by the closing energy during three successive cycles realized within one 
and the same working shift: the closing energy value in each of the cycles should 
not differ from the average value for these cycles for more than 5 per cent. 

The wearing tests are carried out by way of repetition of the basic test cycle until 
the total introduced energy (considering the energy introduced while running in) 
reaches 50 MJ. Then, the nominal and maximum energy capacity is computed again. 

The nominal and maximum energy capacity are determined by registering the 
force and stroke of the gear during its shock compression in a reduced test cycle, 
for which the initial weight dropping height is defined basing on the gear running-
in data at its stroke equal to the half of the structural stroke St = 0.5Stk. The regis-



 

 

tration system should provide for the processes recording within the frequency 
range of 0 to 200 Hz. 

Housing resistance to ultimate load is tested using two draft gears, for which 
the nominal and maximum energy capacity values have been already determined in 
the impact machine. 

During the test, the impact force is registered. The working frequency range of 
the registration system should provide for the possibility of recording the processes 
with frequencies of 0 to 300 Hz. 

The initial dropping height is set 10 mm more than the dropping height the gear 
closing occurs at (St = Stk). 

If it is necessary, the dropping height is increased with the increment of 10 mm 
until the impact force reaches 3.3…3.5 MN. Then, the weight is dropped 20 times 
from thus chosen constant height. 

Upon finishing the test for the housing resistance to ultimate load, the mean 
values of the nominal and maximum energy capacity in the impact machines are 
computed again. 

For draft gears, which resistance force under compression is significantly de-
pendent on the compression rate (hydraulic, elastomeric or combined with hydrau-
lic member), the tests for the housing resistance to ultimate load are carried out in 
the impact machine only in case when the gear resistance force at closing does not 
exceed 5 MN. To reduce the hydraulic resistance force of the draft gears when car-
rying out such tests in the impact machine, it is possible to replace the regulating 
elements of the gear hydraulic system. 

To compute the nominal and maximum energy capacity using computer 
processing, the draft gear power characteristics (the force dependence on the de-
formation – stroke St) are plotted and printed. Such power characteristics include 
the loading line (when the stroke is increased from St0 = 0 to Stmax) and the unload-
ing line (when the stroke is decreased from Stmax to St0 = 0) of each of the regis-
tered impacts (tests). The energy Wa absorbed at each test is calculated using spe-
cial program as the area between the loading line and X axis in the power characte-
ristic diagram. The diagram of absorbed energy Wa dependence on maximum force 
Pmax is used for determination of nominal, under force P = 2 MN, and maximum, 
under force P = 3 MN or at the gear closing, energy capacity. 

The error permissible for the certification tests control should be not more than 
5 per cent. 

 
Endurance Test Method for Automatic Coupling Draft Gears. The test me-

thod is applied to all the types and modifications of draft gears having a stable re-
sistance force – compression (stroke) dependence along the whole length of the 
structural stroke under quasi-static loading. The test is carried out with, minimum, 
two test draft gear specimens that have already passed static tests [176]. 

The test results are used for determination of the static closing force change af-
ter the gear absorbs 250 MJ of energy. This change should not exceed 20 per cent 
of the initial value. 



 

 

The test is carried out using the method of repeated quasi-static or dynamic 
loading under laboratory conditions at an ambient temperature of 20±5°С. For the 
test, the hydraulic pulsator with effort of not less than 1.5 MN is used. For registra-
tion of the force, movement and the number of cycles, the standard test machine 
registration system is used. 

The endurance tests consist of three cycles including the following draft gear 
loading each: 

– 3,000 loadings with the absorbed energy equal to 25 per cent of the nominal 
draft gear energy capacity each (We = 0.25En); 

– 1,200 loadings with the absorbed energy equal to 50 per cent of the nominal 
draft gear energy capacity each (We = 0.50En); 

– 200 loadings with the absorbed energy equal to 85 per cent of the nominal 
draft gear energy capacity each (We = 0.85En); 

Upon completion of the endurance tests, the total energy absorbed by the draft 
gear should be not less than 250 MJ [176]. 

When carrying out the pulsator endurance tests for the draft gears, which resis-
tance force mostly depends on the compression rate (hydraulic, elastomeric, etc.), 
the loading modes may be determined by the draft gear stroke value equal to the 
draft gear stroke when tested in a car, at which the gear absorbs the respective 
energy (25, 50 and 85 per cent of the nominal energy capacity). When testing in 
the impact machine, the regulating elements of the draft gear determining the resis-
tance force value should be set up or adjusted so that the energy equal to 25, 50 
and 85 per cent of the nominal energy capacity is absorbed, approximately, at the 
same stroke of the draft gear as in the cars collision tests. 

When endurance testing in the cars, it is possible to place the collided car 
backed up by a group of loaded decelerated cars and to block its draft gear and the 
draft gears of the backing up cars. In such case, the draft gear should be installed 
only in the running on car. 

Before the endurance tests under the accepted test conditions (in the cars, pul-
sator or impact machine), the initial mean values of the nominal and maximum 
gear energy capacity are determined for the given conditions. 

During the fine tuning of the endurance test modes, the draft gear resistance 
force and the stroke together with the cars collision rate, the pulsator operation 
mode or the weight dropping height in the impact machine are registered if the re-
quired loading modes cannot be chosen basing on the previous test stages results. 

When endurance testing, it is necessary to prevent from the draft gear members 
overheating as it may influence on the members service life or cause their damag-
ing. To do this, the temperature in critical points should be, where possible, moni-
tored, and the quantity of energy introduced into the gear during the uninterrupted 
working cycle should be limited. It is recommended that the energy absorbed by 
the gear during one hour do not exceed 800 kJ. 

The results of the computer processing of the registered parameters are used for 
plotting and printing the initial and reference static power characteristics (the de-
pendence of the force on deformation – the stroke St) of the draft gear including 



 

 

the loading line (when the stroke is increased from St0 = 0 to Stmax) and the unload-
ing line (when the stroke is decreased from Stmax to St0 = 0). Closing force Pst max is 
determined by the power characteristic diagram. The closing force determined dur-
ing control static testing upon finishing the endurance testing is compared with the 
initial draft gear closing force before the endurance testing. 

 
Cars Collision Test Method for Automatic Coupling Draft Gears. The test 

method is used for draft gears, which installation dimensions correspond to GOST 
3475-81 [177]. Spring-friction draft gears should be first run in by way of intro-
duction of not less than 0.5 MJ of energy directly in a car of in the impact machine 
[178]. 

The test is applied to not less than two test specimens of draft gears with stable 
power characteristics, for which the parameters values, determined for the two spe-
cimens, differ from their mean value for not more than 5 per cent. Otherwise, five 
specimens are tested. 

The parameters obtained during the impact testing are the main performance 
parameters for the given draft gear in the rolling stock under the conditions of the 
shunting operations. The test results are used for computing: 

- the nominal energy capacity En for the standard size range; 
- maximum energy capacity Em for the standard size range; 
- nominal collision rate Vn for the standard size range of the draft gears; 
- maximum (permissible) collision rate Vm for the standard size range of the 

draft gears; 
- dynamic closing force Pkd for the standard size range of the draft gears; 
- permissible, with the probability of not more than 0.05, excess of 2 MN 

force at nominal energy capacity for the standard size range of the draft 
gears. 

The test is carried out under natural climatic conditions. The draft gears are 
tested be way of colliding of a run on car (hammer car) and a free standing non-
braked test car (collided car) in a straight horizontal track. 

For the test car, two gondola cars are used, one of which is equipped with a 
mass produced draft gear with earlier defined characteristics (known dependence 
of absorbed energy We on maximum force Pmax, nominal En and maximum Em 
energy capacity) and with the nominal energy capacity of 40…60 kJ, and the 
second is equipped with the tested draft gear. 

For registering the car run on rate, the impact force and the draft gear stroke, 
the dynamometer automatic coupling, the linear movement sensor, the amplifier 
and the PC hardware-software complex are used. 

When determining the parameters, both cars  should be loaded with crashed 
stone up to gross weight of 100±5 tons, and the car equipped with the mass pro-
duced draft gear (Sh-2-V (Ш-2-В) type) should be used as a hammer car. 

The following parameters should be registered during the test: 
- the hammer car speed before collision; 
- the collision force over the dynamometer automatic coupling; 



 

 

- the stroke of the test and mass produced draft gears; 
- the acceleration of the body frame of the car equipped with the test draft 

gear (if additionally required). 
The test is carried out in a bench hill or using a locomotive. The range of the 

registered frequencies should be from 0 to 125 Hz. 
The collision rate is set at 0.83 m/sec. (3 kmh) to the maximum rate, at which 

the maximum force equals to 3.0…3.5 MN, with the increment of 0.27…0.55 
m/sec. (1…2 kmh) depending on the expected maximum. In each of the rate inter-
vals: 0.83 (3) to 1.66 (6), 0.66 (6) to 2.5 (9), 2.5 (9) to 3.33 (12) and over 3.33 
m/sec. (12 kmh), at least five collisions are required. 

For each test, the absorption coefficient and absorbed energy are computed  
using the special software. The nominal and maximum rates and energy capacity 
parameters, as well as the acceleration level at the set collision rates are computed 
basing on the statistic processing of P(V), P(E) and J(V) dependences. 

 
Train Dynamic Test Method for Automatic Coupling Draft Gears. For test-

ing, not less than four specimens are used. The test gears are installed in fully 
loaded gondola cars [179]. 

The test results are used for computing: 
- the nominal energy capacity in train mode for the standard size range; 
- irreversible energy absorption coefficient η for the standard size range of 

draft gears. 
The test is carried out by way of loading in a heavy-weight train at starting and 

backing under real operating conditions of the railway network. 
The test is carried out in a train weighing not less than 7 thousand tons and 

composed of fully loaded freight cars. 
Total head end locomotives power shouldprovide for the realization of traction 

force applied to the head car automatic coupling of not less than 0.9 MN at start-
ing. 

The group of test cars should consist of not less than 10 cars, two of which 
should be equipped with tested draft gears loaded to gross weight, which is not less 
than the gross weight the given draft gears are designed for. This group should be 
located between the middle and the last third of the train. 

The test procedure includes the backing of elongated and starting of com-
pressed train under various modes starting from light mode when traction is devel-
oped slowly to the heaviest modes when the longitudinal force in the automatic 
coupling of the tested group of cars is not less than 2.0 MN. Total number of tests 
should be not less than 60 including 10 tests with the longitudinal forces in the 
tested group of cars weighing not less than 180 tons (1.8 MN) and more. 

During the tests, the dynamometer automatic coupling readings and the draft 
gears strokes values are registered at least in one control section located in the 
middle of the test cars group. It is allowed to include the laboratory car into the 
group of the test cars, but not closer than three cars from the control section. 



 

 

The criterion for the test results analysis is the value of the energy absorbed by 
the draft gear under longitudinal force of not more than 2.0 MN. 

The computer processing results are used for plotting and printing the dynamic 
power characteristics (the dependence of the force on deformation – the stroke St) 
of the draft gear including the loading line (when the stroke is increased from 
St0 = 0 to Stmax) and the unloading line (when the stroke is decreased from Stmax to 
St0 = 0). The energy capacity equal to absorbed energy Wa is computed using spe-
cial software as the area between the loading line and X axis in the power characte-
ristic diagram. The same procedure is used for computing back stroke energy WB 
as the area between the unloading line and X axis, and then, the irreversible energy 
absorption coefficient is calculated using expression η = [(Wa = WB) /Wa] ⋅ 100. 

Such limitation of the train tests scope is allowed if the draft gears in question 
are not serial (mass produced), i. e. they are not installed in all or the most of the 
operating rolling stock cars. In case of train tests of mass produced draft gears, 
they shouldbe installed in all the cars of the train as, in such a system, the specific 
features of the draft gears behavior in multitude may be revealed. These features 
are, for example, the processes of formation and damping of blast wave  fronts in a 
train, the reaction of such a train to deceleration using pneumatic brakes. 

 
Train Performance Test Method for Automatic Coupling Draft Gears. The 

test checks the changes of the gear power characteristic parameters (closing force 
and energy capacity) after one year of operation and after two years of operation 
[180]. 

The test is carried out under the real conditions of the gears operation in rail-
way network. 

The test is applied to not less than 20 draft gears of the same batch, from which 
6 (4) gears were chosen for the bench tests. 

Shunting mode tests are carried out by way of the automatic shunting of cars 
equipped with the tested draft gears and loaded to full capacity. The cars are de-
tached on a gravity hump with automatic registration system for car starting speed 
at the last decelerator position. 

Average cars collision rate should be equal to nominal collision rate determined 
for the given draft gear during the impact tests. Each draft gear should accept at 
least 200 collisions with single car and not less than 20 collisions  with groups of 2 
to 3 cars.At the end of the shunting mode test, the commission inspection of the 
cars and tested gears condition is held together with the railway representatives. 
The results of the inspection are documented with the inspection report and the 
findings as for the possibility of further testing in a train. 

Train performance tests are carried out in cars, for which the given draft gears 
are designed, under conditions of controlled operation in main tracker trains or in 
cars belonging to or rented by the enterprises that are regularly controlled and have 
a specific limited circulation ground. 

During the train tests, the following parameters are registered: 
- car mileage; 



 

 

- draft gears defects and failures detected and the remarks as for their opera-
tion, inspection process and condition monitoring. 

At least once every two quarters, commission inspections are held together with 
the Test Center representatives, the applicant and transport enterprises and organi-
zations operating the cars equipped with the tested draft gears. Subject to an 
agreement between the Test Center and the applicant, the representatives of other 
organizations may be present at the commission inspections. The results of period-
ic inspections are documented with special reports. 

The duration of train performance tests should comprise 2 years, the mileage of 
each car equipped with tested draft gear being not less than 100 thousand kilome-
ters. 

Upon expiration of the set period of performance tests, at least two of the draft 
gears that underwent these tests should be re-tested for static parameters and, if the 
Test Center representatives consider reasonable, for cars collision to determine 
their nominal and maximum dynamic energy capacity. 

By the applicant’s request, intermediate control test may be carried out after 
one year of operation with mileage less than 80 thousand kilometers. Basing on the 
control test results, the decision is made on the fabrication of the development 
batch of draft gears. 

The draft gears failure (service outrage) during the performance test is inac-
ceptable and considered the basis for the test termination. 

Except for the direct draft gear tests, there are other types of tests that help to 
evaluate their performance efficiency. These are, for example, cars dynamic ride 
tests evaluating the dynamic parameters of the railway vehicle as a whole. The 
conclusion on the correctness of individually chosen elastoviscous characteristics 
of spring suspension and individual damping units may be made through measur-
ing individual dynamic indices. An example of measurement of vertical forces in 
side frames of fright cars bogies is given below. 

 
10.2. Test Method for Measuring Vertical Forces Acting on Freight Cars 

Bogies at Wheelset Side 
 
The measurement of vertical forces acting on the wheelsets is the prerequisite 

of experimental determination of safe riding conditions of freight cars. These mea-
surements are usually made indirectly by deformations of the bogies sides under 
the vertical forces at the wheelsets side. Figures 10.1,a  and 10.1,b illustrate two 
most frequently used positions of sensors for measuring the vertical forces [145; 
181]. Unfortunately, both these positions are sensitive to the action of longitudinal 
forces at the wheelset axle-boxes to the bogie. In 1991-1992, L. Manashkin  
together with A. Zhakovskiy and V. Kolbun carried out an experiment studying the 
influence of longitudinal forces acting on the side frame at the axle-box side on the 
vertical forces sensors readings. The experiments were carried out at the Car Chair 
bench of Dnipropetrovsk Transport Engineers Institute. The tests demonstrated that 
sensor positioning illustrated in Figure 10.1,b is very sensitive to the action of lon-



 

 

gitudinal forces. The analysis shows that the positioning in Figure 10.1,a also gives 
the error when measuring the vertical forces. These restrictions are well known to 
the freight cars investigators. Therefore, when analyzing the cars riding stability 
from the wheel flange mounting on a rail, the information taken during the cars 
braking were excluded from the consideration or the braking system was deacti-
vated in the tested cars. 

 

 
Figure 10.1. Typical positioning of sensors for measuring the vertical forces 

 
 
It should be noted that longitudinal forces are present constantly at cars testing, 

even at slow-down riding. These are the forces  components at impact interaction 
of wheels with rails in splice-joints, the longitudinal forces occurring at wheelsets 
negotiation with curved track sections, the components  of longitudinal inertia 
forces of wheelsets at longitudinal cars interaction, the components  of motion re-
sistance forces. Moreover, when analyzing the cars riding safety, the determination 
of the wheel flange mounting on a rail stability factor at cars braking is interesting 
on its own as the wheelsets coming-offs frequently result from braking modes. 
Therefore, the exclusion of the influence of longitudinal forces acting on the bogies 
side frames at the axle-box side is quite an important task. 

In 1992, L. Manashkn together with N. Garkavi made a series of attempts to 
exclude the longitudinal forces from the sensors readings, but these attempts were 
of no effect. 

The problem of longitudinal forces compensation when measuring the vertical 
forces was discussed by the specialists, and after such discussions, the suggestions 
as for the compensation of bogie side frame complex loading negative effect on the 
results of vertical forces measurements were made [182; 183]. 

However, the statement by the authors of work [182] that the problem may be 
solved by “sticking the tensoresistors in four points of side frame upper zone to 



 

 

compensate for the effect of side and longitudinal forces” is inacceptable. The fact 
is that, first, this method helps to compensate only for the horizontal side forces in-
fluence on the vertical forces measurement results. Second, the longitudinal forces 
affecting the vertical forces sensors readings act through the frame horn or along 
the plane of the bogie bearing against the axle-box through friction forces and pro-
duce different effect on the vertical forces sensors deformations. Third, longitudin-
al forces, if ideally applied (uniformly along the horn width or the width of the 
plane of bogie bearing against the axle-box), cause not only the extension-
compression deformations in the side frame upper zone, but also its bending def-
lection in the same plane as the vertical forces. Therefore, the sensors measuring 
the bending moment conditioned by the effect only of the longitudinal forces re-
sulting from the axle-box interaction with the side frame chute, and the sensors 
measuring the fibers deformations demonstrating the greatest deformations re-
sulted from the longitudinal forces applied to the bogie in the plane of the axle-box 
bearing should be used. 

It is also known that friction forces occurring both at vertical oscillations of a 
freight car and at its horizontal oscillations depend on the vertical forces. There-
fore, we can suppose that in cases of almost constant lateral forces during motion 
along a curved line, the variable (due to the vertical oscillations) friction force will 
contribute to parametrical non-linear excitation of side oscillations with the fre-
quencies of vertical oscillations. At the same time, if the movements in suspension 
at vertical oscillations occur with stops (due to dry friction forces), the stops at side 
oscillations will also be expected with all that the situation implies. And it implies 
the occurrence of vibrations with greater frequencies (conditioned by the elastic 
characteristics of the side frame) at these moments of time. Perhaps, the effects de-
tected during the described experiments are connected not only with the measure-
ment defects influences, but also with the parametrical excitation of side oscilla-
tions by vertical oscillations. 

Longitudinal forces acting at the axle-box side on the bogie side frame and ac-
cepted by the measuring sensor are applied with friction forces (in the given case, 
it is correct to call them traction forces) tangential to the horizontal surface of the 
axle-box horngap and to the side frame horn at moments of the axle-box interac-
tion with them. 

This work offers one of the possible diagrams (Figure 10.2,a) of measuring the 
vertical forces acting on the bogie side frame at the axle-box side, which, as the au-
thors believe, will help to significantly reduce the effect of longitudinal compo-
nents of forces on the measurement results [183; 184]. Here R is the working ten-
someter that measures the fiber deformations in the middle symmetry plane of the 
side frame occurring both under the vertical forces and the longitudinal forces act-
ing on the bogie side frame; K1 is the tensometer located at the intersection of the 
middle surface of the side frame and the external surface of its horn at its  root sec-
tion; K21 and K22 are the tensometers located at the middle line of the side surfaces 
of the upper zone of the side frame in the same section with the sensor marked 
with R symbol. K21 and K22 sensors are connected serially forming resistance K2 = 



 

 

K21 + K22 illustrated in Figure10.2,b. It is desirable that the values of resistances K1 
and K2 were equal and the resistance R value equaled to the sum of these resis-
tances. Resistors RSH1 and RSH2, shunting sensors K21 and K22 are installed basing 
on the assumption that sensors K1 and K2 sensitivity to longitudinal forces is higher 
than the sensitivity of the working sensor to the same forces. Otherwise, it is ne-
cessary to add to the diagram in Figure10.2,b another resistor shunting the working 
sensor and to exclude one of the resistors shunting the force-balance sensors. 

 

 
Figure10.2. New sensors positioning on the side frame 

 
 
When analyzing the diagram functioning, it was assumed that 2U voltage of 

measuring bridge power was applied to points A and B in the diagram (Fig-
ure10.2,b). Point C is one of the apexes of the measuring bridge diagonal. To sim-
plify the mathematical calculation, let us assume that K1 = K2 = 0.5R = R0 in the 
initial position. Let us call the longitudinal force acting on the side frame horn lon-
gitudinal force one and index it with “lt1”, and the longitudinal force acting tan-
gentially to the horizontal surface of the  horngap – longitudinal force two indexed 
“lt2”. Deformations of sensor K1 fiber are determined by force one only. Deforma-
tions of sensors R and K2 are determined by the vertical force (indexed V) with dif-
ferent transfer ratios, by longitudinal force one, and by longitudinal force two. 
Therefore, the tensometers resistances increments under dynamic load in general 
case of motion are presented as follows: 

∆R = ∆Rv + ∆Rlt1 + ∆Rlt2,      (10.1) 
∆K1 = ∆K1lt1,     (10.2) 

∆K2 = ∆K2v + ∆K2lt1 + ∆K2lt2.    (10.3) 
Having completed the necessary calculations and ignoring the second and high-

er order smalls, we will receive the following expression for the voltage in the di-
agonal of prebalanced bridge under the mentioned forces: 
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Values (10.6) are constant for the specific measuring diagram as they character-
ize the relation of deformation values in specific points of the side frame under the 
definite force. 

Expression (10.4) supposes that the influence of longitudinal forces one and 
two on the vertical force measurement results will be balanced if the differences in 
the second and third brackets in this expression are equal to zero. At the same time, 
the diagram sensitivity to the measurement of the vertical force itself will decrease, 
but this may be balanced by the increase of the gain. 

Having expressed variable a as a1 and a2 and having equaled the expressions in 
the second and third brackets in expression (10.4) to zero, we receive the equation 
for computing coefficients a, a1, a2: 
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Equation (10.7) determinant is not equal to zero in general case. Consequently, 
this equation is soluble. It can be used to find values a1 and a2 and then the values 
of shunting resistances. 

In practice, the offered diagram should be adjusted experimentally during the 
measuring paths preparation and calibration. To do this, first, the measuring bridge 
is balanced using balancing devices of tensometric amplifier. Then, force two is 
applied to the axle-box located in the middle part of  horngap so that it does not 



 

 

touch  the horn. The force value shouldbe so that it does not evoke the axle-box 
sliding against the side frame. Then the bridge is balanced using shunting resistor 
RSH1. Thus, the working sensor resistance changes due to the action of longitudinal 
force two are balanced. In such case, no force one and the working sensor defor-
mations caused by it are present. After these operations, force one is applied to the 
side frame horn using a jack as if the force is applied by the axle-box. In this case, 
not force two and working sensor R and force-balancing sensor K2 deformations 
are present. This means only the deformations caused by force one will take place. 
The bridge is balanced using the variable resistor RSH2 and force one effect on the 
working sensor and sensor K2 is compensated. 

Thus, the described above method for measuring the vertical forces acting on 
the side frame at the axle-box side allows for balancing the longitudinal forces ef-
fect on the vertical forces measurement results and for making quite accurate mea-
surement of vertical forces and analysis of the car motion stability during the longi-
tudinal forces action. 

 
10.3. Test Method for Determination of Frequency Characteristics of 

Railway Vehicles 
 
Railway vehicles have quite a wide spectrum of own oscillation frequencies. 

When moving, the vehicle is exposed to various excitations including the excita-
tions connected with the rail track irregularity. The frequency of such excitations 
depends on the vehicle speed. If, at some speed, the excitations frequencies coin-
cide with the own vehicle oscillation frequencies, the resonances take place, at 
which the dynamic quality parameters of the vehicle (such as dynamic coefficients, 
overtopping and wheels mounting on a rail stability factor, riding comfort indices) 
may take critical values. It shouldbe noted that resonance speed [185] may be sig-
nificantly lower than the designed speed (i. e. the maximum speed for the given 
vehicle). The tests on the line should either confirm the possibility of the rolling 
stock operation within the range of its limit speeds or restrict the operating speeds 
if the standard documents requirements [181; 186] are not met at some speed. It is 
assumed that the rolling stock considered passed the tests successfully was checked 
in trips, during which all the possible in operation resonance properties of the 
tested object were detected. 

To determine the frequency characteristics in compliance with document [181], 
it is recommended to test the railway rolling stock for “dropping from wedges”, 
which height does not exceed the splice-joints  irregularities. Though, neither the 
test method nor the test results analysis are standardized. Below, you can find one 
of the methods of testing and test results  analysis at “dropping from wedges” de-
veloped by Professor Ye. P. Blokhin, Professor M. L. Korotenko, Candidate of 
Technical Science R. B. Granovskiy, Engineer N. Ya. Garkavi and others [187]. 
This method is used  in the Industry Research and Development Laboratory for 
Rolling Stock Dynamics and Stability under Dnipropetrovsk National University 
of Railway Transport named after Academician V. Lazaryan. 



 

 

When testing, the force, movement, speed and acceleration sensors are installed 
on the railway vehicle. The realizations of all the processes )(txkk

∀  registered by 

these sensors at “dropping from wedges” starting from moment of time t0 (Figure 
10.3) may be considered the linear combinations of transition functions of mechan-
ical system described by the linear differential equations £{ } 0)( =txr . Hereinafter, it 
is assumed that process xk(t) persisting for time T is registered by sensor k, )(txkk

∀  

are the components of vector )(txr , and their derivatives )(txkk
&∀ are the compo-

nents of vector )(tx
r
& ; vector (2 )X fiπ

r
 components are Fourier transformations of 

variables )(txkk
∀ . It is obvious that if 
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 is Fourier transformation of differential operator £{ })(txr ; 
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r
&

rr
=  is the constant vector depending on the values of the components of 

vector )( 0tx
r
& ; δ(t – t0) is Dirac delta-function; i = 1− . 

 

 
Figure 10.3. Realization of vertical force in axle-box spring suspension of DE1 elec-

tric locomotive 



 

 

 
When “dropping from wedge” installed under one wheel (it is technologically 

more convenient if this wheel is the last in the wheelset motion direction), Fourier 
transformation { }, ,( ) ( )k j k jZ f F h t=  of transition function hk,j(t) = xk(t – t0) will be 
non-normalized transfer function of j wheel to k sensor [188]. This, most likely, 
will excite the oscillations corresponding to all forms except for longitudinal. The 
longitudinal oscillations may be excited when running on a hammer car on a free 
standing tested object within the frames of railway vehicles impact testing [181]. 

It should be noted that requirements of xk(t0) ≈ 0 and xk(t > T) ≈ 0 are surely met 
for speed sensors when “dropping from wedges” and impact testing; after drop-
ping, the movements of individual structure units may be shifted relative to their 
position at t0; sometimes, at t → ∞, acceleration sensors still register high frequen-
cy oscillations [189] even after the low frequency oscillation die out. 

When applying fast Fourier transformation [190], realization hk,j(t) should be 
supplemented with function xk(t > T) = 0 till N = 2n points length (where n is a 
whole number). For identification of the damping coefficient it is preferred that 
N = 16,384. Quantization frequency is usually chosen according to dependence 
fqu = (10÷20)fax where fax is the lowest frequency, at which 

)(max05,0)( ,0, fZffZ jkfaxjk
∞<<

≤> . 

At railway vehicles testing, the movement, speed and force sensors usually reg-
ister the oscillations with frequencies up to 10 Hz. Therefore, fqu = 100÷200 Hz 
frequency is usually sufficient for quantization. Moment of time T when the regis-
tering apparatuses are switched off is determined by expression 

, ,
0

max ( ) 0,05 max ( )k j k j
t T t T

h t h t
> ≤ ≤

≤ . 

For linear mechanical system with one degree of freedom, the damping coeffi-
cient near the resonance frequency fr may be determined by three points of ampli-
tude-frequency characteristic (AFC) A(f) [191]: 
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or by three points of imaginary frequency characteristic (IFC) I(f) [192]: 
4 2 2 2 4 4

im im 2 1 2 1
im 2 2

1 2

( 1) 2 ( ) ( ) ,f f f f f fk
f f

ψ − − ψ − + ψ −
= π

− ψ
  (10.10) 

where 
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frequency fr corresponds to local AFC maximum, i. e. out of three subsequent AFC 
abscissa values f1, f2, f3, fr = f2 if 

A(f1) ≤ A(f2) > A(f3) or A(f1) < A(f2) ≥ A(f3);  (10.12) 
fa, fim and ka, kim are the own frequencies and damping coefficients of the system 
with one degree of freedom identified by three points of AFC and IFC, respective-
ly. 

The indirect criterion of the correctness of mechanical system identification 
near the resonance frequency as the system with one degree of freedom is the prox-
imity of ka and kim values. 

According to work [193], the damping coefficient of linear system with one 
degree of freedom may be determined by the difference of frequencies correspond-
ing to AFC values at the level of 0.7 of maximum: 

h = π(fa – fb) 
where [ ]rmax : ( ) 0.7 ( )àf f A f A f= = ; [ ]rmin : ( ) 0.7 ( )bf f A f A f= = ; 

r r 0
: ( ) max ( )

f
f A f A f

≤ ≤∞

⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
. 

It is obvious that, when testing on the line, speed v, kmh, of the tested train, 
length Lcr, m, of continuous rail and frequency fr, Hz, are connected by dependence 
v = 3.6Lcr fr/K where the values of coefficient K ∈ { }1 3;1 2;1;2;3  correspond to the 
oscillation excitation by splice joints irregularities at resonance frequencies 
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Values of K = 1/3 and 1/2 correspond to resonance oscillations excitation by 
not every splice joint but every third or second passed spliced-joint . Such effect is 
possible only in very short continuous rails or subject to vary high quality factor of 
the rolling stock structure. Usually, such resonances are not observed in the rolling 
stock. Values of K = 2 and 3 correspond to the resonances of the second and the 



 

 

third frequency tone exited by the irregularities of splices passed by the train. Re-
sonance increase of the oscillation amplitudes may result in structure elements col-
lisions, increase of the dynamic coefficients, and decrease of the wheel mounting 
on the rail stability coefficients of the tested object [181; 186]. When testing on the 
line, the resonance of transversal oscillations is more frequently observed in curved 
line, and the resonance of vertical oscillations is observed both in curved and 
straight line. Dangerous operating regimes are expected at speeds that the reson-
ances at maximum AFC frequencies correspond to. 

Figure 10.3 illustrates the realization of vertical force in axle-box suspension 
registered by the tensometer x1 when “dropping from wedge” of DE1 electric lo-
comotive. The wedge was installed under the left wheel of the first center shaft of 
the electric locomotive. 

Table 10.2 lists the values of fr, fa, fim, ka, kim obtained from dependencies 
(10.8)-(10.12) and A(fr). Resonance frequencies fr > fy, at which 

)(max)( fAfA
fy << , were not listed in the Table. Asterisk is used to indicate kim 

values that are impossible to be determined using formula (10.10). 
 

Table 10.2 
Own Frequencies, Damping Coefficients and AFC of a System with One 

Degree of Freedom 

рf  аf  мf - аk  - мk  )( pfA  

0.635 0.648 0.612 0.698 0.631 0.067 
0.757 0.768 0.738 0.658 0.169 0.086 
0.879 0.896 0.896 0.962 0.123 0.083 
1.001 1.014 1.034 0.892 0.457 0.097 
1.343 1.334 1.334 0.555 0.489 0.053 
1.440 1.436 1.425 0.583 0.372 0.042 
1.758 1.759 1.761 0.571 0.433 0.036 
1.855 1.848 1.839 0.684 0.240 0.028 
2.100 2.111 2.111 0.555 0.457 0.025 
2.222 2.219 2.198 0.849 0.351 0.027 
2.515 2.523 2.524 0.711 0.438 0.027 
2.905 2.913 2.902 0.575 0.443 0.023 
3.027 3.024 3.019 0.587 * 0.023 
3.320 3.330 3.304 0.660 0.342 0.016 
3.442 3.447 3.455 0.729 * 0.011 
3.662 3.672 3.660 0.475 0.347 0.020 
4.102 4.095 4.092 0.475 * 0.017 
4.224 4.227 4.236 0.647 0.278 0.010 
4.443 4.448 4.420 0.817 0.299 0.013 
4.858 4.860 4.862 0.657 * 0.011 



 

 

 
      

 
 
 

Figure 10.4. Non-standardized AFC (a) and IFC (b) of a freight electric locomotive 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10.5. Spectral densities W  (in relative units) of realizations at a speed of v = 

70 kmh (a) and v = 90 kmh (b) 

 
 
Figure 10.4 illustrates non-standardized AFC (a) and IFC (b) of a freight elec-

tric locomotive plotted by realization x1(t) illustrated in Figure 10.3. Figure 10.5 
illustrates spectral densities W of the realization (in relative units) registered by 
tensometer x1 at various electric locomotive motion regimes: when the tested lo-
comotive moves at a speed of v = 70 kmh (a) and 90 kmh (b). In Figure 10.5, а, the 
oscillations with frequencies fr1 ≈ 0.60 Hz, fr2 ≈ 0.74 Hz, fr3 ≈ 0.87 Hz and 
fr4 ≈ 1.07 Hz are observed at a speed of v = 70 kmh. At a speed of v = 90 kmh, the 
oscillations with frequencies fr2 ≈ 0.76 Hz and fr4 ≈ 1 Hz are observed. These fre-
quencies match the own oscillation frequencies determined experimentally by 
“dropping from wedges”. 

The comparison of the data in Table 10.2 and Figure 10.5 demonstrates that os-
cillation at own frequencies found by the results of “dropping from wedges” may 
be excited at different motion regimes and not always simultaneously. 

Thus the offered method of the railway vehicles frequency characteristics de-
termination may be used for their preliminary assessment when testing any railway 



 

 

vehicles and rolling stock provided the form and height of the wedge ensure the 
excitation of own frequencies when “dropping from wedges”. This method allows 
for the assessment of the efficiency of some oscillation damping systems and 
shock absorbers before the dynamic testing on the line. 

 
10.4. Method for Analyzing the Results of Railway Vehicles Testing on the 

Line 
 

Under the requirements of standard documents that are in effect in Russia [181; 
194] and Ukraine [195; 196], the following parameters are determined and rated at 
dynamic testing of the railway vehicles on the line: coefficients of horizontal (KDH) 
and vertical dynamics (KDVR – right to the motion direction, KDVL – left to the mo-
tion direction), overtopping stability factor (KSO) and wheels coming off the rails 
stability factor (KS). This subsection offers the method for analyzing the results of 
the dynamic testing of the railway vehicles on the line that systemizes the require-
ments of various standard documents [197]. 

In compliance with standard documents [181; 194; 196], the initial information 
for defining the target values that are related to an unsprung bogie frame of the 
railway vehicle is the time realizations of the dynamic increments of vertical forces 
x1(t), x2(t) acting on the right and left axle-box of one and the same wheelset, re-
spectively, and the realization of the horizontal transversal (frame) force x3(t) act-
ing on the same wheelset. Under [181; 194; 196], the mentioned above dynamic 
coefficients are defined for a spring bogie frame, too, if the bogie has spring sus-
pension. In this case, the initial information for analysis is the dynamic increments 
of horizontal and vertical forces acting on the bogie bolster at the wheels side. Us-
ing the rule of signs that is assumed in documents [181; 196] for x1(t) and x2(t), ad-
ditional loading to the wheel corresponds to “minus” sign, while unloading corres-
ponds to “plus” sign; the force acting on the wheelset from the right to the left in 
the direction of the railway vehicle motion is assumed positive. 

When digitizing three input signals )(
3

1
txii=

∀  using the analog-digital converter 

(ADC) [198], the quantization frequency of fqu = 100 Hz is usually sufficient. In 
general case, frequency fqu = fx is considered sufficient for quantization of realiza-

tions )(
3

1
txii=

∀  if, when quantizing [197] with frequency fx, the target quantiles of 

confidence probabilities of dynamic coefficients moduli are not lower, and the sta-
bility factors moduli are not higher than they are when quantizing with frequency 
2fx. The above corresponds to expression 

qu D Sxf f= ⇐ ℑ ∧ ℑ ,     (10.13) 
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The rules of obtaining the quantiles of confidence probabilities of the target 
values of KDVR, KDVL, KDH, KS, KSO are described below. When digitizing, the tim-
ing error between any two channels should not exceed values ∆t2 determined by 
expression sin(2πfmax∆t2) < 0.05. It is obvious that, if the frequency range of input 
signals is limited by fmax ≈ 4 Hz frequency, ∆t2 ≈ 0.002 seconds. For digitizing pur-
poses, it is reasonable (but not mandatory!) to reject a fortiori erratic results that 
occur due to the instrumentation failures. To do this, the test manager sets the “rea-

sonable boundaries” for the entered values )(sup
0

3

1
txX i

t
ii ∞<<=
≥∀ . If, at moment of 

measurement tj, any one of the entered processes goes out of its “reasonable boun-
daries”, the measurement results at this moment of time are ignored in all the three 
processes. It is obvious that all the points of the digitized processes realizations 
correspond to expression 
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j
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,      (10.14) 

where the number of points in realization N ≤ T fqu, T is the realization duration. 
When the tested railway vehicle moves in straight sections of the track, all the en-
tered realizations should be centered [197] so that their arithmetic means equale to 
zero. When the tested railway vehicle moves in curved sections of the track or by 
switches to the side track, every entered realization should be centered so that its 
directrix matches the arithmetic mean of the realization registered by the same sen-
sor in the straight section of the track preceding the given curved section or follow-
ing it. 

Arithmetic means in each realization )(
1 ji

N

j
tx

=
∀  are defined by expression [199] 
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Here i is the number of the sensor (i ∈ [1,2,3]), j is the ordinal number of the ele-
ment in the realization. 

At every moment of time tj, the coefficients of vertical dynamics KDVR(tj) on the 
right and KDVL(tj) on the left to the direction of the railway vehicle motion are de-
termined by dependencies [181; 196] 
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j jj
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=
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and the coefficient of horizontal dynamics is determined by dependence [194] 
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where QJ is the load applied to the wheelset axle journal; PST is the static load ap-
plied to the rails by the wheelset. 

The coefficients of vertical dynamic on running-on KR and non-running-on 
KNR wheel (Figure 10.6 illustrates the back view relative to the direction of motion) 
are defined as follows: with HH acting right to left, KR = KDVL and KNR = KDVR; 
with HH acting left to right, KR = KDVR and KNR = KDVL. Here HH = |x3(tj)|. For 
every moment of time tj according to [181; 196] 
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,    (10.18) 

where β is the tilting angle of the wheel flange generatrix to the horizontal axis; 
μ = 0.25 is the friction coefficient; Gc and Gz are conditional values having the 
same units of measurement as forces: 
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Here 2b is the distance between the wheelset axles journals middles, m; a1 and 
a2 are the distances from the contact points of wheels and rails to the wheelset 
axles journals middles of the running-on and non-running-on wheel, m; L is the 
distance between the contact points of the wheels and rails, m; q is the weight of 
unsprung parts applied to the wheelset, kN (it is obvious that PST = 2QJ + q); r is 
the radius of the taping line, m. 

 

 
Figure 10.6. Wheelset of the tested railway vehicle. Back view 

 



 

 

 
Values HH and QJ in expressions (10.19) and (10.20) are measured in kilonew-

tons. Under [181; 196], for typical wheelsets, the values of 2b, a1, a2, L, r are pre-
set. It should be noted that, according to document [196] that is in effect in 
Ukraine, r = 0.475 m, b = 1.018 m, a1 = 0.264 m, a2 = 0.217 m, L = 1.555 m, i. e. 
a1 + a2 + L = 2b, and according to document [181] that is in effect in Russia, 
r = 0.45 m, b = 1.018 m, a1 = 0.264 m, a2 = 0.217 m, L = 1.555 m, though with this 
values a1 + a2 + L ≠ 2b. The weight of unspung parts applied to the wheelset is 
q/g = 2.02 ton for three-member bogie of model 18-100 (TsNII-Kh3 (ЦНИИ-Х3)) 
freight car, and q/g ≈ 1.65…1.78 ton for the real bogie of KVZ-TsNII passenger 
car depending on the bogie modification. 

At every moment of time tj, the overtopping stability factor for one wheelset 
may be determined using expression 
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SO
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−

,    (10.21) 

that does not contradict the standard documents [181; 196]. It should be noted that 
quantile of confidence probability of overtopping stability factor of the railway ve-
hicle usually slightly exceeds the quantile of coefficient KSO computed using for-
mula (10.21). 

To make a decision on the tested car serviceability, the information on the digi-
tized realizations should be classified by a fuzzy set of criteria. The results of anal-
ysis of thus classified information may be used for setting the restrictions for the 
tested car circulation (in such case, the car is actually considered as partially servi-
ceable). 

One of the classification criteria is the track plan (TP). Following the recom-
mendation of [200], let us consider the straight sections of the track as matching 
condition (TP = str), the curved sections to the right to the direction of motion 
(right curved section) – as matching to condition (TP = r), left curved sections – to 
condition (TP = l), switches – to condition (TP = sw). The curved sections are 
usually divided into small radius curved sections (R ≤ RSM), medium radius curved 
sections (RSM < R ≤ RL) and large radius curved sections (R > RL). For all the cars 
(except for the special purpose cars [201] and industrial transport cars [202; 203]), 
the following values are usually assumed: RSM = 350 m, RL = 650 m. Sometimes 
the realizations collected during the tested car riding in switches are necessary to 
be classified into the realizations passed in straight switches and in switches to the 
side track. Sometimes, such track sections as elevations, slopes, bridges and high-
way crossings are also classified into separate groups. It is obvious that the multi-
tude of values of TP criterion may be described by expression: 
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Usually, by the track arrangement (TA) parameter, the test sections are divided 
into spliced track (TA = spl) and continuously welded track (TA = cw). Some-
times, such division is unnecessary (TA = 0). The multitude of values of TA may 
be written as: 

TA ∈ {[spl,cw] ∨ 0}.     (10.23) 
By the condition of motion (CM), the digitized realizations may be classified as 

matching the traction (CM = t), slowing-down (CM = s), pushing (CM = p), brak-
ing of the train with locomotive (CM = l) or braking with the locomotive and the 
train of cars (CM = c). One of the examples of the train braking with the locomo-
tive is the regeneration braking, and the example of the braking with the locomo-
tive and the train of cars is the electropneumatic braking. Sometimes, classification 
by CM criterion is unnecessary (CM = 0). It is obvious that 

CM ∈ {[t,s,p,l,c] ∨ 0}.    (10.24) 
It should be noted that sometimes the classification by the condition of motion 

is applied to incomplete multitude of CM values, for example, for CM ∈ [t, l]. 
Test trips are most frequently arranged as “shuttle” trips, with the motion in one 

direction considered as forward trip and the back motion considered as backward 
trip. For the backward trip, the tested car is not turned around. The wheelset that 
was the rear one at the forward trip becomes the first at the backward trip. When 
the test results of the backward trip, the rule of defining KR and KNR by x3(t) value 
sign may stay unchanged. Then, at the backward trip, the right curve should be 
considered as left and the left curve – as right. There are two types of classifica-
tions by leadership (L): 

1) the information for the first wheelset of the car when this wheelset is leading 
(Lf = 1 ∧ f) makes one separate data pool, another pool includes the information on 
the same wheelset when it is the rear one in the motion direction (Lr = 1 ∧ r); irres-
pective of the first wheelset the data pool, for instance, for the fourth wheelset of 

the same car when this wheelset is leading ( fL 4 f
∧

= ∧ ) may be collected, with sep-
arate data pool including the information on this wheelset when it is in the rear po-

sition ( rL 4 r
∧
= ∧ ); in other words, the digitized information on two wheelsets is 

classified by four criteria: f rf rL L ,L ,L ,L
∧ ∧⎡ ⎤

∈⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

; 

2) the information on the leading (first) and rear (last) wheelsets in the direction 
of the motion is collected irrespective of the current position of the wheelset, i. e. 
whether it is the first wheelset of the railway vehicle or the fourth wheelset (the last 
wheelset of the eight-wheel railway vehicle). 

In other words, the digitized information is classified by two criteria: 
L ∈ [Lf, Lr] where Lf = (1 ∧ f) ∨ (4 ∧ f), Lr = (1 ∧ r) ∨ (4 ∧ r). 

By the customer’s request, it may be necessary to classify the entered informa-
tion by the track condition C ∈ {[excl, good, sat, unsat] ∨ 0} where “excellent”, 



 

 

“good”, “satisfactory” and “unsatisfactory” are the evaluations of the track condi-
tion and C = 0 stands for the absence of any classification by the track condition. 
Sometimes, it is necessary to classify the entered information by the type of the 
cross-ties in the test section of the track – concrete (CT = con) or wooden 
(CT = wood). Expression CT = 0 is used in case the classification by the cross-ties 
type is unnecessary. 

Standard documents [181; 196] require for classification of the entered infor-
mation by speed. Under the standard document that is in effect in Russia [181], the 
whole range of the test speeds is divided into intervals of ∆V = 10…15 kmh; under 
the Ukrainian standard document [196], this range is divided into intervals of 
∆V = 15…20 kmh. The range of speeds [Vmin, Vmax] is defined by the Test Program 
[181; 196]. For every realization lasting T and matching requirement (10.14), the 
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 is calculated. Then the realization is matched with the 

speed interval numbered k if VkVvVkV Δ+<≤Δ−+ minmin )1( . The same speed 
interval is matched with speed VkVVk Δ−+= )5,0(min . It is obvious that the num-
ber of the intervals is ( )VVVK Δ−= )(int minmax  where int(z) is the smallest whole 
number not less than z. 

The realizations corresponding to each of the combinations of the classification 
criteria comprise the assembly. The strength (size) of the assembly Na is deter-
mined by total length (total quantity of points) of all the realizations registered by 
the sensor numbered i(i ∈ [1,2,3]) included into the assembly: 

aTP TA CM L C CT 1 c
... (c)

K

k
N N

=
∀ ∀ ∀ ∀ ∀∀ ∀ =∑ ,  (10.25) 

where c is the ordinal number of the realization in the given assembly, N(c) is the 
length of the realization numbered c. Let us determine the integral law of distribu-
tion of separately positive (KDVR : [KDVR ≥ 0], KDVL : [KDVL ≥ 0], KDH : [KDH ≥ 0]) 
and separately negative (KDVR : [KDVR < 0], KDVL : [KDVL < 0], KDH : [KDH < 0]) dy-
namic coefficients and all (positive and negative) values of the wheels coming off 
the rails stability factors (KS) and overtopping stability factors (KSO). To define the 
distribution laws, the area of the dynamic coefficients moduli is divided into inter-
vals. The interval numbered q is defined by its boundaries [ξq, ξq+1) where under 
[181; 196] 

[

]

0; 0.05; 0.10; 0.15; 0.20; 0.24; 0.25; 0.30; 0.35; 0.38; 0.40;

             0.45; 0.50; 0.55; 0.60; 0.70; 0.80; 0.90; 1.00; .

qq
∀ξ ∈

∞
 (10.26) 

The area for defining the wheels coming off the rails stability factors is also di-
vided into intervals. For this area, under the Russian standard document [181] 



 

 

[

]

- ; 0.8; 0.9; 1.0; 1.15; 1.25; 1.3; 1.45; 1.5; 1.6; 1.7; 1.8; 1.9;

             2.0; 2.1; 2.3; 2.5; 2.7; 2.9; 3.0; ,

qq
∀ξ ∈ ∞

∞
 (10.27) 

and under the Ukrainian standard document [196] 

[

]

- ; 0.8; 0.9; 1.0; 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4; 1.5; 1.6; 1.7; 1.8; 1.9;

             2.0; 2.1; 2.3; 2.5; 2.7; 2.9; 3.0; .

qq
∀ξ ∈ ∞

∞
 (10.28) 

For the overtopping stability factor, under [181; 196] 

[ ]- ; 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4; 1.5; 1.6; 1.7; 1.8; 1.9;  2.0; 2.1; 2.2; .qq
∀ξ ∈ ∞ ∞  (10.29) 

The probability of the measured values getting into [199] interval (–∞, ξq] is 

P {Ψ ≤ ξq} = nq / Nq,     (10.30) 

where nq is the number of points, for which Ψ ≤ ξq in the given characteristic as-
sembly. Here Ψ ∈ {KDVR : [KDVR ≥ 0]; KDVR : [KDVR < 0]; KDVL : [KDVL ≥ 0]; 
KDVL : [KDVL < 0]; KDH : [KDH ≥ 0]; KDH : [KDH < 0]; KS; KSO }. 

The unknown values for the dynamic coefficient and overtopping stability fac-
tor are the quantiles of probabilities Pc = 0.95 under the Ukrainian standard docu-
ments [195; 196] or Pc = 0.999 under the Russian standard document [181]. If the 
sensors for measuring x1(t), x2(t) and x3(t) are installed as is specified in [181; 196], 
the requirements of [181; 194-196] are considered met when the quantile values 
for the dynamic coefficients are lower than the criterial values: 
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DV

0.75 for spring bogie frame of empty freight cars 
        (for axle-box spring bogies) 181; 196 ,
0.95 for unsprung bogie frame of empty freight cars 181; 196 ,
0.70 for spring bogie frame of loaded f
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reight cars
        (for axle-box spring bogies) 181; 196 ,
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0.40 for empty passenger cars 181; 196 ,  
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0.38 for loaded freight cars 181; 196
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DH

0.40 for empty freight cars 181; 196 ,
0.38 for loaded freight cars 181; 196
0.25 for empty passenger cars 181; 196 ,
0.24 for loaded passenger cars  181; 196 ,
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and the quantile values for the overtopping stability factor are higher than the cri-
terial values: 

[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
[ ]

SO

1.8  for freight cars 181; 196 ,
1.4  for passenger cars 181; 196
1.5  for service cars on passenger bogies 181; 196 ,
1.6  for service cars on freight bogies  181 .

K

⎧
⎪
⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

 

For the wheels coming off the rails stability factors, in each assembly, it is rea-
sonable to search not for the quantiles of threshold [181; 196] probabilities 
PYI ∈ [0.00001; 0.0001; 0.001; 0.01], but for the frequencies (probabilities)  

4

ß 1=
∀ P{KS ≤ K(YA,YI)} of KS values that turned to be lower than the threshold values 

of the stability factor K(YA,YI). If it turns out that P{KS ≤ K(YA,YI)} > PYI, it is neces-
sary to calculate the biggest interval of time TYA,YI, during which this condition 
was met uninterruptedly. Index YA defines the type of the railway vehicle and the 
document standardizing K(YA,YI) values. Under [181] K(YA=1,YI) ∈ [1.15; 1.25; 1.45; 
1.6] for a freight car and K(YA=2,YI) ∈ [1.3; 1.5; 1.8; 2.0] for a passenger, mail, lug-
gage or refrigerator car. Under [196] K(YA=3,YI) ∈ [1.1; 1.2; 1.5; 1.6] for a freight 
and K(YA=4,YI) ∈ [1.2; 1.5; 1.7; 2.0] for a passenger, mail, luggage or refrigerator 
car. Here, YI is the ordinal number of the specified values YI ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4], YA ∈ 
[1, 2]  correspond to Russian standard document [181] and values YA ∈ [3, 4] cor-
respond to Ukrainian standard document [196]. 

During the tests, before each test train trip, it is necessary to forecast the values 
of the dynamic characteristics of the tested railway vehicle in order to make a deci-
sion on the increase of the speed of passage of any specific section of the test track 
basing on the previously collected trip information. When forecasting the values of 
the wheels coming off the rails stability factors for those speeds that haven’t been 
tested yet, it is necessary to extrapolate the quantiles of [204] identical probabilities 
(do not confuse with the probabilities of identical quantiles!!!) found for those 
speeds that have been already tested. 

As the standard documents [181; 194-196] recommend to carry out the tests on 
the line as comparative tests of new (modernized) and mass produced well-proven 
railway vehicles, it is necessary to provide for the possibility of development of 
comparative tables and diagrams for two types of cars (test car (F = test) and refer-
ence car (F = ref)) when making report forms. At the same time, there should be 
the possibility of making the reports for the test railway vehicle (F = test) only. 



 

 

The assemblies of the classified realizations of the registered processes should 
possess the property of universality – the probability estimates of the dynamic 
coefficients and stability factors should not vary greatly if any two samples or rea-
lizations are excluded of the assembly. Naturally, the probability estimates ob-
tained by the analysis are meaningful only if the probability of the instrumentation 
[198] failure (Pfail) is significantly (at least by an order) less than probability PЫ=1 = 
0.00001 for KS and less than probability (1 – Pd) for KDVR, KDVL, KDH, KSO. One of 
the metrological characteristics for each instrumentation channel is the probability 
of the failure in the “sensor–computer” channel (Pfailure) determined by the relation 
to the full scope of the test realization of the number of measurements where the 
reading error for the measured value is bigger than the claimed permissible instru-
mentation error. It should be taken into account that the probability of failure when 
defining KS is three times (Pfail = 3Pfailure) and when defining KDVR is two times 
(Pfail = 2Pfailure) more than the probability of failure in one (every) channel. 

Thus, for making the decision on acceptance or partial (i. e. with some limita-
tions) acceptance of the railway vehicle for operation, the computer system used 
for the analysis of the results of dynamic testing on the line should allow for sever-
al series of classification of the collected information by a fuzzy set of criteria. 
When analyzing the results of dynamic testing of the railway vehicles on the line, it 
is necessary that the assembly of realizations have the property of universality for 
any criteria combination used for the registered processes classification. 

 
10.5. Method for Digitizing the Sensors Information 

When Testing Railway Vehicles 
 
Various processes registered by the sensors when testing the railway vehicles 

may be transferred to photo paper using a light-beam oscillograph [205; 206], to 
magnetic tape of a magnetograph [145; 207] or entered directly into a computer 
through analog-digital converter (ADC) [198]. The latter method is the most ad-
vanced as the information registered in the oscillograms and magnetograms, most 
frequently, should be anyway digitized for further analysis [145; 198; 205; 206; 
208].  

This section offers the method for digitizing the information of sensors located 
on the test railway vehicle (object) when testing the dynamic performance of the 
railway rolling stock [209]. This method is developed in collaboration with the 
employees of the R&D Laboratory of the Rolling Stock Dynamics and Stability 
(RSDS) under Dnipropetrovsk National Railway Transport University named after 
V. Lazaryan (DIIT) Professor Ye. P. Blokhin, Candidate of Technical Science R. B. 
Granovskiy, Candidate of Technical Science V. L. Gorobets, Candidate of Technical 
Science V. V. Glukhov, Engineers N. Ya. Garkavi and Ye. F. Fedorov. The offered 
method has passed multiple approvals during the field tests of railway vehicles car-
ried out at RSDS R&D Laboratory of DIIT. 

When entering the sensors information into the computer, the task of quantiza-
tion of the digitized processes in time is inevitably solved. The frequency fqu of 



 

 

quantization with amplitude spectrum A(f) of entered process x(t) is usually related 
with dependence fqu ≥ kfmax where k ≈ 10…20 and the frequency is 
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It should be noted that sometimes fmax may be calculated basing on the frequen-
cy characteristic of the sensors or the frequency filters pass band in “sensor–
computer” chain [198]; sometimes fqu is determined experimentally: 

1 1qu 1 20 0
( ) ( ) 0,05 max ( )f ff f

f f A f A f A f
< <∞ < <∞

= ⇐ ∀ − < .  (10.32) 

Here 
1

)( ffA  and 
12)( ffA  are the amplitude spectrums of x(t) process at suffi-

cient its duration T and quantization frequencies f1, 2f1, respectively; process dura-
tion T >> 1/fmin where fmin is the smallest frequency in x(t) process spectrum that is 
interesting for the investigator. If, while testing, the processes are recorded by the 
magnetograph at one speed of the magnetic tape rewinding (W1, rpm), and the tape 
is played back to the computer at another, lower, speed (W2, rpm), the actual quan-
tization frequency of the initial process fqu.ac = fquW1/W2 turns to be bigger than 
quantization frequency fqu of the information digitized from the magnetograph as 
fqu.ac/fqu = W1/W2 > 1. Let us remind that finite Fourier transformation used for cal-
culation of amplitude spectrum A(f) of x(t) process is, in its essence, the expanding 
of x(t) realization with T duration into Fourier series by frequencies i/T at i ∈ [0; 1; 
2; 3; …]. Such expanding will be accurate for polyharmonics 
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where GCD(d,b) is the greatest common divisor of the integral positive numbers d 
and b; ε is the accuracy of the polyharmonics frequencies setting; n is the integral 
positive number. In order to reduce the error of determination of amplitude spec-
trum A(f) before the finite Fourier transformation of the polyharmonics in case 
when n is nonintegral number and before the finite Fourier transformation of wide-
band random signal, it is recommended [210] that “conditional” process 
x(t)η(t,T,fqu) realization with T duration was expanded into Fourier series rather 
than initial process x(t) realization. Function η(t,T,fqu) is called the time window. 
The variants of function η(t,T,fqu) setting up are listed in [210]. 

Usually, the analysis of the results of dynamic testing of the railway vehicles on 
the line includes the analysis of the ride performance including the tested object 



 

 

stability for the wheels coming off the rails [181; 194-196]; the analysis of vibra-
tion protection of the locomotive crew, the passengers and the cargo [181; 194; 
211-213]; the determination of the fatigue strength of the load bearing structures of 
the rolling stock [181; 186; 214]; the determination of the distribution laws and the 
spectral composition of the processes registered by the sensors of movement, acce-
leration, force and stress [198] in different points of the structure. Sometimes, dur-
ing the tests on the line, the information for identification of the track irregularities 
and determination of causes of the wheels, rails and parts of the tested structure 
wear is collected. The results of collision strength [78; 181] and dropping from 
wedges [181] testing are analyzed using the computer. It should be noted that, 
when studying the movement stability, it is allowed [194] to filter the initial infor-
mation using filters with the cutoff frequency of not higher than 20 Hz; when stud-
ying the vibration protection, the requirements of [211] limit the range of the vibra-
tory acceleration measurements with frequencies of 0.5…20 Hz, the requirements 
of [213] − with frequencies of 0.9…90 Hz, the requirements of [212] − with fre-
quencies of 0.9…44.9 Hz; to assess the vibration safety of the rolling stock under 
the requirements of [194], it is necessary to analyze the vibratory accelerations 
passed through the band filter of 0…4 Hz. When analyzing the collision tests [78] 
and “dropping from wedges” tests [181] results, the quantization frequencies over 
800 Hz are usually not necessary. When analyzing the results of the tests for identi-
fication of the track irregularities and tests for determination of causes of the 
wheels wear, the entered processes quantization frequency lower than 200 Hz 
turned to be sufficient. To determine the fatigue strength of the load bearing struc-
tures of the rolling stock during the tests on the line, the information with the fre-
quencies of not higher than 60 Hz is collected. This is explained by the fact that, 
when operating the railway vehicles at speed v, kmh, maximum force excitation 
frequency at the wheels side fforce, Hz, is determined by bogie base Lbogie, m: 

fforce = (v ⋅ 1,000 m/km) / (Lbogie ⋅ 3,600 sec./h) = v / (Lbogie ⋅ 3.6), 
at speed v ≤ 180 kmh and Lbogie ≥ 1 m, it is obvious that fforce < 60 Hz; frequency 
fexc of force excitation conditioned by the eccentric rotation of the engine and aux-
iliary machines of self-propelled railway vehicles with the rotation speed of 
w [rpm] is connected by the dependence w = 60fexc, i. e. at w < 3,600 rpm the exci-
tation of force with frequency fexc = 60 Hz is non-realizable in principle (surely, the 
force excitation value conditions by the eccentric engine rotation cannot be com-
pared with the force excitation value at the wheels side). Basing on the above said, 
quantization frequency of all the registered processes equal to fqu = 800 Hz may be 
considered sufficient for analyzing the results of all the tests. This quantization fre-
quency should be sufficient for the analysis of the test results according to interna-
tional standard [215]. 

Simultaneity of three sensors measurements is required for the analysis of 
the results of dynamic testing on the line for the wheels coming off the rails stabili-
ty [211; 213] and for the determination of the fatigue strength of the load bearing 
structures using the deformation rose [216]; simultaneity of several sensors mea-
surements is required for the determination of the forms of oscillations of different 



 

 

rolling stock parts and for defining the causes of the railway wheels flanges wear. 
To provide for such simultaneity, the time shift between the information received 
by two ADC channels ∆t2, hereinafter referred to as the simultaneity error, should 
comply with condition 

max 2 max 20.05 sin(2 ) 2f t f t> π Δ ≈ π Δ ,   (10.33) 

where fmax is the frequency corresponding to expression (10.31) for more high-
frequency of the processes entered using these two ADC channels. It is obvious 
that ∆t2 < 0.05 / (2πfmax), i. e. for any two of those three channels that are used for 
entering the information from the deformation rose, the permissible simultaneity 
error at quantization is ∆t2 < 0.05 / (2π ⋅ 60) = 0.133 ⋅ 10-3 sec. If, for entering the 
analog signals into the computer (for digitization), 32 channel ADC with a switch-
board [198] is used (such as L-264), it is possible that three channels used for digi-
tizing the information from the rose sensors have sequential numbers (this is called 
“to fix the sensors to sequential ADC channels”), or that the sensors inputs are al-
lowed to any of the channels, for example, into the 1st, 12th and 32nd channel. In or-
der not to fix the rose sensors to specific ADC channels, it is necessary that the si-
multaneity error between the 1st and 32nd channels is not more than ∆t32 = 0.133 ⋅ 
10-3 / 31 = 4.3 ⋅ 10-6 sec. This means that, in absence of the boxcar detector [198] in 
“sensor–ADC” channel, the ADC capable to provide for quantization frequency 
not less than fqu max = 1/∆t32 ≈ 232 kHz should be used (note that quantization fre-
quency fqu of x(t) process has almost no interrelation with fqu max value). Naturally, 
the requirements to the digitization of the entered processes may be lower depend-
ing on the purpose of the analysis. So, in case of the wheels coming off the rails 
stability studying, condition ∆t32 < 0.05 / (2π ⋅ 20 ⋅ 31) = 12.9 ⋅ 10-6 sec. should be 
met. It also should be noted that, when determining the fatigue strength of the load 
bearing structures using the deformation rose, but with the sensors fixation to three 
sequentially scanned ADC channels, the permissible simultaneity error between 
the first and the third in scanning queue channels comprise ∆t32 ≤ 0.133 ⋅ 10-3 / 2 = 
66.5 ⋅ 10-6 sec. Also note that, with parallel operation of two ADC cells, the re-
quirements to simultaneity almost do not rise (despite the fact that now there are 64 
input channels). If no frequency analysis of the digitized processes is expected, the 
time quantization interval increment variability is possible when quantizing the di-
gitized processes by time. However, it is necessary that, at any three sequential 
moments of time of digitizing the information of one and the same ADC channel 
(tj, tj+1, tj+2), the following condition is met 

( ) ( )1 2 1 qu1j j j jt t t t f+ + +− ≤ δ ∧ − ≤ δ ⇐ δ ≈ .   (10.34) 
This means that the intervals between the sequential scanning of one and the same 
ADC channel can be less (but cannot be significantly more!) than 1/fqu value. For 
Fourier analysis of the time processes, the requirements to the quantization interval 
increment stability are significantly higher [210]: 
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where ∆qu ≤ 0.01fqu. 
When developing the digitizing system without the utilization of any interme-

diate carrier (oscillograph or magnetograph), it is necessary to limit the permissible 
duration of the entered realizations by four to five minutes. Usually, it is unreason-
able to increase the time of continuous digitizing as, in case of any emergency in 
the laboratory car (such as the computer power supply failure), the loss of any four 
minute information hardly can lead to serious errors when making the conclusion 
basing on the test results; the losses of longer information may cause big delays in 
the test procedure as the additional trips of the test train may be necessary to re-
store the lost data. To achieve maximum 20 per cent time loss of information on 
the dynamic tests on the line, the computer recovery time upon completion of the 
receipt of every next assembly of realizations should not exceed 1 minute. 

When using the ADC, the following methods of digitizing the analogue infor-
mation exist [198]. 

1. Channel by channel conversion. The computer initiates the analog-to-digital 
conversion in a specific ADC channel, waits for the signal of the ADC readiness 
(for example, repeatedly addressing the port until the availability bit is not reset), 
reads the information at the computer port, and then initiates the conversion in the 
same or the next channel. 

2. Step-frame conversion. The computer initiates the ADC functioning. The 
ADC itself switches the conversion channels, and generates the readiness signal 
when all the channels finish their operations. At the same time, it is necessary to 
get the information on all the channels from the computer port assigned to the 
ADC. This can be achieved, for example, by repeatedly addressing the computer 
port. Naturally, to function this way, the ADC should have internal memory. 

In both cases, the computer can use the timer [198] to start the quantization of 
the first channel (method 1) or the quantization of the first frame (method 2). 

3. Asynchronous operation of the ADC and computer. The computer sets the 
quantization frequency, the queue of conversion channels scanning and length of 
the realization in one (each) channel for the ADC. Upon finishing its operation and 
having accumulated the information in its internal memory, the ADC initiates the 
breakup to the computer. Then the information from the internal memory of the 
ADC is transmitted to the computer random access memory (RAM) or directly to 
the disk via the direct access channel. 

With 4 minutes (240 seconds) realization time and 800 Hz quantization fre-
quency, 32-channel ADC operating by the third method will require the internal 
memory for 240 ⋅ 800 ⋅ 32 ≈ 6.14 ⋅ 106 words (≈12.3 MB for 12- or 16-digit ADC). 
Currently, it is reasonable to have this volume RAM in the computer, but not in the 
ADC cell. It is undesirable to store the information in half the volume of the small 
internal memory of the ADC (for instance, 128 kB) and then transmit this informa-
tion to the computer disk while the information is asynchronously collected in the 



 

 

second half of the internal memory of the ADC as this may cause the delay in the 
information receipt via the ADC due to failures and multiple repeated recordings to 
disk (multiple repetition of failed recordings is one of the functions of disk driv-
ers). Such delays are unacceptable for the Fourier analysis of the digitized realiza-
tions. With the asynchronous operation of the ADC and computer, it is somehow 
problematic to interrupt the information digitizing after the time interval signifi-
cantly less than 4 minutes if requested by the test manager. Basing on the above 
said, the asynchronous operation of the ADC and computer  has to be considered 
inapplicable. 

The starting point for the information frame (or the first channel in the frame) 
quantization can be set using the computer timer, the computer clock (for comput-
ers with IBM 286 and higher processor), the external generator or the set of satel-
lite commands. Application of the satellite commands implies the uniform set of 
commands between the signal quantization moments in one and the same channel 
of the ADC. This means that the digitizing programs become machine-specific that 
makes the operation problematic. The list of the equipment necessary for normal 
operation of the laboratory car is given in [145]. Signal generator that could be 
used for sampling the beginning of the information frame quantization with the 
multi-channel ADC has no functional application in the laboratory car. It is usually 
undesirable to introduce excessive additional equipment to the laboratory car. Uti-
lization of the timer and clock is almost of equal worth. The described software 
uses the timer. 

When using the IBM compatible computers, the most convenient for the test 
data digitizing operating system is MS-DOS provided it operates in protected 
mode. The advantages of MS-DOS are its simplicity, the simplicity of the operat-
ing system restoration from an external carrier (diskette), and the absence of the 
initiative to self-preventing (it should be noted that Windows operating system ver-
sions 95, 98 and 2000 gives rather high priority to self-preventing programs, and 
thus may destroy the continuous character of acceptance of big volumes of analog 
information via the ADC). The most appropriate programming language for the 
development of analog information digitizing programs is ТМТ-Pascal. 

The software developers recommend to display the oscillograms of digitized 
processes parallel to the analog information digitizing. Most frequently, for this 
purpose, the digitizing process is interrupted for some time, but, at the asynchron-
ous operation of the ADC and computer, there is a fundamental possibility to accu-
rately align these computation processes. Let us remind that, during the tests, the 
information is entered into the computer using sometimes 20 and sometimes 64 
channels. It is impossible to display all the digitized information at the same time, 
as even 20 oscillograms are almost indistinguishable on a screen. Actually, there’s 
no sense in duplicating the digitized information on the screen because almost all 
the processes that are entered into the computer are displayed on the laboratory car 
monitors [145]. However, the possibility of viewing the already digitized informa-
tion (displaying three to five processes at a time) is, by no means, necessary. The 
modern personal computers provide no possibility for processing the digitized in-



 

 

formation on-line with the input or in intervals between the sequential inputs of the 
realization assemblies because their structure does not have additional processors 
operating in parallel with the main processor of the computer and with each other. 

When digitizing the sensors information, it is convenient to use special board, 
which can be used for entering the track plan and the benchmarks of the mileposts 
passing. This information is radiographed to the laboratory car by the observer in 
the locomotive cabin [145]. The settings in the ADC channel used for the profile 
entering are as follows: u(t) ≈ 0 V voltage corresponds to the straight section of the 
track, u(t) ≥ +1 V (but u(t) < 1.5 V!) corresponds to the right curved section of the 
track, u(t) ≤ –1 V – to the left curved section of the track and u(t) > +2 V – to 
switches. The train coming pass the milepost is registered in another channel of the 
ADC by switching the voltage level from u(t) ≈ 0 V to u(t) ≥ 1 V or from 
u(t) ≥ 1 V to u(t) ≈ 0 V. The voltage level of u(t) ≤ –1 V in the same channel cor-
responds to the command “end of realization assembly input”. The information on 
the train location may also be entered using the satellite navigation system. The 
speed of the test train should be digitized via separate ADC channel. For the in-
formation decoding when processing, the records of the bogie side frame move-
ments relative to the car body in the bolster section are very useful [196; 201-203]. 
These processes allow for the determination of the car entering (exiting) the curved 
section and the switches and for assessing the curved line radius. It should be noted 
that the message about the train entering the curved line sent by the observer in the 
locomotive serves only as a signal of the motion condition change, but cannot be 
considered the reference point because of the big error. Therefore, the time differ-
ence between the  changes of plan and track profile for the locomotive and the test 
car can be computed by the software. In principle, there is the possibility to store 
the plan and profile of the track into the computer memory before the beginning of 
the trip and then to watch the car position in the plan considering the speedometer 
during the software data processing (without the interference by the operator). 
However,  the laboratory car power supply failures, sensors failures, and informa-
tion input termination by the request of the test manager are possible during the 
tests. For classification while processing, the additional information is usually ne-
cessary: staking out of the test section of the track; elevation of the external rail in 
the curved line; train handling regime (traction, slowing-down, braking); weather 
conditions (dry, rain, snow); rails condition (dry, wet); passage of bridges, cross-
ings; track structure (spliced or continuous welded track, wooden or reinforced 
concrete cross-ties); the bed and ballast section type; emergencies during the tests; 
other information. That is why the program for watching the test train position in 
the track plan should mandatory have the branched dialog graphic interface with 
the operator. 

If the program for digitizing the sensors information via the ADC have in-
cluded the test number (the test train trip number) and the test entry number into 
the original realization file name and the file extension [198], all the necessary in-
formation can be entered into the computer while preparing the digitized informa-
tion for processing basing on the entries in the test log [145; 181]. It should be 



 

 

noted that the mandatory part of preparation is the generation of the master file, in 
which each entry fragment is matched with the respective test number, plan and 
average speed in the given section of the track. 

The operator  should have the possibility to correct the entries sizes not only at 
the stage of the analog information digitizing, but also at the stage of this informa-
tion processing. This requirement is connected with the fact that it may be neces-
sary to calibrate the sensors after the test in addition to their calibration (adjust-
ment) [78; 145; 207] before the test. 

Let us note that uninterrupted continuous information registration may be ar-
ranged using two computers. In this case, the information receipt by the second 
computer should be started at the moment when the first computer goes into re-
cording on its disk (or slightly in advance of this moment). 

The described method of the sensors information digitizing may be used for 
dynamic tests on the line and strength tests of the railway vehicles aimed at deter-
mination of their respective characteristics, and for studying the performance of 
new or modernized oscillation damping and shock absorbing systems. 
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